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Preface

The four authors of this book are prOfessionals-concerned with both
spccial education and school mental health, as @re the vast majority of
our special education colleagues. The purpose of this monograph is.to
sharpen attention to these concerns by focusing on what has come to
be catitd **affective education" as it applies.to special pupils.

Unfortunately, affective education is in a confused state. There ikre anunfber of general terms applied to the movement including
humanistic education, priMary prqvention, behavioral sciende educe-
hob, mental health education, and onfluent edutation, among others.
There are also many different co epts Of hoW one approaches teach-
ing the afftcf!iy some, it is seen a .everything that transpires in schooland by others as organized pr rams for elementary or secondary
school with'e..tensive curricula as a subject matter area. There are also
concerns, mlny of which will be included in the following pages, that
come unde specific terms such ai moral education, teaching self con-
tml*, sens;;Ivity training, and self concept enhancement. It is no wonder
the field has been called chaotic and unorganized, where everything isincluded and where sdme opportunistic publishers 1iave createdgadgets or made haphazard lists of "activities" for teachers to try 10
minutes each day. The fact is that there is little reasonable theory aboutthe nature and purpose of affective education, few well designed
evaluative studies, and a lack of coherent, organized guides to the
many facets of the field.

Of course this book will not cure all of these ills. Nor can everything
of possible relevance be included. The intent is far more limited: toprovide a practicalguide to the field with 'specific materials for
teachers to use, but to embed the practical in an organizational 'pattern

vii,



that wilt provide integration and a conceptual base. Because we are
teachers, we want-to give, specific and concrete examples. Because we
Tiiirproirssional teachers, we want the specifics to reston anunders-
tanding of the psychological impert,

For too long teachers Have been expected to accomplish the ex-
pegted cognitiv6 and affectiv6.goals'in the classroom by thQmseIveg.

6 'Particularly, much of the enrichment 'that is expected in order to ac-
complish affective Oak depends on augmentation of the resouroes
within the classroom. There are only a. few teachers with paid aides,
and thentften only for, periodic assistance. There are tWo levels of,

augmenting assistance needed to facilitate affective eduCation..One,is
consultation and cott!aching with nntal health specialists. There are

. times when discussions will clarify the emotional conditions that need
to lw considered. Especially in group work, shared leadership is very
important. But there 'are alsosother ways to expand the teacher's input

.. through volunteers. Older peers, college students Eindg Parent/
grandparent helpers can often provide the'added personal, relation-
ships that humanize. the pupil's experienceyalett (1972) has illustr-
ated specifically how theschool psychologist can give such participat-
ing assistance, us one example, .

As we shall see, affective education fo l. any class is a mix of in-
dividual teaching style, the capacities and needs of a iven group of
puptls, and the particular Methods employed. There is no simple way
to indicate the inyredients of ayi affectivelirograiii. This seems to
bother some who like to have a rigid format for teaghers to follow
one that is so cut and dried that it remiwes the need for any judgment.
In our view this is an insult to the profession and teachers know better.
The decision of whid given tactics to use and how to use them is al-
ways a matter for the teacher to decide. Sometimes, when fterr.i is a
difficult decisiot this is done with "consultation" from the literature,
colleagues. or related disciplines.'The teacher must be familiar with
the options and be able to select those appropriate to a condition, This
monograph could hie considered a book of options. A wide range of

possibilities are offered from complete programs to a specific
methodology. Only the teacher 'will have the educational and psy-
chological acumen to decide what process to employ in a given setting.

This is what teaching is all about,
Special education teachers have yet aoier .function beyond that of

the regular teacher in the use of affective t ucation. In addition tO the-
knowledge of the normal development of ç nature of children, they

IIinclude their understanding of the variaoce o their special children in
their planning. Many adjustments have to be made in typical affective
education experiences btcause of the particular nature and needs of
special 'pupils. In this we acknowledge the dual nature of the task.
First, special 'children' and Outh are nonspecial children in their basic

.. human Aveds. Regardless of categories, they are individuals each with
a unique yinstellation of characteristics. They are children growing

viii
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up. Second. being strecial education children, they are.ot higher rir:k
and have verypirtiLular needs. too. While it would be a pave mistake
to stereotype,anyone Or any group, special teachers will adipt their use'of affective curricula to such conditions as developmental lags, learn-.
ing modes, emotional volition, and sensory impairments. Unfor-
.1unately, the literature provides limited guidance for such adaptationthough we have included what could be located. Hpwever, we-do not
see this as 'a serious limitation, for again the hope of special education,
lies in the skill and concern of the teacher. When it comes le affective
life, mentally htmdicapped anti blind individuals, to take two exam-
.ples. illustrate the ganuit from success to tragedy. Some have learned
-to cope adequately and have successful and satisfying lives as children
ana adults. Others are in despair and depressIon. Since Omi i!). pupils
are at high risk they need more help from schools both in cognitive and
affective areas. Rut the task is not insurinountable.-We just have towork harder tooccompbsh the goals. As*.the say* goes, in special
educatihn, no one promised it rose garden. The teachers are up to the. -
task. a ,

There is one caution that is Most important. We know schools and
teachers have' a great impact on the child's affective life. Ilut ejducht iondoes not stand alon. If school is\an oasis in an environment that is
otherwise a desert, there is a limit to what can be done with affective
education. It is a community enterprise. a trattertof 4portunity, at-titudes, and resources. There is no excuse for not doing all we can M
schools but we must he aware of the impact of the total living ex-perience forcom plete succesg. This means working with families and
community agencies. It also evokes ihe need to becorae an advocate for
fair treatrnent of special persims under the law and iiT the budgets.
Special teachers concerned with affective education will work on
tnan'y front 4.

A final word needs to be said on the use of these materials. There
are some of who have the ego strength to go it alone. Aiter all, wedre kings and queens of our classroom castles. Most of us do better-
with Penr support. Not only ;id we clarify our concepts but we share
creatiVy in applications. Even more important, .14e are hot alone. We

have' a support group in our effort to improve our practice. Ric this
reason, we suggest the material here and in the extended mferences as.the basis for school study groups or professiunal seminars. This inser-4 'r
vice aroach is of course gcrtpanefor both speoial and mainstreamed

- teachers. And change efforts hind to atrophy when there is no concert
effort.,

I.
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1 Affective Educatiori and the
SpecialEducation Teacher

The thesis of this book is. simple. The mental health of children and
youth is a primarEconcern of every teacher: planning for pupils' socio-
enintidnal well being deierves equal status to that ?Oven cognitive And
physical development. Reqognizing hazards of growing up"spftial" in
this society, the mental hearth obligations of special education are even
more crucial. It is not a question of the affective domain versus .the

, cognithre or motor domain. The goal is affective, cognititte, and motor
learning in the 'proper bathice, dictated by the needs of individual hand-

. icapped pupils. Because many handicapped children have difficulty
with their cor itive learning end schools are traditionally the place for
teaching the three R's, the affective sector has often been neglected or
left to haphazard tffortsi

, 'nine was wn school mental health was consideted a process
v -apart: from traditional .educational experience. Specialists. such ast school sot ial workers, school psychotogists. and guidance workers

brought t linical4 techniques into.. the school, and children wi!ti
- di1ficuLtie were sent to the experts for repair. Of course the supply of

assistance was limited and handicapped children usually-golless than
the average assistance even though they needed more than the typica

Because of the,complications of growing' up in our present,s0ciety,
we need these specialized personnel services more than ever for those
children snd youth with lerious difficalties.;At the same time, there
has been a significant shift in the menta l. health movement from
restoration to prevention. Tociarboth channels are cunsidered essen-

4 .1.tial; prophylaxis has achieved an importance equal to remechation.
The thesis is, we can prevent much persondl and social 'distress

e.'"
through affective educational effort, a more effective way to enhance
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mental health than" yaditional clinical 'approaches that are invoked
after.the fact of serious breakdown.

But why is the task for the special education leacher rather than
mental health specialists? Therre reasons in addition to the fact that,.
there is a severe shortage of those specialists. One is,that prevention is
best done in natural settings such as schwls, homes, and the gem-
.munity. By rearranging part of what goes on and addingsome new
coMponents, the schnol can 1)(,.the keystone for prevention through the
applicatin bf affective education Another, reason for teacher involve-
ment is that schools, are already influencing the affective growth of
pupils. tor good or ill, the pupil'F school experience has a great deal of
influence on how the child feels about hisior her self .and social rela-
tionships.,,Schools'ean b designe0.to be good teaching Places for posi-
tive affective growth. Finally; whdn we thinle.of our handicapped
children and adolescents, we know the severity of their struggles Id
how crucial the education experience has become for both their cur-
rent and future welfare. Special educators are ,wocking With a par-
ticularly'vulnerable population. Thus, the current 4ffective education
movement is of particular interest Co special education teachers. Thtre
are frequent referenceslo affecti'vegoals in the IEP's. Often the modus
ciperandi for achieving these affective goals is.ambiguous. We.nded to
know how to impfor the self concept and self control which 'are two-
common examples of affective goal statements. The recent rapid in-
crease in attention lc affectiye education has brought exciting new
possibilities but also wnsi4órahle ill advivd supérficiality. The p. ur-
pose of this book is .to hel speCiid education teachers understand,the
potentials'and limitation ..of affective education so that they martipply

s:the best methodelogy or then various- groups , of special', children.
Affective !!ducati9n not an 'extra. It is an essential domponent of
special educatioii ay/it is formulated under the mandate df.Public Law
94-142, '

/
THE NATURE OFAEFECI1VE EDUCATION"

There are kveral terms usql to designate school programs designed to
.;echcate" the affective sphere, ,The most Lommon ,is affective educa-
tion, which;Aplies a contrast to the mgnitivb and motor curricula.

Ildwever, wie know that the three spheres do not function as discrete
entities. There are "feelings" of many kinds that'accompany or .fite
generated as a child acquires the cognitive skilrof reading; the same
hiipPens with a motor skill such as ice skating. To show how compli-
cated it is, receaf attention has been giyen to svcial cognitionhow,

1!, one thinks about social relationshipsas one coMponent of socializa-
tion. On the converse side, the motivational or affective aspects of a
cognitive or motor learning experience have certainly been prominent
in teaching. While we never forget the interlocking of 'the three
spheres, the major focus in affective education is on what we shall
lajer describe as the "affective components" of experience.

a.01.
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tehaviorul science educatifn is one term commonly used in the field.
.Teaching children about Ulf! science &human behavior has an objec-
tive and clarion ridg. One supposed advantage of this term is that one
can avoid conto versial matters such as values, since scientific infor-
mation.is iirplic . to be free of valun bias and thus will not infringe on
individual right.s, There is an added implication for schools .because
behavioral sciene education fits in well with how schools function;
we make concerns into curricular -subjects" to study. Another term,
used in the intrpduction, is primary prevention, meaning the protection
and enhancement of mental health attributes. Here the goll is
strvngthening the child's ability ta copc effectively with emotional
problems. 4

Finally, the term humanistic educetion mrms many things to
various' people, To some it connutes a inor,! Lwin ixincational pro-
cess that rests upon certain overitiing va s.---the kind of humane
treatment that is-the birthright of every human ueing, es:vela:1y the
yoeng and most limited. In- its extreew form, humanistic education
ii.tiii;tains that the child is always right and is the arbitrator of what
and how education should take place. Nonetheless, the humanistic
enAisis has directed us to a more even balance of thr rights and
w.eds of children versus arbitrary adult imimsition. Another facet of
ft is hunianistic position is in the particdlar type of human being ex
tolled. There are certain highly prized characteristics as the goal. This
has.hrought out into the open the valves issue which will be addressed
subsequently.

Thr;
,

.areylements of each of these definitions that blend into a
more universal understanding of affective educ 'ion. We shall extend
tiw concept of affective education to incorporate rdevant elements that
will produce. a well rounded understanding of the topic. Generally
speaking, affective education concerns emotional development. As
such, it includes thweducational efforts related to attitudes, values, and
feelings: Them are affeclie components related to the self (self con-
cept and self esteem, for ('xample), social components in mlationship
to other human beings (empathy, justice, varimis social values, accept-
,koce of special (:hildren), and to objects (love of literature or nature).
Semehow all of these must be molded into a coherent theory.

I. Affective Education Really New?

Society continually asks educationwhilb. eventually means
teachersto assume new obligations. Most recently these expecta-
tions include teacher accountability. A teacher may well ask, "What
Imre are they expecting now? What more am I going to be account;ible
forr Readig the Mend um !night give the impression that affective
lilucation is a new area for schools. Nothing could. lw further from
reality, as a refkct ion on our own ed neat ional experiences proves, The

3



fact is, all educational efforts embo ly some components of affective
education, though not always in will, n that could be considered posi-
tive. The 16,000 hours a pupil spends in school are not devoid of emo-
tional components.anything but. vve si i! too many cases where the
affective consequences are devasting. Particular tedchers may spend
as much or more tLne on discipline than ;myth ing elseone part of
affective educatiOn. Teachers may become angry at times and explo-
slims are not unheard ofaffective education. Teachers moralize and
punishaffective education again. For evil or for good, there is no
dirth ofoffert to influence reelings and behavior in the schools. Much

t is positive. Some teachers have worked on making learning fun
and self satisfying. They try to bring security and joy to children. They
work on positive self esteeM for their special pupils. They are child ad-
vocates. All of these represent affective education at work, So what is
new?

Histork:alTy. schools have been involved ii . affective education since
colonial times: the horn books of moral adages were thought to incul-
cate thu values desired at the time. Some of the same issues sitll haunt
us, such as "Respect thy father 'and mother." Schools weft, supposed to

:ulcate good citizenship and civic values. And take the matter of dis-
cipline which is somttimes the major investment of regular and
.special teachers. Some teachers and even some schools spend more
time on trying to get allegiance to a social code than anything else. Self
discipline is an affective skill. W,e try to get our 'youngsters to cooper-
'ate. respect the teacher, and be cordial to their prIers-, all of which is
more affective-learning, Fur some time, we have been concerned About
children enjoying reading in hopes that ttgay would read on their owrj. We
want pupils to gain reasonable self edteem, Whieltappearviftqb0 goal
statements of many school,systems. These are accepled.Affective educa-
tional aims.
, . Again, what is new in affective edncation besides the name? There
are several unnditions that are different in the current highlighting of
affective educ4nion as a specific educational .obligation for regular and
special education.

First, as ii society we are in an obvious crisis of personal and social
values. The amount of aggression, delinquency,.unhappiness, and self
defeating behavior has raised real questions concerning the ability of
the democrat ic society to maintain itself. When society has a crisis, the
schools inherit an obligation. Hence, there is ,a direct, overt concern
with affective education in terra of values clarification, self cpntrol,
moral education, and the like. in some cases this supplements home
training and in others it does what does not get done in the home. The
goal is laudable and should be pursued, but with a recognition of the
limitations in scKol efforts without broad communitrand hothe sup-
port.

et
Second, the recent ctIltural revolution has sensitized Us to new

values, some of which are in opposition to the older asumed norms.
Getting ahead is no longer all that counts, Life satisfaction competes
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with socioeconomic upward mobility. Out of this current conflict of
values has come axreat deal of introspEctionboth personal and
social. This is reflected in certain specific curricula such as values
clarification:Furthermore, it is evident that these matters will not be
settled by authoritative dicta. TO illustrate, think of the matters con-
tingent upon one's education about sexual behavior. Children and
youth need to examine our cultural diversity and work out the'ir own
set of values. The end of the presumed monolithic value system makes
affective education processes mandatory. Another aspect that is made
more overt in the citrrent cultural ethos is the attention to life satisfac-
tion and the positive aspects of experience. To put it succinctly, we are
engaged in joy in life. Play, having fun, and creative experience con-
stitute an enhancing element in the mental health movement. There,
self actualization is the goal, albeit with an awareness of social obliga-
tion. Thus, we add to the old concepts of mental health that
emphoized getting rid of neurotic and self_defeating behavior,'the
positiv)! growth side as well. This broadens the scope of mental health
from rehabilitation, to prevention, and, finally, to enhancement.

Another reason for the current attention to affective education in the
schools is the fact that increasing numbers of children and youth live
in "risk" families and communities where security and socialization
do not take place, or are, at best, only minimally present. Divorce
statistics, family strife, child neglect and abuse, along with poor
parenting take a toll. Families of special children aie known to be, on
the average, more susceptible to problems. Such conditions put a very
high pwmium on affechive education. How can the school replace the
essential psychological ingredients that are missing in a poor home ,

life? Can it do so? We see at once that affective education is far more
comple c than a set of lessons in self control. Some of the aspirations
may he beyond realization. Yet, teachers can become the critical.
stabilizing force in many pupils' lives. It will be necessary ito. examine
how teachers can serve as figure's for identification, The way young
children confuse mama and teachers, sometimes calling the teacher
"mama"; tells us that there is a powerful latent process here that we
must include ir our study, namely Modeling and identification. Those
who work with adolescents have recognized that these students often
transfer their contest with their parents to their teachers1 which is
another example of the role teachers play:In short, teachers are child
upbringers, the professional agents of society in this regard,

As indicated, there have always been affective education efforts in
the school, btit the overall effort has been neither.systematic nor al-
ways psychologically relevant. An example is in the application of dis-
cipline. As we examine what is done in schools about discipline, can
we assume these actual practices are,really designed to facilitate the
pupils' social learning? Or is it just to maintain a semblanCe of control?
Much is ad hoc, or even taken for granted. Changing attitudes is more
difficult than teaching arithmetic and certainly cannot be left to
haphazard efforts. Affective education aims to change all of this. It is

5
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new held that, using the most astute, psy4, logically appropriate'
methods systematically Over the school yeardrale school can signifi- -
cantly assist in the affective growth of children and youth. This means
that decisions'about the subOance and methods of affective education
are critical, To fill the curricular void in this area-, a rash of materials
Ind techniques have been devised. In fact, we stand to be,inumlated
by a flood of gimmicks and quickie procedures that must be separated
frobi well though t.ouL techniques. We will need 'to be aware_orthese
"helps to teachers" but we must also have a basis for evaluating the
particular materials.

It is evident that affectiVe education represents a new effort and owl,
serious obligation. Like it or not, in one way or another teachers are.
now resptinsihle for the emotional growth of their pupils as well as the

14 cognitive and niotor.spheres, In the next section, the particular role
this plays in special education is exanined.

AFFECTIVF, EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUFATION

What has been described up to this point is the right all children n thisI.,
society have to more systematic assistance with their affective g wth.
Of course, this includes special children, and special children are even
more in need of this assistance than others. It is easy to see why this is
St

Because thes are at high risk, special pupils are prone to affective
difficulties. When We talk of the socially-emotionally impaired, the
very label indicates an affect' e disorder as either the core or as a ma-
jor part of the difficulty. Flomc r, all special areas are included iti the
high ri category. It has not been !rally recognized that affective
disab ay ('poor.self concept, low self esteem, adjustment prohl-ms,
anti e like) constitutes the common denominator for most special ^

.chil rim. To find an "all adequate" child who is also a special pupil is
not the typical condition. Relatively few adolescents have mastered the
impact of their disability and come out unscathed. This is, then; the
core of our study.

The affective life of all children and.youth is of concern to the educa-
tional establishment. The special difficulty of growing up while being
considered different puts our pupils at particuliz risk. In a culture that
presents problems for even the - -mid, special pupils need particular
assistance: Not only do they have everyday problems, but they are in
double jeopardy, whether midnstreamed or set apart. Of course,
special ethication teachers have know this all along. The questioqs,
are we doing all we can to help our ch at and youth? We will chart
the way for teachers who want to do uflihat is possible.

What Are the Goals of Affective Education?

There are those that see affective education as going far beyond values
clarification excriises that are designed to examine our beliefs. though

"
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this is a part of it all. We may nmd to develop new and more appropri-
ate values essential to a democratic society.'

Several have spoken out on this issuo. Kagan (19/3) indicated-that the
schools have an ol;ligation to teach cooperativr attitudes, empathy, and
social amcern. He stated that schools ihould serve the needs of our
society today, -We need tu restore faith, honesty, humanity." To do this
the school'must focus on these matters. Kagan sugested that a pupil be
graded on humanism, that is to say how kind and nuturant he or she is!
These are strong words on the role of affective education. Wink there is
no comPlete agreement on even these fundamental hu.man affective
characteristics, panents, teaChers, pupils, and educators do agree that
the democratic .values are a legitimate concern of schools. In fact, most
sc'aool syStems.already have in their code the aim to cultivate such an

affective disposition.
Tyler.(1974) put forth the basis for affectivereducation. He noted the

need to preserve the student's privacy---"how he feels is hi:, dwn busi-
ness." For this reason, Tyler does not feel schools should teach or even
explore all affective areas. It is evident that individual rights and social
goals are a profound issue in affectimeducation, and teachers must ar-
bitrate the rightful domain of WO:

To Tyler, the appropriate affective areas for schools to develop and

teach arc the following:

1. loterests: encouraging student interest in reading, writing, and
other curricula.

2._ Attitudes: the Objective attitude of science, concerns for other.peo:-

'ple, awareness, and the like,'
3. Appreciations: works of art, music, dance, naluye, etc.
4. VolueS: the values outlined in the constitution. Here Tyler feels the

school can legitimately inculcate values such as justice; equal rights
regardless of race, sex, or socioeconomic status; the dignity of each
individual:. the right to viite, of free speech, and other core values in
a democratic six:iely: There is the right to pioperty and person
out fear. He cited concern for the ,widl being and dignity of others by
treating others with respect, considering the consequenceS of our
behavior on others. guarding the safety and health of, others, sup-
porting equal opportunity, being loyal to the country, and Maintaint
lye ethical standards in work, school, and social situations, Tyler went
further in slating that one must support just law and rights of all in-
dividu.als and defend the right* and liberties of all individuals.

Tyler conducted a study of the basic values that are the democratic
heritage and cannot be left to chance, There may be others that are also

part of what our society nocds to function: a 'respect for the law, par-
lit:ipation in the political process, involvement in some work endeavor,

and so on.
There are two problems with affective education as it relates to

ttiese "extei nal values'', First, we do not have-universal agreement ori



the total list or even the actual nature, of those directly rooted in the'
constitution. Second, while these may.be the way things should look
upon graduation, what is their counterpait in preschool, elementary
school, and high school? The form and precursors of given behavior
certainly change with development. Some affective dispositions ac-
tually await developmental readiness as well. But if one waits too long4
can one generate the value implied by justice? Or empathy? We do not
want surface conformity:' we want internalization of the value. When do
we start? For special teachers, there is also the question of how these.mat-
ters are different with special pupils. Tyler gave ug the direction but there
are many philosophical as well as pragmatic issues left.

Most affective educators would couple the attitudinal and social
goals indicated by Tyler with another area more common to mental4

health heritage. o the interpersonal goals of social relationship skills
would be added the intrapersonal goa!s of dealing with one's self
esteem. We not only want competent social beings, we want our
children and youth to have positive feelings about themselves,.proac-,
live motivation that gets therh inviilved in helping others, h'ope and
purpo'se, 'and to he at least relatively free of emotional distortions. We
woulil like them to he mentally healthy, an elusive term in itself, but
not without mkining. While it is not 'expected that everyone will reaeh
the h:vel of maturity of Maslow's (1970) self actualized pe-sons, every-
one shiadd 'have the inner resources to cope with the social reality
around them. .

It is difficult lo imagine a satisfying life without a reasonable level of
sill esteem. How.one feels about oneself, one's place in life, and one's
prospects cannot be. ignored. In fact, to most affective educators, the
key, goal is to develop on adequate self concept Jwhat oneis) and self
esteem (how one 'feels ahout what one is).

This brings us a mOdel of the goals of affective education (see Figure 1).
FOr our purpose, the giials can he depicted on three dimensionsl]ersonal,
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social, and attitudinal. AH are necessary and, of course, are intertwined,
They are separated only tn provide a conceptualization of the elements.

The purpose of affective education is to foster in each individual'an
adequate self concept combined with high self esteem. This is the per-sonal dimension. Qualitatively, the goal is awkndividual who can copewith the developmental tasks of his, or her age and who reflects a sUs-taining level of scif esteem. Further, the persen should have certain at-titudes, be reasonably happy for example. We would like to teach eurpupils to enjoy working to their ability and to enjoy the arts as con-sumers and producers. Witt special youngsters,' it is necessarr toresolve the conflict between What they can realis!ically do and what
they would like to do. This task is far more taxin 4 than it is with the
averaw child or adult. Special children must be taught to use what they
have and not be depressed or defensive about what they lack.

On the social axis, the affeCtive goal is to maximize the prosocial po-tential of the individual:The definitive work on prosecial behavior has
been dohe by Straub(1979) in two volumes that explain both the condi-.tions and personality attributes that form the basis of positive be-'
haviof. Much. but not all, delinquent behavior is a consequence of ar-rested or deviant development on the social axis. This axis, is ob-vivsly Closely linked with the personal axis, forlhe defensive, non-ottipathiC., nonsensitive individual is unlikely to move far on the
prosocial axis through internal motivations, though behavior modifica-tion may enable a. degree of social conformity. Once given the readi-
ness to relate to others, there is still the matter of handling one's im-pulses and learning how net to be antisocial, then moving toward themere prosocial end follows. The expectations are made reasonable fereach developmental level. Rights of others to common toys is a start)toward the eventual rights of others to jobs. The sense of justice willnot be born as a mature concept, it evolves.

As we look at the link between the self and the social, it becomes
clear'how difficult the task of affective education is for special educa!tam teachers. The angry, failing, hopeless individual cannot be ex-,pected to move to social considerations until the personal considera-

1 tions have been met to some degree. The attitudinal dimension in-
chides elements.that 'are not directly required to be either adequate orsocial but to make life more complete and rich. Can one iicagina an ex-citing life without peak experiences? With no art, music, pr dance?.
One hopes *to encourage certain aesthetic attirudes and appreciations.A person could have high self esteem and be social and yet be flat,unexcited, .and unexciting. There is the quality dimension of affectivelife. The emotional goals are' not simple nor a matter of just ':conquer-
ing" the so called negative affect. We hope to modulate anger and nothe dominated by fears or hate. But we do not expect these to be elimi-
nated, Fram the mental health point of view, they remain muted and
directed. For example, we would hope the young adult would have an'angry' reaction to injustice, as Maslow (1970) describes in his 'self ac-
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tualized persons. The function of legitimate fear related to self protec-
tion in certain circumstances cannot be ignored.

On the converse sid% the emotional expressions of satisfaction and
love are essential. A special aspea of this, which children and youth
pick up' from the culture, is instant freedom, highs, and exciting sen-
sual experience through drugs. This is the link between affective
education:and drug pPograms. The lacl of capacity to feel satisfaction
in human relationships4and the desire for an easy way out leads to
drug induced affective states. The aftermath is tragedy. In some in-
stances, the whoie entry .to affective education comes through this
channel. The use of medication in special education is a sensitive
issue. We are not trying to end up with homogenized individuals
where the delight in living and sensory pleasures of play, the arts, and
nature are dormant. The mental health expectation is for positive emo-
tion engagement, along with self esteem and prosocial behavior, To
care about thingg is a necessary human attribute. These characteristics
emerge so gradually in children that adults sometimes fail to see them
coming and sio not nurture the evolution. Patience is the byword in the
dimension of attittidinal dispositions. Expectations have to be adjusted
bolh 'for developmenta[ delays and arrests, A teacher seldom knows
hoW much a child can respond without trying .and some children go
Much further than their categorization would suggest. It may take a
longer span of time.

As we exaMine the four quadrants in Figure,1, the intent of affective
ethication is indicated by the arrows. We want to move youngsters
further Out on the axes that form quadrant (d). The most unfortunate
condition is the child who feels personally inadequate and without
positive self regard, in (a). Some youngsters are depressed, anxious,
and passive. They may actually be sensitive to others and behave in
socially approved ways (c). Their unhappiness and lack of hope
becomes evident.when we work closely with them, This pattern is fre-
quently found in special education children. They do not feel 'good
about themselves at al,l. Some cover up their sadness with a smiling
front. Others have what is called learned helplessness, believing they
never can succeed because of past failures. Adults sometimes en-
courage this by being overproteaive and doing things for the,pupils in-
stead of teaching them to do all they can for themselves. The mildly
retarded child and learning disabled youngster may be living with a
perceptim of failure that has nover been shared with, another human
being.

It is more comthon to have defensive reactions that are harder to live
with but are actually healthier since the pupil is still protesting his.or
her dilemma. Thus, in the lower left quadrant, we find yoi;ngsters who
are antisocial on a defensive basis. They are so possessed by their own
failures that they strike out, Some have an underlying capacity to feel
tor others that is overlayed by ilzir defenses. When these are allayed,
they 'show signs of feeling for others, otherwise, they bulldoze their
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way along to cover up this inadequacy. Some have been severely iiLat
by. life, abused and punished when they failed. They may not have
learned to trust adults at all. Angry and frustrated; as well as fearful,
theY strike out.,

-There are other youngsters who may be found in this quadrant,
though some of them are in the quadrant above (b). They may feel
.good about themselves but they are empty on the social axis, which is
to say they are relatively devoid of feeling for others. Their essential
narcissism is a challenge to the best therapist, let alone teacher. Some
of these youngsters lack adequate socialization and, furthermore, are
con(:erned onily about being stopped or caught in their ads. They do
not have anxiety or guilt about this behavior.

As we follow the course of development in each of the age level seg-
ments that comprise the second 'section of this book, we are made
aware .that adequate affective development at each age level has its
own criteria 4or each dimension.

Quadrant (d) isthe' goal area. While, as we stated, we dO not always
agree on the affective goals, there is enough agreement to keep Ars
busy.

Our three dimensions become enmeshed in Apt' life, One does not
have social competency in the abstract: or self adequacy apart from
functioning roles. These basic characteristics permeate all of life.
There are several systems forcharting the sectors of the stages--Piaget
0948) for the intellectual-moral component, Kohlberg.(1968) for moral
development, Erikson (1963) for psychological tasks. it would be
beyond the scope of this biSok to integrate all of the nuances of affec-
tive education, if thai 's indeed possible. The reader will find a
description at the-basic tasks and needs of .eath age depicted in the
following sections. The programs for affective education are designed
to help bring children in quadrant (d) in various specific ways. For
each age, preschool (Chapter 2), preadolescent (Chapter 3) and adoles-
cent (Chapter 4) the material is divided into affective education
methods that attend to each of the three goals: self adequacy, social
wmpetency, and positive emotional expression. In some instances,
this is difficult because a given program or process is proposed for
more than one dimension. Often the age level will determine the rele-
vant approach, as in the case Of the preschooler. Here it is difficult to.
imagine school programs being effective without a.cOncert of effort
with the home. Thus the arbitrary three dimensions of Figure 2 do not
always maintain their discreteness in the substantiVe chapters.
However, the teacher selects perticular materials. The conceptual
system of Figure 2 provides kuidance and clarifies the goals. The next
section explores certain complications of applying any given affective
education program in a classroom or school.

PROCESSES AND SETTINGS FOR AFFECTIVE EDUCATION

While the three goals daffective educagon can be stated as self ade-
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FIGURE 2. Quadrant (d) Detailed

Social, Competency

quacy, social competency, and positive emotional expression, the
question is bow a teaither can achieve these goals? Wlfat does a teacher
do, specifically? While curric"ull will be deserid, in subsequent
chapters; it would be a mistake tosthink that these can be used
automatically by introducing a unit dr specific technique. The applica-
tion depends on the teacher's awareness of certain basic iisues and
theory regarding affective mittation,

GENERAL PROCESSES OF AFFECTIVE EDUCATION

Essential us it is, affective education is an elusive and multifaceted
process. Whether the aim self esteem or prosocial behavior, there is
simply no one set method, no clear linkage, no absolute course. While
there are possible underlying, factors, there is no single route to help-
ing preschoolers develop and become Satisfactory preadolescents and
adolescents, and then grow into reasonable adults,.Almost every tactic
turns out to be effective with some children in some situations but not
with all: It has been said that the only constant is the need for ciring

'adults, but just caring without wise planning would not get us very fir,
To meet certain educational objectivps such as social problem solvi

ing, the teaching of a specific target skill is in itself the goal, compara-
.)
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"hie to learning a word or hoW to use a multiplication table in'the cogni
tive realm. With.broader self cmcept and socialization goals, the chan-

arii much less clear. Such growth>achieved in many ways, and
oftim indirectly. To one child, at one point in life, learning to catch a
ball enhances self esteem while to another this may not do much at all
to mitigate his or her sense of inadequacy. Some youth, being "outer
responsive," Are nuqured by a teacher's praige. Another pupil re-spmds to peer recognition'and a third "inner directed" youngster may

virtuallysOperviousle external input,until his or her self percep-tions are altred:41Vere is no tme way which resonates with all
youngsters. With 'children, in contrast to adults, there is an added fac-
tor.'They art: "in process" with a high rate of.cfrange and flux, facing
new challenges every day. Accomplishment( that gave self substantia-
tion yesterdiiy may not do so tomorrow, ftfr it takes continuing new
successes o feel yen are growing. While a stable, past self and the
proper level pf'social competency at any age are the best prognoses for
the future, each year is a new world that calls for different appropriate
feedback. Affective education is a continuing process but a solid foun-
dation will reduce the need for remedial work. Of course, we adults
evolve too---er at least shouldbut .eur rate of change and
vulnerability should be less.

Because of the compkxity of learning new levels of self and social
behavior, we will revie, .the general ureas fOr affective education
work as well im the irgrehelogical proceves as a prelude to the next
chaptc.i. For the sake or clarity, we williook at educational efforts that
are focused'on the milieu. on the teacher and on the child as if these
were sepaiate. Obviously_they, are not.

The Milieu Focus for AffectiveEducation

Por every planned intervention .by trtffective education, there are
'hundreds of unplanned leAsons taAtion the space of pupils' livgs: We
see milieu learning all around us. Wp work in the classroom toward
accepting everytme including the child who may be at the same hole
rejected on the playground or snickered at in the Sigh school
lunchroom. it,is very difficault for a child to accumulate adequate posi-
tive §el f feeling:, if the special education class is the only place he or
she.is accepted. In affective education for special pupils there are two
givens: we must help our pupils digest the input from their life space,
lint at the same time we must put forth equal edert to cleanse the life
space of attitudinal and practiced prejudice. The process,ef digestion
involves learning to cope with a reality that is net always what it
shouhl be for the child, Learning how to respond to demeaning,reac-
lions fronk others is an example or the.special ego skills our pupils
need, The process a environmental change leads to affective
programs that are designed .to change negative feed in from home,
neighborhyod, school, or wherever. Of course, there are Ao sure cures,
bnt attention is given to conscious and unconscious negative parental
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or sibling input. The evidence is all too clear that special children are'
subject 'to higher than average rejedion. Many tactics horn- family
therapy are used; parent education, parent 'associations, and the coonb
seling teachers do are designed to alleviate the negative stress points
once we have discoyered where these are for given uoungsters.

Surveys of pupil and teacher attitudes may reveal information that
calls for corrective programs in the school itseJf. Being called a"retard" or a "crazy" happens too often, especially in the
mainstreamed school. Subtle reactions are more c:ommon. Segregated
classrooms are especially susceptible to harsh iMerpersonal vindic-
tives from oukide. There must be diryct effort to diffuse the negative
reactions. Sometimes there.are role* or exclusions of special children
that have no basis in functional reality. So it may be that the affective
educational effort has to be addressed to the total system even when
"(fur goal is to help a particular youngster develop higher self esteem.
But it goes further. Our pupils not only need' equal treatment, but,
hecause of their handicaps, they need unequalsopportunity lo use the
resotirciTs of the educational milieuacademic experiences, extracur-
ricular activities, and nonacademic couises. Some can only survivelf
they have more shop or more art than the normal pupil. The fact is they
usually get less, if any. The special teacher often becomes an advocate
for handicapped pupils in the total milieu.

The neighborhood peer culture may be one source of discrimina-
tion. When youngsters need a ,play gjoup or social 'activities they
should not be excluded becimse of a label. Social 'agencies and church
groups are the best places to ,starj opening up jilt! vast array of ex-
periences youngsters need to grow affectively. Monitoring and con-
sultation are noc(,sSary to ensure that the climate of community ac-
tivities is actually .what is presaibed. What the milieu .Upproach im-

, plies 4i that not everything can be done by 'a teacher within a giveh
classroom. There are school conditions that create oyerall school cli-
mates Norse, 1975). There should be freedom from fear of authorities
and peers. More than that, all children and youth should participate in
and be expected to help formulate the codes of living. It is a joint
teacher-pupil sharing of responsibilities and goals. The senseof rela-
tionship dominates authOritarianism. Every social orgahism has a cOn-
stitiition, the rules of living together (Sarason. 1971). The formulation
should he a joint enterprise done at the level where ,the pupils can
become involved from the simplest "rules" for the little ones to com-
plex plans for adolescents. This is the laboratory of social learning
where affective Conditions are put to the acid test. What the child
learns will be what the milieu teaches.

Affective education has sometimes been conidered an ."extra" in
educatam. The 'important thing for schools'is cognitive achievement,
the three Ws if you will. No ono would propose an adversary condition
of c.ognitive versus affective education. We need graduates with tffe,ir
maximum competencies in both, On the other hand, affective educa:
tion should not be second ,to cognitive experiences provided by the



school. For a Jong time we assimed that the:home alone could ac-
complish the three major affective goals, The methods used were often
indirect'and vmetimes pritnitive hut we did not question the direc-
tion. Such common agreement on affective goals iS no longer present.,
In place of hegemony we have heterogeneity. In place of,the home, we
are eAmfronted bY a myriad of valnes "teachers--the television,

emovies.kprinted materials, and charismatic folk heroes., In this confu-.' Sion, the need to seltzt and reinforce the affective states that are neues-
sary for reasonable individual iinti group behavior is too evident to
need argument. We see the effects of deficiency all around us.

This doe.s not-mean that an affective education. program or course
can substitute for a total ocietal socialization process, esPecially thehome. What it dOes *an is that, conscious', deliberate efforts mustreplace the haphazard:and casual approaches in the school climate.
We have two tasks: firgt. to sipplement and reinforce the learning that
takes place at borne by trinsferring those valw!s to the sckiool group
Slitting. The second task 'is to provide a. compensatory social learning

*float ion for youngsters.who have missed out on the initial learning at
home. While schools.canme do it all, or alone. there is so much of the

Wund up in schooling and so many channels available, that
we On do a great deal. Schools can 'make the difference in adeqnate
affective growth for, many special children if we are willing to ex-
amine the potentials and duvote the time it will take. In a democratic
society there is no .alteznarive: What'this implies for affective eckuca-
lion is that a first task or parallel task to other foci is attention to im-
proving the st:hool life of the pupil. tThtil we have cleansed our .own
milieu, we have not met the first criterion of programing. IfWe in-tend special children to become regular participating memhers ofadult society, we begin by using the school milieu,

The Relationship Between Affective Education and,Mainstteaming

For the most part, mainstreaming literature has concentrated on the in-
dividualizat itm of the regular curriculum to fit the added variance ofspecit Students as well as adding new Methodology to fit the needs of
special eh i hiren. However. there is an equally important part of
mainstreaming that is related to alTh:tive education. This has to do not
,only With the three major affeetive educational goals for individual
handicapped pupils. It has to do with the climate of leacher and peer
acceptance needed for the mainstreamed child. How supportive' is the
teacher? low supportive is the peer culture? Without these two con-.
siderations. mainstreaming will never be successful.

-

What this means in prialtical terms ks that teacher sensitivity-and
positive peer reactions are 'a part of affective education for special
education, Thiltechnitioes indicated hi this book have a double ,8 ign i

n . The first is enhancement of the affective, development of all
peers Meluding the special pupils. The seeond is tu deal with teacher
attitudes and general pupil attitudes that are specific to the welfare and
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emotional survival of special pupils. An example of dealing with this
matter for the blind was described by Wright,(1974). Negative emo-
tional factors are indicated along .Vvith methods for improving at-
titudes. The importance of integrating affective and cognitive
mainstreaming strategies is obvious.

Pupil Focused Affective Education

Mos) affective education is directed explicttly to the pupilsefforts to
, change their views'of themselves or their social behavior. While in.

dividual and group .therapy processes can alter the chila's self and
other perceptions, they are only one mode of changing behavior. Pupil
focused prpgrams take many forms. Some of théte have a .cognitive
hitse. where students learn to sobie social problems or "learn:' self
control fraining in social cognitionaccurate perception of social
conditionsis an element found, in many programs. Other designs
employ behavior modification with contingencies for proper Social

- performance. Some of those "borrowed" from regular education will
wpk just as well M certain special education settings, and others will
n,nt. The se'cond section of this book describesprograms that are pupil
or:lerfied.

The Extrinsic-Intrinsic' Dimension

Andther asped ot affective education is how Much it grows ,naturally
out of what is going Oti in the educational life space versus how much
it is added as a special function.. Jones (19,66),discussed the exploitation
of concomitant affective components related to the cognitive learning
experience that goeS on in classrooms. For,example, school activities
often create feelings of failure, Satisfaction, or anger, and.secial con-
.flict may occur. Thera are crises that can be used for soda! learning.
Jones described how such social learning can deepen intrinsic. affee-
tiVe growth. Most programs to be. reviewed are extrinsic or added on.
They consist ore new and special curriculum. These packaged designs
i'ange from dealing with broad wills to highly specific content. Intrin-
sic affective education involves using the materials that the curriculum
already has and the generic experiences from the classroom for their
affective loadings.

There are things that please or upset pupils in fhe content of the cur-
riculum, the methods employed, or the way children interact The
emotional content may prevent the cognitive intent, as it% the case Jones
reported where seeing the Eskimos kill a seal was yery uPsetting to the
children. Time had to be taken to talk through this "unintended" part
of the lesson. Sexist concepts abound in curricula. Frustrations and ex-
citements occur. These are brought out arid means of 'dealing with
them are incorporated in the school work. Pupils bring in life and
death episodes from outside, draw their Concerns in their artwork,
write tbem in compositions, and reflect on the cultural values of lasf
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evening's television hexoes. These are not to be ignored or repressed
but used for affective growth. Many teachers do this to some extent
already.

The, contrast between the extrinsic and intrinsic approaches is
already evident in some schools, On the one hand, values clarification
is used as a predesigned exercise. At the same time, certain value con-
flicts that 5urface in the group are ignored. Teachers have been known
to berate children to get them to be quiet for "circle time" todo a lan-
ned affective exercise! This. is a "teach here,--tear down there" ap-
ptoach. The covert lessons must parallel the overt efforts. Affective
edecatiim i a frame of, reference. One starts by using natural oppor-
hinities and extends .this by using particularly relevant 'materials as
needed. The natural events and the special events 3o in tandem.

How Does Affective Education Relate to Special Edureation?

Some cautions are in order in applying affective education to special s

education. There are three main conditions to remember. First, the fact
that a youngster has a handicap in no way determines that he or she
will ,he deficient in social and personal development. When parents
have been adequate and thoughtful, handicapped children may have
as much smurity and --social consciousness as "normal" youngsters.
We have all seen such beautiful children regardless of their special
cAmdition.

Wilde we must not generalize about special children any more thaw
we should about typiral children,. one thing we do know is that they
are at higher risk fie.' affective development. They have more to con-
quer to feel secure: Parents often have a, more difficult time meeting
their needs. And, even if they come to school with a good start, there
are risks again. The poSsible shock of ,the peer culture (special or
maimtream) and the lack of adult supportiveness can throw Oen the
well-prepared. For those who.did ciot have the extra help they needed
to build strengat before coming to school, the task is building new cop-k.
ing skills not just supporting those already learned. As the youngster
grows, new awareness of his or her difference follows suit. The
preschogler may not reclgnize all that is going on, but the preadoles-
cent or adolescent child is well aware of discrimination, Some special
pupils are even, expecled to lack socialization, which produces a self
fulfilling prophesy: Therefore, not only must teachers of special
children help their students in the regular processes related to self
worth and social competency but, because Of the vulnerability, they
must build mcc i! strength for these pupils. The work is never done, for
our survival depends upon supportive affiliation with the age, chang-
'ing through the school years. Fur the child in a more or less isolated
special education environment, being different and apart takes its toll,
For the mainstreamed youngster, being different among "normals"
presents a different set of problems. Either way, helping special

ithiulren through affective educat ;11 is, a significant obligation.
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While there are many sophisticated means to screen and assess
pupils affectivu status, for most teachers this is not the problem,
lowever, the matter of nal letting one's own bias enter in is real, and

the goal for behavior is healthy diversity rathei than narrow confOr-
mity. Those who live p'ith the child in school are usually only too
aware of the pupil's affective needs. Since they see these youngsters in
many sitnationsin .groups, doing tasks, relating to authority, and ontheir oi4n, teachers, are well aware of problems (Morse, 1979). Becauseof the group nature of education, te.achers see first those who act out
and create problems for themselves and .others in classnxims. It is
equally important that.attention he given to unhappy and' depressed
children, who hide behind a facade of bravado. Teachers especiallyneed to ht alerted to the withdrawn, defeated child, who is placid and
may not cads problems though ins or her future is at risk because of
low self esteem.

Teacher Focus

Becaus of the critical nature of the teacher's role in affective educa-
tion, detailed attention will be given to this matter before examining
particular curriculum processes for children in subsequent chapters.Much affective education is directed specifically, to teachers.

As has been indicated, teachers always include some type of affec-
tive Hint:atom in their work, often by happenstance and smnetimes
producing consequences in reverse of the intent,. Hotter the profession
shonIll understand what it already about. There are several subdivi-
sions of the topic: personal attributes, knowledge of the children weteach, teacher "training" programs, and general orientation to the field.

Personal and Professional 'Attributes

Dealing pen ly with affective education requires teacher self aware-
ness anti a readiness to try a new experience (Washington, 1974). Notall who rush into affective et)ucation are prepared. For most teachers,
this area was'never touched upon in their training. One's feprs, hopes,frustr+ons are to he acknowledged.' as well as defenses and
methods of coping.

Recently attention has been given to the negative side of this instuilics of "teacher burnt ad". or joh stress. The fact is, all teaching has
become a more difhcult enterprise and special teaching even moredifficult. The added exPectations----such us affective educationhave
creatml greater demands. There are schools and neighborhoods whereactual fear of' physical violem:e is a factor. Mainstreaming has added
responsibilities and accountability has increased, Burnout is a particu-
lar concern to special education, where individualized education
programs (IF P's) and pressure for accomplishments are most evident
at all levels. Papers, forms, and meetings have taken precedence overteaching in some cases. As oiw teacher Said, "We are accused of either
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cognitive readiness than they have pupils' emotional readirCss. The
corollary is, teachers have been given more help in teaching cognitive
curricula than the affective side. Thus, getting to the affective life of
children means tieing able to empathize with them and to see the
world through their eyes. Morgan (1979) made it clear that4eacher em-

' pathy is the core skill that underlies special teaching. She showed how
empathy goes far beyond the verbal exchange and is reflected in how
the teacher manages instruction, organizes the school environment,
respondi to the feelings of the pupils, and is able to be calm, warm and
show affection. We all went through the age processes, but, frequently
we have lost the capacity to reactivate the pupiPs view in ourselves.
Child and adolescent psychology' often remains descriptive aad '

theoretical when it comes to these matters. While we cannot do a great
deal about this in the present volume, we are alerted 4) this matter in
the following material where the. tasks and 'needs of each age are dis-
cussed as well as how these age phenomena relate to special children.
The preface of each chapter is the view from' within which is intended
to sensitize the reader to the inner state of the child. For this reason,
each of the next three chapters opens with a reminder to get us in tune
with the lives of youngsters. -

Teacher Training

While We can eipect more attention to affective education in teacher
training programs in the future, because it is usually emitted at pre-
sent. this training is left for inservice programs, Much of this work is
done around workshops and conferences which do not present a
broad perspective. There even may be a specific product to sell. Some
of these, such as sensit;vity training, Aim to improve teacher interper-
sonal capacity. Others are designed to help with general management,
such as teacher effectiveness training (Gordon, 1974). Glasser's (1965,
1969) vipular training weekends are designed to train teachers in
reality interviewing and group work, Some approachts 'are quite
general Gaylin (1979) has written a broad ranging book on the way we
can become aware of our feelings and the proprietyoUpublic expres-
sion. He described feelings as the instruments of rationality and not as
opposition. and (Ned literary exampks to make the theoretical sections
.i..ome alive Carkhuff (1973) dealt with all of the interperional
teachers need and ,included ways to assess one's own status. Rubin
(1973) included both "facts.and feelings" in his proposed classroom

sign, which would requird a major revision of public school cur-
rit ulum and philosophy. There are a series of catchy titles that also in-
troduce teachers to this area: Left Handed Teaching (Castillo, 1974),
The Other Side of the Report Curd (Chase. 1975), and Human Rela-
tions Development (Gazda, 1973). These books tend to emphasize a
humanistic point of view and contain specific methodologies, as.well
as philosophical orientation. Long, Morse, and Newman (1960) dis-
cussed extensively a mediating skill called Life Space Interviewing,
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which is designed for on the line workers such asleachers who have to '"'
deal with reality crises.

Smith and Parks (1978) covered the possibilities of art, music, dande .drama, and creative writing in 'affective edtication; They pointed out
how "different" 'children can come to understand their feelings
thrbugh art expression. Drama provides for...imagination and emotional
expression; creative writing enables self objectification; and there areainsiderable rewards to body movement control. A 'rather elaborate
research effart is underway to evaluate the impact of this arts in educa-'
tion curriculum. While some of titse approaches emphasize a specific
procedure, others are.t;road in their intent..

General Professional Orientation

One approach to affective education relies on the expertise of the
teacher So that the choices of programs will be made on a more self
selected ,basis. Teachers can be self taught by reading the more basicand themetical literature. There is amplematerial that introduces the.vista of affective education.

Brown (1975), one of the outstanding leaders in the field, provided
an excellent introduction to the fielci, tracing it back to the taxonomy ofthe affective domaiirby Krathwohl and Bloom in 1964 As Brown said,
there have been pieces but no conc9rt of effort, and teacher education
has ignored this aspect. He warned againstopeing affective education
(or confluent education as-he calls it) as competing with or interfering
With cognitive educatien since we muit combinereason and emotion,
In his vieW, the teacher alWays plays a key role. It is worth notpg that
affective education has recently been. proposed as one of.the areas in a
competency based special education training program.

Simpson (1976) was particularly helpful in dealing with definitions
and hiF torical antecedents. She has taken care to'cut through the.sham
of the i;zi'd, Ot particular interest are 10 examples of pragrams in ac-
tion and the few outstanding teacher training programs where one can
study, as well as an annotated bibliography of over 200 items.

An example of relationships skills training can be found in Bullmer

pie through the cultivation of e empathic response. By. pointing out

0975) whore the goal is to ass st L a personin understanding other peo-

the ways we can become more accurate in Making inferences about
another's behiivior. the book takes the reader through a programed
learning experience in improving interpersonal perceptioni.

Miller (1976) discussed the orientation to affective ethication
programs under four headings, The first is DeveloPmental, which
fosters the sequence of human develoiment. This requiresrecogniz-ing where the pupil is on the growth continuum and then selecting ac-
ttvities that will enhance ego and self development. Special children
are often out of phase with normal expectations in the sequence. At-
tention is given to the resolution of crises, Such programs are general
and are what we might term mental health approaches to child raising.
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The activities are,planned to help children underitand relevant con-
cepts and nurIcire the student through tilt' stages. For special educa-
tem, theapplication is to provide assistance for the stages a child goes
through toward maturation.

'Morse and Kay lin (1979) pointed out that the complexities of current
society present such an "array .of beliefs, values and lifestyles" to
Children that thy heed sPecial help. in sorting out the significant ele-
ments. Schools have u powerful role in this matter. Data are presented
to show, support from par.ents, teachers, and pupils foraffective educa-
bion. The analysis of -programs shows that some areteacher focused,
clothe child focused. The schaol pregrams indude such intrinsic work
in currhola and specialized 'methodology. Jones (1968) showed how
most curricula already have emotional components, which, one hopes,
are largely positive. He avorel,, using the natural ongoing gchool
,Material and, for once, not neglecting the positive exploitation of these
materials for learning.

Teachers can learn specific skills: examples are using natural conse-
quences (Dveikurs & Grey, 1968) or:developing total Curricula: (Wein-
stein & Fantini, 1970). Schmuck and Schmuck (1974) were particularly
helpful on the nature of classroom climate and how to change condi7
tions. Their book contains specific obserVation sheets-and concrete tech-
niques designed to make the school a humanistic learning environment,

ln,examining the nature of programs in the following chapters, it
will be evident that there are several other basic approaches to affec-
tive sluc.ation, Many programs focus on self concept; these are based .

on putting the students in. touch with themselves so that they Can
'become self directed. We are dealing here with the vertical ax on
Figure 1. Actually, most programs present a very limited appre iation
of ther-Mony ways self concept is enhancedalmost as many . ays as
there arr children. Values clarification is a maior tool, though role
playing arld self awareness are also included.

Another model focuses on openess and sensitivity to others. Herr ,/
the effort is twincrease the empathic potential of children. Transac-
tional analysis linc4J-groups aro among programs advocated, the latter
for classroom discAsions of indivi4jual behavior. There is a potential
problem in using such methods-unless a teacher has,had training in
group therapy because human relations training can turn up a great
deal of sensitive material. This is particularly true when special
children are involved. Such efforts are usuolly.at the social dimension
on Figure 1.

A final model, is consciousness expansion, which includes such
programs as meditation .iind techniques to help 'a student "come in
touch with his or her intuitive center,' the higherself. Some spetific
.progr.ams have a coltish flavor and require indoctrination. This ap-
proach wcmld not be accepted in most Public scheols. There have been
li!gal confrontations over meflitation in the schools.

Intl general way. the teacher should recognize that these models are
merely convenient ways of grouping programs and are hardly a set of
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conceptuallyintwated mtthodologies. In all of them, the particular tech-'
niques are described with an implication that these leksonS will producethe desired changes. One must recognize that the research base (when
there is one) i tenuous al best. There is am much promised, more 4hantan he &livered.

The capabilities,of the teacher and the nature of the woup carry
more weight than ny set of the activities per se. It is interelling that
i&ntification is net disi:ussed in these models though it is generally
hold to be the basa: process of socialization. The teacher's function as afigure for identification is a prominent program condition ,whether it is
recognized or rot. ,

Another basic book by Strain, Cooke, and APolloni (1976), entitled
Teaching Exceptional Children, is devoted to assessing and modify-
ing Social behaviOr. Again this is our horizontal line in Figure 1. Theauthors go into detail about the nature of emotional-social develop-
ment, but they base the work on research that deals with aggressive
behavior as well as prosocial behavior. Their theerv of social behavior
deals with' Bandura's (1977) concepts and is particularly relevant to
education. While their work is basic and research butrossed, it is also
practk:al and is of signircant value to the classroom teacher in areas
mentioned. The 'attention given to withdrawing youngsters, for exam-ple, gives a data base on this problem and also suggests edqcational
procedures.

THE TEACHER AS INTERPRETER OF AFFECTIVE EDUCATION

The leacher has a particular tole in recognizing the community impaetof any specific program in affective educationrboth the "school COM-
monity" and the community at large. Discussing the goals and pre-
cesses with relevant parent groups and pupils is essential. As was
indicated, on the basic aspects of affective educationself concept, self
esteem, sockalization and positive emotional responsesthere is almost
universal acceptance. These are constaht concerns of parents, teachers,
and pupils. However, the processes that are advocated by some affective
educators may cause, uneasiness, and there are times when even the
values on which the country was founded produce fear in certain persons.

A syMPathetic discussion of differences on these matters is neces-
sary. Teachers must recognize that parent anxiety is based on positive
wishes for their children and fear of What may be their lot. We haveseen how sexual attitudes can divide the nation. The advice to teachersis direct. Be open'and frank. Start with obvious problems where no
one questions the need for attention, such as evident.low self concepts
or agressive behavtor that is causing a great deal of difficulty in thelives of the youngsters Concentrate first where there is aclear and evi.
dent issue. Eschew esoteric and cultish programs even if they have
been personally useful to you. Recognize the many areas Where values
and tastes can differ withoot jeopardizing one's future on social coma
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petency. There will be enough to work on in the essential elements.
Balancing personal Freedom with social iesponsibility is necessary. As
the polls show, most of what 'the.teacher does is an extension and
elaboration ef basic values held by society. The vast majority want and.

..,support affective efforts.
Thv characteristics of successful efforts have heen summarized as

_

follows (Munger. 1979): Attain compatability with the current school
program structure, define real istic goals with evaluation efforts, obtain
sanction and involvervent from various ri. 4s.tai%. publics, serve all the
papils, emphasize' basic skills that can be genera 'zed, emphasize the

.. processes that have general applicability, and he certain that pupil pri-
vacy rights are maintained.

We must remember- that affective education is not anticognitive
, education. The need iS for an affective-cognitive systhesis rather than(

thinking in one place and feeling in. another. It is the combination of
cognitive processes, such, as the recognition and application of relevant
values, that makes for progress. Many of the "feelie" procedUres
have made "gut reactions" and personal narcissism in doing "your
own thing" a virtue regardless of the social implications. Man, is a.
thinking organism, a feeling organism, and a social being.

.

In helping'children toward positive mental health, it has become evi-
dent that the processes are not .just an extension of Clinical corrective
treatment designs. Mental health personnel 'who work primarily in
prevention have 'to change their stance for affective education. Helping
normal kidg be "more ntirmal" doeanot require. the same .processes
used in remediation..Affective education IS best done in .situ, durins
t e normal processes of living. It is Conducted by the adults whoare
pi rt of the natural environMents where children live,homes,schools,
ar4d community. The procedures extend and highlight normal eduea-
five processes. Aut this does not mean affective education is simple or
that it can be ihine naively. It involveathe fine tuning of the environ-
ment where the child is growing.

In short, we have seen' that affective education is both new and not
new. It is old in the sense that achoolahave always had an impact on
affective development 'for both normal and special pupils at all ages. It
is new in' that schools now have an obligation to enhance the personal,
social, and emotional growth with speCific efforts aimed at various
aspects of thiti huge problem. And schools are accountable in the case
of special children. Affective education is a recognized obligation even,
to being included in individualized educatiOn programs. We have also
seen that the way these goals are to be accomplished is part old, and
part new. The oldis the recognition that what a teacher models, how
curriculum is chosen, and what methods are used provide the generic
base for affective education. The school experience must be challeng-
ing hut one with which fha pupil can cope successfully. It is new in the
sense that there is insightful attention to the attributes of group life,
classroom climate, and new methodology. Since affective growth in-
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wives the whole experience of the child, there are as many ways tohelp as there are children to assist.

THE AGE LEVEL CHAPTERS

The specific *gram content is presented on .an age level basis:
preschool, elementary and, secondary. Each deals with self develop-ment, social development and attitudes as described in Figure 2, Ob-viously, the age level provides the structure for what curricula theteacher will find appropriate. Yet, it is iecognized that no precise agelevel demar kit-ions exist in the application of methods lo specialchildren, At each age level the normal developmental tasks and affec-live problems of the: age introduce.the section. Following this, techni-que !. specially appropriate to the age .are reviewei, The availablestudies and theoretical material focusing on particular disabilities areincluded for each developmeqal level. Because of the overlap ofmethods 'and age relevant material, the teacher will find material in ailage level sections that will stimulate new practices across age bound-aries.

A final note must be added. This book was a collaborative effort ofspecial education teachers on the basis of considerable first heid.ex-perience with special education teachers. This led 'to the approachtaken here. Teachers know they practice a profession and not a trade.They are interested in knowing more than a technique and are ,con-cezned about "why" as well as -whatj' As the largest practicing groupapplying psychology to helping children, teachers have both a capacityand desire to understand more profoundly what they .are about.Furthermore, they know the reality of the classroom and can makejudgments aboutlhe practicality of many proposed programs withouta great deal of editorial assistance. Teachers are able to take, remold,adapt, and create new forms oncii they appreciate the psychologicalissue involved. Recognizing the capacity of teachers to make specificuse of material has led us to integrate,.?oth theory and practicalmaterial with confidence that each teacher will find ways to use whatis appropriate to their particular field and children.
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tk. ,.2 Affective Educsation for
Special PreschOol Age

4 I.

"4' ht Child(en,
.

;TrHE W FROM WITHIN, The challenge'of being a preschooler is
. the challenge of developing a symbiotic relationship with a caretaker
that is rewarding to both human beings. As a toddler you need to be
,i),rqtected, directed at times, and cared for all of the time. Yeu need

. freedom to explore your capacities with support but not domination.
Afire-are so many new things to experience. And you are changing
so fast in what you can do.

Yoil wish your adult helpers would enjoy your growth and know
when't6 bail you mit or when to let you try your way. You hope they
find it.exeiting whether you are theirs or on loan. They must have a-
great supply of energy, no end of caring and time. Above all, time for
you.

lf, as it so often happens, you have a uniqueness as a special child,
you may tax the resources of your caretakers with a different rate
and quality of growth. Sometimes you can gratify those who, help
you but it is often very hard. They must come to love you for what
you are,oa human being, qnd not for how yoikneet standard norms

BASIC SUPPORr NEEDS FOR AFFECTIVE =will

Young children are continually and intensely involved in the affective
tasks characteristic of their age, Besides rapid ehysical and cognitive
growth, parallel development is occuring in their self concept and self
esteem, self expression, attachment to significant others, play with
peers, and assimilation of social codes of behaviors. A day spent with
young children provides fruitful examples of their affective develop:
ment. It I. difficult for them to hide feelings and moods. Interests and
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creatiVity find expression in sociodramatic play, various art media,
music, and movement. Peer telationshipiihaVe their rough and tumble
beginninga: Socialization has its painful and abrupt starts and stops..
Attachment to significant adults is obvious.

For preschool educators, the critical aspect to consider dbout the
child's journey aleng the dimensions of personal adequacy, social
competency, and affective states is the utter dependency of early child-
hood. During this time of dramatic growth, the lifelines for the young
child are prirnary caretakers. At their best, they provide an oftentimes
confused and insecure, child with a solid base of safety, support, and

guidance.
Pringle (1975) dvvised a four fold classificatain of children's psy-

chosocial .needs that .,captures the essential role that parents and
teachers should Play with all children, regardless of age and skill level:

Need for love, met by a stable, dependable, and loving relation-
ship with parents (or permanent substitutes) who value the child I
unconditionally for his own sake; and need for security, met
through relationahips where atlitudes and behavior are consis-
tent and dependable, through continuity and predictability in a
new and changing world..

Need for new exPeriences, met by providing the child with in-
creasingly broader opportunities for mastery and an ample 'diet'
of play and language.

.

Need fetr praise and recognition, provided by the plasure
shown at success and praise given to achievement by adults who
love the child and whom he in turn loves and-wants to please. En-
couragement and a reasonable level of expectation are also pro-
'vided.

N

Nieed for responsibility, met by allowing thechild to gain per-
sonal independence. (pp. 34-58)

, Limitations in the child and inadequacies in caretakers have a
serious impact on the child's sense of personal adequacy. In the first
few years of life, handicapping conditions pose special hazards for a
child's affective development. Inevitably these cluster around the,im-
pact of the child's special needs on his or her caretakers, While little

sresearCh is available, general knowledge about child-parent interac-
tions tells us a great deal. Delays and distortions in cognitive, sensory,
or emotional growth may occur that alter the reciprocal bonding and
attachment processes between infant and parent. Anxiety in
caretakers generated over the child's extra need for care and attention
may lead to overprotectiveness, resentment, and inconsistent han-
dling, Attitudes of prolonged dependency and underestimation of,

skills may delay the developnient of autonomy, exploration skills,
socialitation, and creative expression. Further, es Pringle noted, the
young handicappe child's special need for recognition and achieve-
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ment suffers under a false assumptiommade by many parents ah
teachers that praise should be given forgo h ve t as comPared to a
normal majority rather than relative to in ividual differences.

The history of early intervention with exceptional children Is replete.
with programs that focus. primarily on cognitive, motor, and languatte
skills. While many. programs have loosely defined .objectives of
establishing a positive self concept, too often these "social-emotional"
goals are relegated to fourth or fifth prace, or frequently left to chance.
Little is available df teachers that helps define a preschooler's'iffec-

'. tive needs and outlines appropriate strategies, despite thg recognition
lhat, for handlcapped children in particular; this is a crucial area. It is
clear that. developmental activities related to affective needs requise
further emphasislo lessen the impact of rceptionality on a young'
child's total .affective development.

AFFECTIVE TASKS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD

The issue of developmental sequence and readiness is as releva
affective development as it is to other areas of growth in young
children. Few informed teachers would undertake teaching a 6 month
old to walk or a 3 year old to understand Piagetian principles of con,
servat ion. Similarly, antinfant under 1 year, for example, should not be
expected to separate easily from caretakers nor should a group of .1
year olds be expected to play together harmoniously. Therefore, the
preschool script of affective edtication for exceptional children needs 7

to be written against a backdrop of developmental tasks that are"
charipteristic of this age.

Developing Appropriate Self Concept and Positive Self Esteem

The development of self concept begins long before the young child
smiles in rectignition at his or her image in a mirror ,or announces
proudly that his name is "John!" Early in infancy, the child begins to.
develop a sense of self, a perception of where his or her own body ,
maps and the external environment begins. Sense of self includes hay-
ing an awareness of body parts ond fqnctions and moving the body to:,
purlioseful action. Hands reach and hold objects and direct food to the
mouth; legs and feet Orcipel the body forward. For every special child,
we consider the impact.of limitations on this stage of evolution of self.

Later in early childhood, a beginning sense of identity in the context
of being different from or similar to others contributes, to self concept.'
For a preschooler this may mean learning gender identity, name,
physical characteristics, and what possessions are his or hers. Both a
sew of self and sr nse of identity are "I, mei mine" stlitements a young
child makes through his or her behavior: what I can do, what I look
like, what Iam called, 'what is mine, what I want, This importpnt task
of developing a self concept seems critical to all other areas and phases'
of development. According to Piaget (1967), it is basic to all other con-
cepts the child acquires.
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Level of self esteim is an important component of affective growth,
lt is a fupction of feeling worthy, valued, and skilled. It also comes out
of attitudes and exPectancies of parents and significaft others. For the
young child, issues of dependence and independence are Particularly
salient to the formation (if self esteem, Extremes of either are likely to
engender feelings 'of incompetency and- self doubt. Parents and
teachers nf preschoolers would do well to seek the balance: foster in-
dependence with support and dependence with encouragement
toward independent initiative.

Sumessful accommodation to the environment through mastery is.
basic to the dev9lopment of preschoolers' autonomy from caretakers
and formation of positive self esteem, Clearly, mastery is the most
important developmental issue for young children Within. 5 years,
most children acquire the same set of survival and adaptation skills by
learning to eat solid food, walk, talk, and control elimination. A
myriad.of conceptual abd perceptual abilities are formed and. prac-
ticed &ring endless hours of playful exploration with the environ-
ment. The acquisition of language skills is a particularly ,important pre-
requisite to normal social interactions with peers and adults. With
mastery comes joy and a sense of achievement. The 3 year old's cry of
"I can do it myself" illustrates this link between emotion and learning,

Developing Social Competency

The often used expression social skills actually comprises two related
hufseparate sets of behaviors: (a) awareness of and interaction with
others, and (b) development of self uontrol and cooperativeness. The
foundations for social relationships are found in the parents' bonding
to their infant and the infant's reciprocal attachment. The many
baby-parent interactions give rise to smiling, verbal and physical interplay,
and physical affection between parents and child. As caretaker attach-
ment becomes established in the baby's first year, he or she
comes to trust. and rely.on familiar adults. Fear of nonfamiliar persons
and separation protestabnormal reactions in older childrenare
developmentally appropriate behaviors for infants who are attached to
caregivers.

The onset of mobility gives the toddler a new sense of autonomy
, from (wet akers and enables an active, seeking out of others and things
.in the ''environ ment, Clearly, pla ying mediates most social experiences

, for the young child. Preschoolers, being largely egocentrlc, typically
have difficulty with peer interactions and rarely engage in true,
ceopvrative play for long periods. A ressive, fearful, and withdrawn
behavior, considered more deviant in school age children, is normal
and expected behavior in the preschooler who is suddenly or inap-
propriately placed in social situations with peers,

Socialization is a process that, like all others, has its beginning in early
childhoodllnitially, the family introduces rules of conduct, first to protect
the young ehild, and then to integrate him Or her into a broader
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world. Z;radually, peers and teachers add their own embellishments of
socially appropriate behavior. The resiSonsibility for socialization of
preschoolers traditionally has rested within the family; however, in-
crwsingly. teachers of young children share this role with parents.
Conformity to rules is a proems that begins With the first "no" dimted
to a toddler iliout to,topple a lamp.. But, in the progress toward
autonomy and definition of self, the young child has a developmental
nmd to assert his or her own will and be obpdsitional at times, A ,

preschool child obeys because of negative consequences. Later, con-
formity kind coopmation become related to the desire to please valued
adtilts and the internalization of appropriate conduct through iden-
tificat ion,

Developing Emohonal and Aesthetic Expression

The development of emotional expression in infants and young
children, as Piaget ( 1967) stated, is difficult to observe apart from cog:
nitive or motor development, In addition, as parents and teachers, we
naturally pay emotional expression little heed unless it is extremely
positive or negative in sornr fashion. Parents breathlessly watching the
first walking step are apt to respyndwith their own emotions=to the
motor act itself:and not to the expression of apprehension and wonder
on the infant's face. We attend to what people do by and large and not
to how they feel in doing..

Researchers have only recently begun to investigate the develop-
mental emerging pattern of,affect, 'As Casto et al. (1976) discUssed,
some agree that the newborn's general excitatory state soon differenti-.
ates into delight and distress, then fear and anger. A further differen-
tiation takekplace in early childhood into the fulrrange of emotions ap-
parent by ta age of 4, Thomas and Chess (1977) proposed that infants
are born with emotionally different temperaments "easy, slow to
warm up, add difficult"that persist throughout development and in-
terkict with environment to shape personality. Whatever the tempera-
ment, one can rely upon young children under age 7 to express emo:
tion primarily through their bodies and not through Words. From in-
fancy on, caretakers train themselves to read the physjcal cues a child
sends out to indicate distress, pleasure, fear, overexcitement, anger,
etc. A young child will indicate moods and emotions largely by actions
and adults' attempts to obtain verbal equivalents are sometimes in vain.

Preschoolers gradually acquire the language of emotions by hearffig,
it from adults and, wiih encouragement, will utie the words to desciibe
how they and others feel. Young children under age 7 .are charac-
teristically described as egocentric, unable to take another's point of
view although their understanding of other's thoughts, feelings, and
motives increases with age, However, Borke's (1971) observations of
young children Suggest that preschool youngsters are not only aware
that other people have feelings but also actively try to understand the
feelings they obs6rve, This may mean that young children can learn
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not only the language of emotion but also can be helped to identify and
amkrstand feelings in others.

A second aspect of a child's self expwSsion relates to creativity and
aesthetics. A young child learrfs about the 'world, no( only from his or
her dult teachers irid models, but, in many !,enses, by remaking it,-
C.reative expression begins early When, and if, the child is allowed to
experiment with such materials iis crayons, fingerpaint, simple musi-
cal instrimumts. .ind clay. Continued opportunities with movement,

. music making. make believe dramatics and stories, construction, and a
whole range of 'visual arts reinforce positive self coneNt and self
esteem: "I made this up all by myself!" In iulditem, a foundation is laid
in these early years for later artistic pursuits aml Mterests.

fudging the Status of Preschooler's Affective Growth
-

How arc parents and educatin's to judge whether a young child is
developing ma,iimally or even adequately in affective development?
( :asto et al. ( R)7ti), after t scussing the important aspects of cognitive
development in pmschi lers. devised a behavior checklist that
describes an "affective! competent" 5 year old. In the natural en-
vironment, the following might be observed.

I. The child would emit positive and negateye responses freely,
a The child would discriminate easily between caretakei. and sig-

nificant others,
3. The child woulniemonstrite a secure attachment relationship to

at least n e person.

4. The child would initiate sOcial interaction with peers or adults.
5. The child would display and recogni.),e in.others five six basic

emot

ti. The child would get and maintain the attention of adults in socially
ia;ceptable ways.

7. The child would demonstrate cooperative play and sharing.
ft. The child would demonstrate respect for the rights of others.
9. The ctald would demonstrate appropriate responses to negative

situations,
I. The child would praise himself and show pride in his nccomplish-

ments.
I I. The child weuhl dimonstrate knowledge of sex .ole in play ac-

tivities.
The child would aCCU rate! y depict his skill Inv-Hirt four or five ma-
jor areas. (pp 35-3(1)

AFFvflTIVE EDUCATION PROCESSES FOR THE SPECIAL CHILD

What tools are available foE teachers to enhance the affective growth oif
handicapped peeschoolers? First, common sense coupled with ex-
perience and knowledge almut young chil+lren tell a teacher that, even
without expensive materials, much can be accomplished through
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careful planning and thoughtful interactions. As Pringle noted, when a
young child's needs for love, security, new experienA praise, recog-
nition. and responsibility are met, he or she is well on the way to posi-
tive self concept, self esteem, and relationships with others. Hy and
large, special educators are trained Ao teach to a particular problem ot
disability. As a result, it is sometimes difficult to keep the young
child's total thweloptnem in mind. Educators all need reminders such'
as those described below by several special educators (Lynch. &
Simms, 197ti: Safford, 197H) to keep children's self concept, self
esteem, and social competence in focus!

1. Give the child with clisahilities opportunities to help others. So
often, he or she is on the receiving end. Make hiM or her responsi-
ble foka part of the classroom routine.

2. Respond to the child's need for assistancedon't anticipate it,
This will help the child move toward autonomy, initiative, and in-
dustry.

3. Avoid labeling. comparisons
mosphere,

4. Respect the child's needs for stability, repetition, and routine,
rather than pushing him or ter to move on before he or she is
riNuly

5. Include each child as fully as poSsible in all activities.
6. Reassure childreu with disatiilities that you understand how hard

some processes are but express confidence in their ability to learn.
7. Talk over your own emotional reactions to particular dislthilities

with other staff to.help ensure that children are not subjected to
) subtle messages of anger, rejection, pity, or overprotection.
8. Provide recognition for effort as well as achievement.
9. He (mitimis about referring to children only in terms of disability

, Lour physically impaired children"). Instead, train, yourself to
view them as children first or fordmost like everyone else with in-
dividual II ifferences.

16. Ile aware that a child wi h disabilities may have an especially
difficult time separating from his or her caretakers and trusting a
11VIN teacher.

While it is true that, in a sense, affective education goes on each mo-
nwnt of a child's day, .special activities can help teachers and staff
focus more clearly on a curriculum of affective development, as Figure
3 illustrates.

Beyond common professional understanding, teachers can draw
upon what research and curriculum development suggest as useful-in
meeting an exceptional child's affective needs. Casto et al.'s Affective
Behavior in Preschool Children (1976) and Enzer's Social and Emo-
tional Developmept:,The Prev.hooler (1978) summarize research and
theory aboot affective development in young children, particularly
those with handicaps. Commercially available materials have been
created primarily for nonhandicapped School age children. Some are

with others, 'or a competitive at-
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FIGURE 3: Al lective Development Curriculum: A Semple Outline
Developmental
leak

.. from the child's
point of view

Curriculum content ... and sample activities

Sense ofsself

Sense of identity

Emotional
i*xpretision

What ts me?
How can I move my

body for purposeful
action?

/low dm I different/
similar with respect
to others?

What do I look like?
What groups am I a

member or!

How de I feel
when ?

What do I do when I
feel ?

flow do others feel
when ?

Hedy concept
Body awareness
Control over !Indy

movement
Sensory awareness

Gender iind haine identity
Physical character-

istics

Family relationships

Awareness. language
Identification and

expression of emntion

Tactile stimulation
klen4ification of oblects

through all senses
klentification of body parts
Use tit mirrors during movmnent
Songs and games leading to

controlled movement

"All deb me and my family"
hooks made by childnm

Self representations through
photographs, tape rewrdings,
sett drawn piaures

"Show and Tell"

Hearing adults talk atiout their
own emotions

Use of story letling. puppets,
situational pictures

Opportunities (structured and
n-mstructurod) for sock,.
dramatic role playing, especi.
ally of impending or past
experiences that are frighten.
ing or stressful

"Mood moving.' to music
Talking about feelings

Aesthetic What is an expression Expression of ideas. Open ended activities that focusexpression of me, permptions, and feel.
Inas

on pmess, not finished pro.
duct

Creative dramatics, movement,
painting, clay Work, other
virual arts

Music making

Sol kil How do I communi. Language Tn! a that pmmote'cooperative-
^interactions (We with others? Pkiy

qesa and interactive playHow do I play with
livers and relate to
adults

Attachinent to adults Opporlunitici for free play
Availability of adUlts on a con-

@intent basis

Small groupings/peer modeling.

Responsibility What uan I do for Independent skills Self help teaching, clataroomand myself? Ikcision making kthsampere' Irene'', Whig can I do for
others?

Helping behavior
Acceptance tend compli-

Leaving the classroom to ex.
plum the community

How do others want
me to behave?

*ace with rules Feedhack on positive and rims.
live behavior
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Supplemenial aids to affective education; some are total programs.
HoweVer, little attention has !men focused on specifii affective cur-
ritula for the young. child. Most suggestions for enhancing affective
development in preschoolerkare found as a small part of largvr, more
cognitively oriented curricula.

Enhancing Self Concept

Activities that help build a young child's sense of self and identity are a
necessary part of the preschool curriculum. For some chiklren with
handicaps wlyse self concept is delayed or distorted, activities in this4
area are essential. With mentally impaired ildren, development of
self concept seems to proceed through th me stages as for normal
children except at a lower rate, the rate de ending upon the degree of
retardation. Thus. developimg preschool self cOncej5t competencies
may extend past the preschool years. For young emotionally impaired
children who do not exhibit psychotic behavior (e,g. those who may be
withdrawn, highly anxious, aggressive, or hyperactive), ssse of self
and. identity may develop at a normal rate but in unfortiffate ways.
They usually see themselvei as "bad" and failures, and. adults as re-
jecting. Immaturity is characteristic. Distortions of body image are
seen in self drawings which, taking developmental skills into account,
may exaggerate or diminish certain body features, Young psychotic
children have a poorly defined sense of self, and with the autistic the
sense of identity seems to be yastly delayed.

For young children with visual impairments, discovery of physical
self occurs primarily through tactile channels that give rise to charac-
teristic hand posturing. The child must locate the self without visual
clues, such as representations of his or her body in the form of others,
mirrors, and doll pictures. Sex role identity is difficult and body image
is less differentiated. Physically handicapped children experience the
body very differently. A normally developing infant discovers his or
her phYsical self by moving body parts, ,observing what impact they
have on the environment, and by receiving sensory feedback. In this
respect, beginning self concept in physicilly handicapped children
who cannot feel and move some body parts adequately may be
delayed or distorted,

For a significant minority of young exceptional children, special
needs center around giftedness or special talents, with or without
other handicapping conditions. While gifted children have receivecl in-
creasing attention in recent years, relevant research and curriculum in-
novations are sparse in early childhood and even more so in, the area
of affective needs of young'gifted children. Like any group of excep-
tional children, gifted preschoolers do not have a unitary set of charac-
teristics, and debate.continues about the impact of special talents on
adjustment. Therefore, assessment of individual needi is crucial

Several resuarchers and programs have described the impact of
giftedneis on the affective sphere, particularly self concept and self
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esteem, The results, while only exploratory and suggestive, may havsome retevance for . teachers and parents of gifted preschoolers.
Klein and Cantor ( 1976) studied the effects of an affective education
program on self esteem of gifted versus nongifted thildren, kin-
dergarten to fourth grade. Findings indicated that intellectunl gifted-ness did not necessarily lead to high self esteem and that more giftedversus nongifted kindergarten children manifested poor self esteem.Karnes .and Lee ( 1978), in discussing the self concept of gifted
pre4choolers wijh other handicaps, pointed to the "conflicting nature"of the handicap wherein the child 'greatly excels in certain areas butmust simultaneously copr with a disability, The lower expectations bysignificant persons., they proposed, may serve to mask significanttalents and impede optimal development. lssacs ( 1973) reviewed
research on the subject of discipline as it applies to the education of
the gifted. She noted that parents and teachers of gifted children areseen to have special difficulties in management (such as the giftedchild's seeing the discipline as a stimulus to ingenuity rather thanpunishment). Emphasized-in the review is the need for play as well aswork in the life style of the self disciplined individual.

Pasick and Hiatt (1977) discussed some nonempirical findings after
conducting a year long enrichment program for highly intellectually
skilled 4 year olds and their parents. They found that self esteemwas lower'in the mpst precocious children, that thesy preschooleiscould verbalize "feeling different" from others, and that those
differences (like reading newspapers or creating highly imaginativeand cohesive stories) may result in negative self appraisal. As a group
they.seemed quite self critical and.set high standards of performancefor themselves, resulting inevitably in a lowered self esteem when
skills could not equal goals. In addition, while :hese exCeptionallyskilled children greatly sought after peer play and friendship, severalof the children were rejected, or because of heightened sensitivitiesand awareness, perceived themselves as rejected.Partially as a result,they seethed to prefer the company of adults who were more accept-ing. Expression of emotion was facilitated by verbal ability and they
were quite competent in recognizing emotions in others. The authors,in agreement with Karnes and Lee, suggested that gifted preschoolers
benefit from interaction with peers of similar abilities and talents.

Many preschool curricula for nonhandicapped children are cen-tered around activities that indirectly contribute to children's self con-cept: drawing, circle time for language, communication, "show andtiell," games, and songs with body movement, etc. Goals for these ac-tivities are Multidimensional with primary focus on cognitive, motor,and language skills. Some young children with handicaps whose selfconcept is not developing properly may henefit from a more direct ap-proach to affective development. An excellent, relatively inexpensiveset of materials and activity suggestions, the Big Box: Body and Self
Awareness created by Developmental Learning Activities, is well
known to many ,-irly childhood programs and is appropriate for many
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exceptional children. Materials to increase body and self awareness
include activity cards, puzzles, spirit masters, picture cards, and
posters. All are multiracial in nature.

Several more complete affective education packages are commer-
cially available and may prove useful, providing that teachers, as
.1Iunter (1977) cautioned, do not allow the rigid agenda of the program
to take precedence over the more immediate problems of the class.
These programs are focused broadly around children's affective
needs: emotions, social development, behavior control, as well as self
concept. They are arbitrarily grouped here under a discussion'of inter-
vent to enhance self concept.

Interventions to Enhance Self Concept

Developing Understanding bt self and Others (DUSO) (Dinkmeyer,
1973) is a program of activities and accompanYing materials for.5 to 9
year olds that draws heavily upon imaginative processes to stimulate
social and emotional development. The program is organized around
major themes such as understanding and accepting self, feelings, inde-
pendence, choices, and 'consequences. Puppets, role playing, stories,
and records are inclOded as materiak. For preschoolers some units
may need scahng down and some may be inappropriate (sue as the
unit, emotional maturity). DUSO is flexible and adaptable. Listening,
inquiry, And discussion are the approaches to learning through DUSO,
and may not be as useful for preschoolers with severe hearing or cog-
nitive. impairments. A complete and more expansive social;emotional
curriculum directed toward child self concept,and socialization is Pro-
ject "Me", Media for the Excepitional created by the Dubnoff School
for Educational Therapy. Designed for use by educationally handicap.
ped. children, this program is totally auditvisual, and, thus; not ap-
propriate for 'children with certain sensory impairments. Interactive
programing is the unique feature of this system. Children -respond to
soundtrack and filmstrip by going up to a screen, touching, tracking,
rlrawing, tracing. sticking things on, and talking about what they have
seen. The screen respondseven with, praise for good work. For
preschool children, Body Image-Level 1 is appropriate. Other units
include: How Are You Feeling Today, I Know How *You Feel (empa-
thy, tolerance) and If You Do Something (causes and effects of
behavior).

Focus on Self-Development (Anderson & Miner, 1971) is a popular
affective educftion kit that aims to help children understand them-
selves and others. Stage One (Awartmess), designed for kindergarten'
through second grade, focuses on self concept development, sensory
awareness. sOcialization, sharing, and problem salving. Many of the
activities could be adapted for younger chiltlren who 'have good
language and preacademic skills. Materials inchide filmstrips, records,
posters, and workbooks. Role playing, discussion, games, and projects
serve as processes.



A package more appropriate for preschoolers is the Early Child-
hood Series published by Bowmar, Correrated materials develop
language, positive self concept, motor perceptual learning, and in-
tellmtual growth. Family relationships, personal likes and dislikes,
social relationships, and individual differences are the focus. Each
part if the series consists of picture books and corresponding records,

Another program has been developed to enhance personal, leisure
time, and language and cognitive development. Steptest (Heber & Gar-ber) is a series of 22 klure books with a teacher read test, These se-quenced books, intended for use with 5 year olds, are available
through Follett Publishing.

Few materials or programs in affective _education have beendeveloped for young children with specific' handicaps, For severely
visually handicapped and blind Children ages 4 and 5 Child and His
World (cited in Casto et al., 1976),. produced- bly the Society for Visual
Education, provides a series of 12 recordings that foCus on identity, in-
dependence, and social relations.

One notable exception is Developmental Therapy for YoungChildren with Au iistic Characteristics (Bachrach, Mosley, Swindle, &Wood, t978). This program, designed at the 'Rutland Center and .University of Georgia, is a therapeutic curriculum directed towardsocial and emotional growth. In contrast to many programs for. severely
impaired children, DevelOpmental Therapy h'as established it-self as a growth rather than deficit model by focusing on formal
developmental milestones. This highly structured and syste
program can be effectively used with any chad who,is very unrespon-sive to the environment and functioning developmentally from birth to3 years. Home piograming is emphasized, As soon as possible,
children concurrently attend another program 'c'With more normal
peers. The Developmental Therapy Currrculum is organized and im-
plemented around Sieveral stages,. In Stage 1, for example, the focus is
on helping children respond to the efivitontilent with pleasure. Parents
and teachers arouse and satisfy a Stage 1 child's basic needs through
constant physical contact and .caring, using body vocabulary, a con-
trolled vocabulary of simple language patterns, routine, and sensory
activities. Stage II children are helped to Tespond to the environment
with success. Caregivers respond mcre verbally .to children and ac-.
tivities are designed to build self confidence. At Stage Ill, children aretreated more in a group. with teachers and parents 'serving as reflec .tors of children's feelingsjind progress; By Stage IV, children help in
their own Planning and problem solving; the emphasis is on learning,
and intervention approximates "real life."

Enheaciag Social Competency

For the young child, relationships to primary caretakers are central to
all other areas of development and are especially related to Subse-
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quent interactions with peers and other adults. Casto reviewed the
resean:h iirt on caretaker attachment Of handicapped infants. In
mentally impaired babies, behaviors that enhance the attachment pro-
cess, such as smiling, laughing. fear reactions, and gazing, are usually..
delayed. This unresponsiveness in the child may adversely affect
parents' responses Infants with sensory and physical impairments are
also at risk for appropriate caretaker attachment. Deaf children often
produce. much frustration in their parents over communication
difficulties. With blind infants, attachment ticcurs later than norMal
and not without considerable physical contact and affection from
parents to enhance the attachmunt process. If a physkil impairment is
present at birth, pirreptal acceptance may not come easily and attach-
ment could be delayed by frequent hospitalizations. Young children
with severe emotional disturbances such as autism are typically,
unresponsive as infiints to usual.parental warmth andlend not to rely
on caretakers for comfort and assistance. Their lack of smiling, eye
contact, and reaching out for parents greatly impedes the attachment
proces;s between child ,and pawn!,

Social interactions with peers occur most often in the context of .

play. The majority cydren without special needs require little
more than a play set ling, simple toys, and a group of similarly Skilled
,peers in order to play imaginatively and pleasurably. For preschoolers
with handicaps. that is often not enough, As Smilansky (1968) noted,
those with,moderate and severe mental impairment tend to engage in
much manipulative and exploratory play and demonstrate little in-
terest in symbolic or make believe play. Since many moderately and
severely mentally impaired children are delayed in several areas qf
development, this may hold true for social interactions. Some will be

="torriblc two's" while their peers are cooperative and Social 4 year
olds, and, therefore, seem very temperamental and uncooperative in
group play situatioes. Direct interactions with the social environthent,
through language and cooperative play may be difficult arid the men-
tally impaired child may employ more indirect means, such as
tantrums and acting out behavior, to interact and receive attention, It
may be difficult for this child to read social cues in play interactions.
When others redirect play from One theme 'to another, the child with
cognitive delays may continue with one theme;resulting in inipatience
and irritation in others. Finally, while young children are typically
fk:kle in their friendships, the mentally impaired child may prefer one
Or two friends for playing and guidance.

For mentally impaired preschoolers, more time must be devoted to
helping them with play by playing with them. Proper selection of toys
to match developmental level is crucial, Adult and,peer models for,
playing, especially around Make believe play, are often necessary.
Strain (1975) demonstrated; with eight severely mentally impaired
preschoolers, that the opportunity to engage in sociodramatic activities
and increbsed social play are functionally relAted.



Preschoolers with language or sensOry impairments temi to have
less iu:cess to play materials and peers. This seems particularly truefor severely visually impaired or blind children who need much en-
couragement to actively ex phve play materials. Barry (cited in Safford,
1978) suggested that parents attempt to create tmjoyable activities with
'their partially sighted children instead of following prescribed, struc--lured play activities.,The Illinois State Board of.Educat ion, in Toys for
Eurly Development of the Young Blind Child, has described three kits
of commercially available toys that parents ant,I teachers can use with
three age-groups of preschool visually handicapped children.

Many other categories of impairment are confounded with a dual
problem, such as retardation and emotional disturbance. Therefore,
this section is critical for all areas of special education. For the emo-tionally impaired youngster, most definitions of their disorders in-
clu(e forths of social maladapt ion. The introduction of group play set,tings often points up their emotional difficulties, perhaps for the first
time. Withdrawn and anxious children may be very fearful of separa-
tam from their parents and partly or completely remove themselvesfrom play activities with others. Friendships may be difficult,
Preschoolers who tend toward overactivity cannot concentrate on play
activities ,or stay in small groups for sustained periods. Psychoticchildren also tend toward isolated behavior although they may become
overly attached to one person. Because they generally avoid contactwith others and may exhibit bizarre behavior, other more normal
.cLildren may not he motivated tu interact with them.

Increasing attention is being paid to young children whose ag-
gressive and acting out behavior interferes with the development ofpositive peer relations in later preschool years. 'Caldwell (1977)
pointed out that teachers need to f. -ilitate the development of coopera-tive and supportive behavior to pro )te altruism and prosocialization
in young children. Helping them earn to de-escalate aggressivenessWA to the level a and deling of nonaggressive behavior byadults niay develop self control and concern for others,

Wolfgang (1977) described a technique for helping extremely
passive or aggressive children by guiding them through various forms
of play. Beginning with establishing a body level of trust (using physi-
cal contactand mirrors), the intervention procedure progresses to help
the child productively use "fluid' materials (sand, water, clay), then
symbolic miniature toys, and finally, life sized toys for sociodramatic
play with others. More passive and aggressive children are reinforced
by teacher attention for productive interactions with play materials,
Teacher reinforcement is described on a continuum from nondirective
(watching play) to directive behavior (providing physical help or
modeling). Case material is provided to support and define this inter-
vent ion technique.

Apart from special techniques forspecific handicaps there appear tohe several general approaches to increase children's prosocial



behavior, as discussed by Strain, Cooke, and Apolloni (1976). Simply
providing appropriate play settingS anti play materials that invite
social interaction may suffice for some children. Teachers may also
conduct group sessions designed to increase social awareness (s,uch as
"Magic Circle," see page 42) or promote social interaction through
teacher led group play activities, In addition to "Magic Circle," DUSO,
Project Me, SEED (cited in Cash), -19711), Focus on Self Development,the Early Childhood Series, and Woodis's Developmental Therapy
alremly described in this chapter, have stiCial awareness activitieS as acomponent.

Another group session prograin to increase social behavior in
preschoolers has been developed and researched by Spivack and
Shure (1974). Their training program for teachers is based on the pre-
mise that improved ability to think and solve problems leads to in-
creasmi behavior adjustment in preschool and kindergarten agechildren. Through games and dialogues, children learn word concepts
and develop cognitive'skills that relate to interactions with peers, The
authors cite three research studies that they claim validate this treat-
ment iiPproach, While the Spivack-Shure intervention is primarily
preventive in focus, it is deemed applicable for ,unresponsive, disrup-tive, and dominating young children as well. Informal dialogues be-tween teacher and child 'carry over group learning to unstructured
ploy. For example, in an interpersonal conflict, causal thinking is first
elicited ("Why did you push her off the swing?"), then the teacher asks
the aggressor what might happen (if she is pushed). Finally, the child
is.helped.in alternative thinkinK ("Can you think of allifferent way toget to use the- swing?"),

Another strategy to increase appropriate social behavior in youngchildren is to reinforce sticial interactions through selective attention .byadults. Sheppard, Shank, and-Wilson (1973) have written a training
manual for preschool teachers that outlines, in very readable language. asocial learning theory oproach to managing social behavior:This book isalmost a programed learning text and would be useful for teacher in-service or self training, Another easy to read text for teachers and
parents by Mayer (1974) provides suggestions fot helping children ineveryday behavioral difficulties, helping those who have serious emo-
tional problems, and for setting limits and directing behavior throughtechniques of positive reinforcement.

Strain and Wiegerink (197(i) investigated the fUnctional effects of
sOciodramatic activities on the social play of behaviorally disordered
preschool children. Instead of fociising on contingent teacher attention
to reinforce sharing, building together, and verbalizations amongchildren, they experimented with another technique that required less
teacher time, At the end of a "language time,- the teacher read aloud awell known fantasy story (like The Three Bears) and then elicited a
short dramatization of the story by suggesting roles to various
children. Observations oliree'play directly following the group time
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indicated that, compared to a baseline rate of 10% social play, childrenengaged in an average of 43.6% social play following the creative dra-
. matics technique. This study pointed up the importance of includingsome teacher led imaginative play in curricula for children who havedifficulties in social interactions. In addition, the authors reviewed theliterature on the relative effects of various toys and materials on socialplay and suggested that the preschool environment may he arranged toset the acasion for positive interactions among children. Presumablythen, the role of Innisekeeping corners and "pretend" boxes of cos-tumes and props are import.ant in the preschool classroom.

Enhandng Emotional and 'AeitheticExpression

Young children, particularly those with special needs, need a varietyof experiences in.self expression. Compared to the wealth of materialsand ideas aimed at enhancing cognitive development, little attentionbas been paid to developing a young child's emotional and aestheticexpression. Certainly, for young, children viewed as withdrawn, over-active, aggressive and fearful, appropriate expression of feeling isperhaps a central issue. Hunter (1977) pointed out several advantagesteachers have in beginning early to help children formulate socioemo-tiiinal skills. Four year olds have a natural desire to talk rather thanlisten; they can learn to sit, listen, and wait their turn to express them-selves. Since peer relationsbave not yet become all important, they arevery concerned about positive telationships with adults. Hunter dis-cussed several kinds of affective skills preschoolers can learn: how tosay what they feel, how to notice 'Milers' feelings express'ed in nonver-bal behavior (gestures, face movement, voice tone), 'and how to listento what others say. Hunter counseled that teachers may.' want topostpone dealing with negative feelings and thoughts :until kin-dergarten, because 4 year olds have difficulty differentiating betwe'en-what is real and make believe. Initially, they can be helped to express
themselves through puppets, drawings, paintings, or role play.

Several studies of mentally impa,kr,ed children point to the need for
further research and intervention US this area. In a study examining the
association between affective and cOgnitive development in Down'ssyndrome infants (Cicchetti & Sroufe, 1976) , it was found that Down's
syndrome babies responded with laughter to groups Of stimulus itemsin the same order as did previous samples of norinal infants, althoughthe process was delayed by several months, Another study reportedthat a technique of intensive play has been found to be effective inbuilding affective tit havior in young, profoundly mentally impairedchildren. Bradke, Kirkpatrick, and Rosenblatt (1972) described tech-niques of dose body contact and physical stimulation that helpedtbreak through barriers of unawareness, fearfulness, and unresmsiveness to increase affective behavior in their sample.

Often help will be needed in identifying emotions. Photographs,pictures, or stories are often used to help youns children learn to



recognize emotions. The DiscoYer: Self and Society pr,ograA (1-1 l;er
ll

and Nardme, n.d.) uses 30 color prints of .scenes and situa 'ons .

designed to portray a-wide range of moods, emotions, feelings, a d at-
titudes common to the young child. With Kindle ( vailable through
Scholastic, Magazines), a filmstrip program for the older preschooler,
the child is encouraged to express feelings about what he or she sees.
The accompanying lesson guides can be used with handicapped
children. For preschool multiply .handicapped children,1the Sewell
Early Education Developmmtal (SEED) Program in Denver, Colorado,
has developed a guide of activities over a vast range of miijor learning
areas, including social-emotional development. Finally, many books
published by Human Sciences Press for young children 'deal with
emotion laden topics such as death, fears, and new babies.' .....1,

The Human ,Development Program (HOP), known Cs "Magic Cir-
cle," describes a set of techniques and activities to facilitate affective
development, in preschool and Jchool age children. Based on' the
theoretical viewpoints bf Homey and Sullivan, the program has three
main areas of focus: awareness and communication of feelings, inde-
pendence and self esteem through mastery, and social interaction. For
20 minutes daily, in a circle format, the teacher leads preschoolers
through discussions, games, movement, role playing, verbalizatibn, ...:
and labeling of feelings. Besse!! and Palomares (1973) Stressed that the
program can he adapted for children with serious emotional difficulty.
Typically, teachers are trained by Human Developmenffraining staff
to implement the program. The research on "Magic Circle" effective-

,
ness indicates some of the difficulties in evaluation of affective educa-
tion pregrarns of various styles. Studies have investigated EDP effects ,.

on children's reading gcores, behavior, self control, self, concept, and
discipline. Most of the findings, reported by Medway ahd Smith
(1978), provide little evidence that HOP per se enhances children's ..

affective skills. However, they ncludathat "consistent and relatively
long term use of affective e cation materials (whether.HDP or not)
can improve students' se -concepts and attitudes towatd school. (p. 0

!,

202). 1 . ..

Self expression throu h art, music, and drama is an oVerlooked part;
of curricula for handic pped children, perhaps because, as Safford
noted, almost exclusive attention Is devoted to their problem,.dis-
ability, or deficiency. For withdrawn, fearful children, visual arts can
be an ef fect ive medium for expression, just as drama can be effective
fot'acting out or aggressive children. Persons with visual handkaps
often excel in music. Increasing attention is being paid to tha hidden 4. -.

artistic potential of -children and adults with mental impatirments. ki

Rubin (cited in Williams & Wood, 1977) described the*inany benefits
i .

art experiences can hold for handicapped childtt q, including a way to
explore and find pleasure in ;he environment, .a way 'to',,coqrol and
have mastery over something, a means to experience sacqess and ex-

-
press feelings, and a way to elaborate on the real world.

., ,
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Meers (1976) discussed the role drawing, poetry, add language play
in developing a sense of identity in the nonverbal language delayed
young child. Others such as Miller (1976) concurred that art can be a
means for expressing significant thoughts and feelings for deaf.per-
sons.

Two .curriculum guides, Developmental Art Therapy (Williams &
Wood, 1977) and Music in Developmental Therapy (Purvis & Samet,
1976), are comprehensive, resources for teachers of exCeptional
childien. Both are extensions 4of the procedures described by
Bachrach, Mosley, Swindle, and Wood (1978) and detail many ac-
tivities that can be used by teachers without art training with a range of
handicapped children, including severely emotionally disturbed and
developmentally delayed children.

Working with Parents in Affective Education

Along, with the joy and challenge of raising4children, all parents are
faced with implicit affpctive issues in parenting that lead to stress and,
hopefully, growth. The reciprocal processes of bonding and attach-
ment by nature require close, frequent and, it seems, relentless contact
between infant and caretaker". All family members significantly adjust
their roles when an infant arrivessometimes happily, sometimes not.
Doubts about parenting comPetence arise, as do resentments over the
limitatinns on parents' leisure time and mobility. Inevitably, as "tod-
dlerdom" and new independence occur, there are exasperating 'con-/ frontations between parent and child. But throughout, reinforcement
from the child ih the form of recognition, smiling, affection, and
growth help tb offset the inevitable stresses of parenting.

For parents of young children with handicaps, the affective issues of
parenting in general are joined by other stresses that might be, 6ut are
not necessarily present. Parents may experience guilt and grief pro-
cesses over the child's disability. At first many feel inadequate in cop-

- ing with particular aspects of the handieap and come to depend
heavily on professionals for guidance. Toward the child there may be
feelings of ambivalence and resentment on the one hand, and Over-
protection aa d denial of the handicap on the other. Separation issues
can arise during hospital, residential, or preschool placement. Educe=
tional programing, physical therapies, and medical procedurc3/4 re-

. quired of parents add stzain to family life. There are increased risks
for the marital relationship, especially when financial difficulties are
present. Finally, uclike many nonhandicapped children, young
children with special needs may not be able to as easily provide

'The point I. not to be taken lightly. All too read ily professionals assume that parents of tin:optional
dckiren are necessarily wrought with stresses that in fact msy not all be present. The positive
asixe.t. of [Jamming Litildren with handicaps ore often uverluulted, For exampk there are personal
satisfactions in helping a child overcome deficits. s sem of 'team effort' among fond, members,
and an appreciation of human potential, obvious 'givens' in life, and of Individual differences In
general.

t";
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parents with the quantity or quality of reinforcements necessary to
offset stresses. .

Arnokl's Helping Paren ts Help Their Children (1978) is a com-
prehensive sourcebook of parent guidance theory and techniques that
is useful for teachers and other professionals, The contributing
authors offer varying conceptual frameworks, strategies for helping
parents, with specific child problems (thcluding mental retardation,
chronic illness, and aggression), and guidance for professionals coun-
seling parents whe Kaye pr6blems (e.g. mental illness). SchleSinger
and Meadow (1978) *described the "treatment crisis" phase when
parents are in conflict over pverwhelming and sometimes incompati-
ble advice from professionals. They unitisel teachers to enlarge the
parental role rather than usurp it. In addition,,the article described 'in
detail the many autonomy and communication issueSbetween parents
and deaf children that result in behavioral difficulties. Freedman
(1978) described the research conducted with blind infants and
mothers around attachment and communication issues. In particular,
he discusses Selma FraibergS research .with this population.

Most preschool early intervention programs promote active parent
participation in the special education their children. Models repre-
sentatwe of these effort's are ,well summarized by Honig (1975).
Emphasis is on' training parents le increase their child's skills through
home programing. In the area of,social 'and e%otional growth, little
material is available to aid teachers in their work with parents. A few
training programs. hoWever, seem to give affective needs of young
handicapped children and their caretakers a high priority. Brown and
Moersch (1978) discussed ways to.actively involve the parents of han-
dicapped infants and toddlers, outlined advocacy roles staff can
assume, and generally focused the reader on a parent's and sibling's
point of view. CAnsler and Martin provided similar information far
teachers in their manual for developmental centers serving either an
exclusively preschool handicapped population or a more intéi3rated
group, ln another program, creativity and self concept are among the
eight parent training topics of the' Marshalltown Project, directed at
young handicapped children... Finally, Parents Magazine (cited in
Caste, 1976) has developed -a filmstrip series, The. Development of
Feelings in Children, designed to aid parents in teaching children to
deal with their emotions. Titles include "How Feelings Grow," "How
to Deal with Fear.," ithd 'Love and Joy".

Mainstreaming and Affective Education for Preschoolers
The essence of the mainstreaming situation is that physical integration
without attention to psychological conditinns Can produce more nega-
tive than positive effects. We must examine the actual nature .of the
specific condition to judge what normal and special children are really
learning. Few, would dispute'the claim that, for most young handicap-
ped children and their nonhandicapped peers, a mainstreamed educa-
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tam program has 'affective bene,fits. As Safford noted, "Probably formoat children, an optimal degree of association with non-handicappedage-mates is a necessary but not sufficient condi ion for the child toview himself as capable. and as a person who is valued as an individual" (p. 301). Guralnick (1976) stressed the need asyst oath:ally designed interactions if nonhandicapped child areto be effective as educational and thetr . tie_tilsourc, d modelsfor exceptional children. \kk_c_ottGljed that tilt* handicapped child

,A,Iett,

may derive benefits from the mainstreaming process that aro notavailable elsewhere. .

For preschool teachers working in a mainstreamed setting, questionsoften arise atxmt affective development..Flow can handicapped childrenhest be integrated into activities, particularly those that ,pointup their disability? Flow r-n "normal peers" be best used as models?What ar some ways to cope with resistances of parents of both groupsol children? The "Mainstreaming Preschoolers" series (1978) is areadable and comprehensive source of ideas and information forteachers, parents, and paraprofessionals. Eight books, one for eachcategorical disability; discuss the charactckistics and needs of particu:lar handicapped children, Provide techniques tor optimal classroomstructure and management, and present ideas for parent participation.
If exceptional children are to find acceptance in reguiar classrooms,the needs of nonhandicapped children for information about han-dicaps and for processes to help them develop "nonhandicapist" at-titudes must be met. For preschoolers, Human Sciences Press offersmany titles that deal with these processes. Encyclopedia BritannicaEducational Corporation (Sloan, lq77). in association with the Institutefor the Study of Mental Retardation and Related Disabilities (Univer-sity of Michigan), has developed a series of sound films for spec 11education at the preschool-primary ievel. Thn series initiates aware-,ness Of various handicapping

conditionsYpresents information abouthandicaps, draina;izes how young children adapt to handicapping con-ditions, and encourages discussion of feelings and attitudes toward
hafidicapped individuals.

Finally. Like Me (Brightman, 1976). is a photographic essay and ac-mnpanying ixo.ac designed for all children that seeks to present the ex-ceptional child's point of view, to others without handicaps. Thefollowing excerpt serves as a provocative reminder to all profm;ionals
concerned with the affective needs of children:

Low are we different?
In name, face, and size?,
In the things
That we know how to do?
When you look at the difference
It's all in your eyes.
So the difference
Is all up to you.

"Ext rrpt reprinted with permention by author
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3 Affective Education for
Special Elementar9 Age
Children

THE VIEW FROM WITH/N. Independence is the thing: if things have
gone well you can take care of yourself in a lo/i, of ways. Of course,
you still need your parents, though they often make you impatient
with their failure to recognize how much you have accoMplished
and what you can do. And then there are the other kids and hours
and hours of playing to get in. Special friends, too. Adults keep telling
you you have to do this and then that. If you can do it OK, r; (molls
nut su bad, since it is the place where all the kids are, but the
neighborhood is the real place where the fun is.

When you need help, or are sick or hungry adults are very impor-
tant. Some of them know a lot which is useful at times. They also
control the money, and money is a bike, a toy you can't live with-
out, and stuff to eat. If the/adults have learned how to let you live
your own life, enjoy your independence, and are there when you
need them you can make it.

Of course, if you are a different child, it is not all that simple.
Muybc you can't get around on your own, or can't figure thingvout
so well, or seem to get into a lot of trouble all the time. Somehow you
are not like other kids and lots of times they don't include you. Many
adults don't seem to want to help you or they help you too much! It
seems like you are always trying but you never catch up:

BASIC SUPPORT NEEDS FOR AFFECTIVE GROWTH

In comparison with the preschool and teen years, affective develop-
nwnt in m4dle childhood has received minimal attention in the educa-
tional and psychological literature. This probably reflects the persis-
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tence of a [`lotion of the "latency period," implying, that this is a quiet
time of growth!

It is easy to forget how much affective devehipment is going on a
this age and how many attitudes are being set. Ideas about sex,-about
what is right and wrong to do, and how to treat others are being con-
solidated, The differences between a. first grader and those ready for
tne seventh grade are impressive in these matters.

Even more crucial is the growth of the self it this juncture in life.
While there. is no period when the self concept is not evolving, what
happens at this period will be a harbinger for adolescence if not all of
life. One's image of oneself includes the ability to cope with life, sex-
ual identity, and personal.attrilmtes. Crucial to all of these matters is

the, level of self esteem one acquires, the balance wheel that prevents
every minor defeat from becoming a tragedy. As the. child m,eets the
expectations of home, school, and the neighborhood, the results of
th.!s! encounters are fed back into the self system.

Of course, there is no average, typical preadolescent. As we charac-.,
terize them "on the average," teachers know hoW unique they are, how
much each has his or her Own style. Individual differences in rate of .

growth and patterns should bes fOremost in the minds of teachers.
There. is nil average. However, they diffet' more in style than su b -
stance, for the tasks they have and the needs they have reflect Common

developmental processes.
The developmental tasks of the elementary school age years reflect

both the heeds of the individual and society. Successful completion of
&se tasks is a slow process but does lead to happiness and increases
the potential for future success with subsequent tasks. Failure with
basic developmental tasks leads to personal dissatisfaction, unhappi-
ness, disapproval by society,`and the increased likelihood of failure
with other tasks (Havighurst, 1974). A clear exampleof this is failure
in basic academic skills. Deficits that are not remediated Multiply at an
accelerating rate. The same is true of affective learning. Some special
-children have not made normal progress in social skills. An example is
the role !akin.); skill. SO.ce role taking is prerequisite for the develop-
ment of such prosocial behaviors as empathy and social perspective
taking, children become stuck in an egocentric stage of development
that precludes effective communication with peers. Consequently, de.:
pendency on adults is extended and opporlunities for the social ex-
periences neufssary to build friendships are negated. Without careful
intervention, such children are Laught in a perpetual cycle of failure
and despair.

Academic achievement and mastery of skills do characterize
development in the elementary years, but socia 1. emotional, and sexual
growth develop concomitantly. Children feel pride 'in personal ac-
complishments and disappointment and frustration with failure. They
experience the simultaneous thrill and awesome responsibility of in-
dependence. Mastery of complex social codes of behavior moderates
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their interactions with the opposite sex and diseovering best, same sex
friends results in intense com licated feelings of love and loyalty,

Success in the middle chil4hnod years is enhanced by feelingl of
self'competence approval of dults, and, molt importantly, the respect
and admiration of peers. Thu , development of a sense of industry in
conflict with feelings of inf riority (Erickson; 1963) provides more,
realistic clues to the.often ign red affective component of developmeni
in middle childhood.

The affective growth of special preadolescent children must no be
left to chance. Just dS academic learning is Scrutinized for deficits and
acceleration, so must affective maturation be explored. Once equipped
with information regarding normal affective development, the special
educator can formulate the goals and objectives necessarY for planning
programs to enhance the emotional and social growth of exceptional
children during this critical developmental phase.

As a currigulum area, affective education is deSigned to facilitate
positive self awareness and interpersonal social skills, but for special
children it must 4, much more. To illustrate, during middle childhood
children's desires to be like peers intensify, yet the differences that set
special children apart become more salient. Social coMparison in-
creases as a major mechanism in the evolution of self concept.
Children are looking to their agemates to determine their attractive-
ness, intelligence, physical prowess, and sociability as compared to
others. When children find themselves fitting in with friends and feel-
ing accepted by peers, self esteem is enlianced. However, social com-
parison contributes to low self esteem if children continuously dis-
cover they do not measure up to their peers:

Exceptional children usually have fragmented education ex-
periences. They are retained, placed in special classes, sent to special
schools, and noW mainslreamed. Soinetimes, instead of serving as con-

. sistent models for identification or sources of support, teacheri
become, instrumental in moving children on and out, The normal
preadolescent peer group does not offer a haven from the adult world
or serve as a source of opportunities for emotional growth and inter-

,' personal relating. On the contrary, exclusion of exceptional children is
the rule. Even in segregated special classes sr special schools, a
hierarchy develops and children with severe handicaps or those lack-
ing social skills are rejected by their peers. How then does affective
development proceed? Will mainstreaming and eliminating labels
remOve the exceptional child's pain and frustration? Obviously there
is no simple solution. Clearly, it is the'responsibility of the educator to
attend 'realistically to the negative consequences of handicaps and
simultaneously enhance positive aspects of affective growth whenever
possible.

There [Ir.(' certain envisonmental support needs that the preadoles-
cent youngster, regular or special, must have to mature during this
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period. While they have been implied here, the following list putsthem in bold relief.

1. Children need parents who care and support and at the same timeenhance .their independence, This will be continued by the pre-sence of parent surrogate activity group leaders and teachers. Theseadults must be interested but not prying. They must be models forhandling affectivti matteri and for sex role behavior.
2. The preadolesceict needs a larger world to respond to the growing _intellectual power and feelings that emerge. Seeing thingt, goingplaces, and being introduced to useful secondary sources in books,

television, and other media feed the growing person. There iè a vast4
curiosity to be satisfied.

3. There muit be support for learning new motor and cognitive skills
in a way that is suited, to the capa6ilities of the youngster. Motorshll have a particular value and encouragement should be sup-plied.

4. Peer support must be provided for in the environment. This rangesfrom siblings to school and neighborhood peers. The group lifemtist be available, flexible, and have a balance of positive overnegative acceptancethough we know peer life at this age is oftenharsh,
5. The environment hasio provide direct experiences of positive emo-tional life embodying long term sustaining values. The sensitivity ofthe persons and the media to 'profound and 'transitory emotional

states provides the images the child needs to stimulate the imagina-tion and consolidate an affective style of life.

AFFECTIVE TASKS OF ME ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PUP%

We can and must ask, are these supports av!tilable to youngsters', Tospecial youngsters? Is it the task of the affective educator of the Echoolage child to provide compensatory experiences to those who lack theseessentials? The youngster is then ready to use these resources, con-comitant with the natural growth at this age, to meet the following
specific tasks for this age:

1. Acquiring in increased sense of self and self esteem, throughrealistic, enjoyable, and successful use of the body and the mind.2. Gaining and using more independent self direction without toomuch opposition from adults or too mucn anxiety.
3. Expanding. socially to peer group membership, especially withmembers of one's own sex: one must find friends.
4. Developing a solid, relevant, and satisfying sex role.
5. Expanding one's concept of fair play, rules, and rights of bothoneself and others. There is moral growth to accomplish. This istied to development in logical thought,
e. Developing more self control to meet the expectations of your age.
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7. Exphiring new emotional feelings and attachments, including coin-
plex internal states (Selman, 1976; DuPont,78). Appreciation of
art, music, sports, recreation, and nature alP emerws. The task is
to put this broad complex of affectivi.: matters to use and find pat-
terns that'are unique to the individual.

AFFECTIVE EI)bçATIONAL PROCESSES FOR SPECIAL
ELEMENTARY A CHILDREN

'Although teachrs realize th e exceptional children in their
classrooms have complex af ective .they 'encounter numerous-
Obstacles in meeting them. At the onset, teachers find that defining,
children's social and. emotional 'problems in'specific terms is a skill
that requires training and practice. Opportunities to develop expertise
in this area have been and continue to be limited. Furthermore, current
theories of affective/emotional development and their relationship to
academic achievement are just beginning _to be discussed in the
literature (DuPont, 1978; Weiner, 1979). Relating these theorieli to the
specific affective needs of exceptional children is a challenge.

After delineating objectives, teachers must determine the most ap-
propriate strategy for educational interVention. Considering the
children's needs:the teacher's access to financial resources, the time
',available to teachers for evaluating or creating curriculum materials,
and the necesSity of inservice training, the 'teacher may choose affec-
tive etiucation strategies that range from a total program approgch to
the use of classroom processes that require little of-no extra time or
money. While programs designed to promote affective growth during
the elementary school.years have burgeoned in the last decade, few of
these programs. are structured with the particular needs of special
children in mind. Consequently, special edueators continue to find it
neceisary to adapt programs arid techniques for their children. There .

is a positive benefit to this process, however; it gently reminds us that
much of exceptional children's development is normal ... particularly
their feelings.
' While attempting to implement 'affective educational programing,
teacherS frequently discover that many materials and classroom pro-
cedures dealing with' the affective domain must be approved by the
school system and/or citizen's committees. Values clarification tech-
niques and .curricula involving moral or sexual concerns are typical ex-
amples. Although systemwide regulations are designed to proteci
children; they May also serve to prohibit the special educator from
tackling the unique affective problems of handicapped children. With
administrative and parental support, however, program implementa-
tion can be, expedited, but the process is often time consuming and re-
quires the, perseverance of a dedicated, caring teacher:.

A final difficulty that deserves mention pertains to measurenient
and evaluation. Teachers al.e held accountable for the results of
classroom procedures; yet, pre.lise, reliable measures of social and
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emotional growth have not, been developed. Eliminating affective
educathai is not'a viable solution to this problem because the affective
component Of education will continue to be a subtle pervasive force in
the ,classroom whether it is directly taught or not. By systematically
planning for individual t:hildren and openly dealing, with affective
issues on an ongoing basis, teachers have more control over the
lessons learned in the "hidden .curriculum." Furthermore, it is
unlikely that the full impact of an excellent affective education
program can be precisely measured:Following a geometric progres-
sion, the benefits build on themselves and multiply from year to year,

The following,sections focus on the affective needs of excePtional
Oildren. Programs and classroom processes ,that are particularly
helpful in proMoting affective gr(3wth will be indicated. It must. be
emphasized, however, that regardless of their lot in life, growing up is
hard work for all children. The goal of affective education is not to pro-
dtv..:e an unrealistic blissful state of joy in youngsters but to facilitate
their development os total human beings. To live fully, children with
special needs must he capable of coping with frustration, making the
bipit of adversity, seeing and choosing from a range of alternatives, and
forming effective relations with others all in the procesi of bycoming
more and more instrumental in meeting their own needs. To be ac-,
lively involved in their own destiny, excoptional children Must come
to know, understand, and accept themselves and others, expresp them-
selves, and form. effective interpersonal relationships. Following

, Figure 1 (page 8), the programp are outlined around self concept, social
competence, and emotional and aesthetic expression although the
overlap of various processes is recognized.

Enhancing Self Concept

Three components of a positive self concept releVant to the develop-
mental tasks of middle, childhood include confidence in one's body,
feelings of self competence, and sex role development...Exceptional
children frequently experience (Inc' t in these areas. Thus, the
following affedive education programs are organized with these;
needs in mind.

Body Concepts

Basic feelings of self confidence ore rooted ig the expectation that
one's body is a dependable, reliable representation of oneself. Often,
children with handicaps do not develop self confidence as readily as
nonhandicapped peers because enormous .amotints of Lime and energy
are spent compensating for these mbtor and sensory deficits charac-.,
teristic of visual and auditory impairments, physical handicaps, and
chroniK disease. In some cases, disfigurement or deformity necessi-
tates additional adjustment. During middle childhood, a premium is
placed on absolute conformity, so children who look different are sub-
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ject to diverse, often unpleasant, reactionsby peers. The curiosity, am-
bivalenye, andiears of others are expressed in staring, teasing, and
avOitlanEe behaviors, all of which have a major impact on the feelings
exeeptional children have about themselves.-

Invisible handicaps such as specific learning disabilities, mental im-
-

pairments, and behavioral disorders also contribute to body image dis-
turbances, Elementary age children are just developing the capacity to
think about concrete, observable problems, so it is not surprising that
youngsters with emotional ana .learning disabilities have difficulty un-
derstanding and Rffeethrely compensating for their internal and
abstract 'problems. Their confusion and anxiety increases as subtle
messages from adults and peers imply that these children are to blame
for their difficulties.

Negative body concepts must be confronted directly yet sensitively.
By helping exceptional children, understand what is right with theii
bodies, 'teachers reduce fear, minimize distortion, and help children
place their handicaps in perspective. Like their nonhandicapped age-
mates, children with disabilities are fasCinated with the human body
and hoW it works (Macdonald, 1979): Middle childhood is an oppor-
tune time to take advantage of youngsters', intense interest in body
functioning.because prior to puberty, children are less self conscious.
Anxiety over the physical changes that usher in adolescence are not
yet evident.

Two multimedia program packages that aim to develop positive self
concepti through knowledge of the body are Me Now (Hubbard Co,
1973) and The Social LeOrning Curriculuni: Level (Goldstein,:1974).
Both programs are designed for special education populations, par-
ticularly those children with mild mental impairments and learning
disabilities, although teachers of othtir types of exceptional children
hav used pottions of both programs with success (Grant, 1975).
Awareness and appreciation of body parts and functions is facilitated
by both multimedia kits, but activities in Me Now are representative
on a "hands on" science curriculum while The Social Learning Cur-
riculum is similar to social studies and health programs. For example,
Me Now includes a functioning torso of the human body that delights
chOren who are interested in the internal body operations. In cOn-
tra4t, several lessons in The Social Learning*Curriculum'focus.on
proper health care and hygiene. Me Now includes human growth tine\
reproduction, The Social Learning Curriculum does not.

Education for sexuality is directly related to-affective educati 4hd
provides a rich source of curriculum materidikjor emncept
development in middlt childhood. While it is essen a that excep-
tional children receive basic reproductive information, effective
programs include more than the "plumbing." Teachers who are in-
terested in meeting self conopt needs while attendin to sexual
development will find a variety\Lif suggested activities, resources, and
background information in A Teacher's Guide to Sex Education for
Persons with Learning Disabilities (Kempton, 1975). This teacher's
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guide discusses the qualities Of the effective teacher and techniques ofinstruction such, as role playing, use of visual aids, and true to lifesituations: In addition, the teacher is assisted in understanding then,'level of infdrmation necessary f9r children with various-degrees ofmental impairment. Other special education resources aimed atenhancitle self concept and sexual development in children with, special needs include:
.

1. Personal Growth and Human Relations: A Cunticulum Guide forPersons with DeVelopmental Disabilities (Lipke & Vader, 1974)2. Concepts of S'exuial Developmeht for the Developmentallyabled (Fischer
G. Social and Sexu I DevelopmentA Guide for Teachers of the

,

O.
& Borthick, 1974) ,

Handicapped (lowa,.State Department of Education, 1971)4. Teaching Good Conduct önd Personal Hygiene (Harris CountyAssociation for the Retarded, 1969)
. . .5. Puberty in the Girl Who is Retarded (Pattula, 1969)6. Siecus Report (Special issue on hearing impaired. 1969)

'Concepts of sexual self development are abstract and difficult tounderstand. The two unique teaching aids described below are par-ticularly. helpful in teaching children with special needs.

1. Visual Aid Mannequin's (Effie Dolls), These attractive cloth dollsare 18 inches in height, available in Caucasiomor Black. Both dollsare complete With genitals. The female is pregnant; the birth prorcess can be shown. The' doll includes a baby with umbilical cordand placental attachment. In addition, a sanitary belt and napkin isincluded. '(Order from Mrs. Judith Franing, 4812 - 48th Avenue,lv.:oline, 'Illinois 61265).
2. Your Changing BodyA Guided Exploration. This tape is forblind children to use in private. Directions effectivel:, teach themabout the body while encouraging self exploration. (Order from In-stitute for the Development of Creative Child Care, 927 BemisSoutheast, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506).

Feelings of Competence

During middle childhood, children continuously itrive to improvd themotor and wgnitive skills they learned in early childhood and todevelop new, related skills. Typically, "lessons', such as painting,drama, photography, swimming, and dancing characterize this age, Atthe "Y" and reeTation centers Children seek opportunities to practice. skills in groups composed of peers with comparable abilities, In thisway, childcen achieve, greater control over their environment andbegin to develop a stable sense of competence.
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Children with disabilities are also adding and refining skills, but
their progress is slower than the norm. Generally, the tedious tasks
special chikiren diligently work to master are those that their peers-

. perform, with little or no obvkous effortat least not obvious to the ex-
ceptional child! The skill developing lessons so prevalent in the lives
of normal agemates are nOt readily available to exceptional children,
thus limiting their opportunities to develop feelings of competence
with peers on similar ability levels.

Despite The discrepancies between the skills of normal children and
the limitations of ilandicapped children, exceptional children do not
automatically develop feelings of inferiority. Affective components of
constructs such as'self concept, motivation, and attribution for 'success
and failure are lAieved to be the more critical determinets of
children's performance and concomitant feelings..Furthermore, social
comparison standards of success are becommg increasingly salient to,
chiklren just as conceptions of competence are beginning to stabiliie.
Since social comparison feedback contributes significantly to the con-
clusions children draw eegartling their competence, the context in

which children learn about their abilities and limitations is significant,
(For an extensive r(view of research related to,achievement motiva-
tion, attribution theory, and exceptional children, see Ruble & Bog-

giano, 1978.)
Teachers can enhance the development of positive self,concepts and

minimize feelings of inferiority.in exceptional children by structuring
classroom activities with the following thoughts in mind: ,

1. lt is imp)rtant to provide children with learning experiences that
allow for personal control over the,outcome of activities,

2. Teachers should provide children with 'tasks that are challenging
yet take into account children's perceptions of their competence and
insure opportunities for them to try agaiki,

3. By making tasks relevant to children's interests and goals; teachers
provide children with incentives to persist in (heir efforts, (Ruble &
Hogg i ano, 1978)

Research data indicate that 'Children's feelings of self competence
are enhanced when they link success to internal, stable attributes like
ability and failure to internal but controllal,le attributes such as effort
(Weiner, '1974). Teachers do children a disservice if theY always
guarantee success for them regardless of the effort they put forth
because their children do not develop a seri* of personal Control. The
study of attribution thtory prOmises to provide relevant inforMation
for educators 'concerned with self concept development in special
children. For example, studies indicatethat some exceptional children
are More likely than normal agemates to blame themselves for
failures. This tendency increases throughout middle childhood (Lynch &

Arndt, 1976: Chan & Keogh, 1i174).
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Camping, outdoor, and.enkqopttlittal education programs provide
excellent 'opportunities frir athietiteeducation processes that con-
tribute to children's self confidence, competence, and self . esteem
(Katz & Bushnell, 1974; Shea, 1977). For. example, Camp Holiday
Trails in Charlottesville, Virginia, offers unique opportunities for
health impaired chifdren to .experience the 'thrill of success in
challenging childhood activities such as ganies, swimming-boating,
and hiking. The Fresh Air Camp, &program for emotionally impaired
and karning disabled children, and Camp Gateway, for children with
physical handicaps, are both located in southeastern Michigan. ?They,
too, offer a full range of adapted.activities that enable children .to ex-
pand their skills in outdoor activities. Gradual4y, even the need for
public recreatMmd. programs for excOptional children is being recog-
nized. In some metropolitan areas, public recreation departments are.
making low cost, adapted recreation programs available to ex, ,ptional
Children at -minimal cost. A word of caution is necessary, however.
After reviewing the literature on therapeutic camping for disturbed
chili!ren, Dyers (1979) found that the actual content of camping
pr ,grams has not been documented and that; short and long term goals
of e!amping experiences have not been adequately evaluated:-Without
farther yesearch we will not know if the programs are effective nor
how they produee changes in children's self esteem.

Curriculum programs that meet children's affectiverneeds for self
competence and simultaneously increase their basic skills include I
CAN (Hubbard Co.. 1976) and SAVIScience Activities for the
Visually Handicapped (Laurence Hall of Science, 1978). The I CAN
curriculum is designed for children, 3 to 18 years of age, who are
mildly and moderately mentally impaired. The project, funded by the
Bureau of Education of the Handicapped, produced a total in-
dividualized physical education instructional system that emphasizes
and builds upon the abilities of special children. Thir four units in the
kit are Fundamental Skills, Body Management, Health/Fitness, and
Aquatics. Materials for each unit consist of skill books, student and
class performance score sheets, and game cards,

The SAVI program consists of personalized science activities for
blind and visually impaired children from 9 to 12 years of age. These
activities provide children with concrete experiences. Real objects are
used to improve logical thinking, to enhance manipulative skills, and' to
develop daily living skills. SAVI was not intended to be an affective
education program yet the affective benefits are enormous because in
each activity the child is in charge of discovery. An additional advan-
tage to this program is that its usefulness is not limited to visualiy im-
paired or other exceptional children. When the program isintroduced
into regular classrooms with mainstreamed children, all youngsters
can participate and receive full benefit.

Responsible decision making is an important aspect of feelings of
self ccmfidence and competence. Teachers who take advantage of all
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'possible opportunities to give' children practice in making legitimate .

and significant decisions are providing for affective education.
Furthermore, teachers can enhance children's awareness of the un-
umscious decisions they, like all youngsters, make on a daily basis and
then explore him those decisions affect their lives. (For example,
chiliten lif!cith! to try a task or not, to express feelings openly or not, to
ignore other's behavior or not, etc.) One program directed at promut-
ing decision making skills is [morning to ' Decide (Olemann &
Campbell. n.d.). this sequentially Structured progratn is designed for
fourth through sixth graders in regular classes, so reading and writing
skills are necessary to complete some student assignments. Many ac-
tivities are adaptable. however, and serve as a resource to the
innovative special educator. They include problem centered narra-
tiw:s. small and large group discussions, role playing, charades, res-
ponding to music, and setting'goals. Additional practical and theoreti-
cal assislani:e is provided for teachers interested in proMot ing respon-
sible decision making and problem solving skills in the classroom. The
Problem Solving Approach to Adjustment (Spivack, Platt, & Shure,
1976) describes methods such as . brainstorming, role playing, and
generat iny, alternative solutions us, particul rly helpful approaches,

The Chissroom Meeting mody Of affective education is designed to
help children develop feelings of self worth and establish a success
identity. Within a nonjudgmental group situation, children experience
autonomy and self determination by making decisions and accepting
personal responsibility for those decisions. Furthermore, feelings of
self coinpetence and self crsteem are thought to increase when children
take wsponsibility for themselves in a success oriented environment.
The philosephy and techniques of the classroom meeting are
described in detail in Schools Without Failure (Glasser, 1969).

commercial affective etlucat ion programs are too sophisticated
for Multiply or severely impaired children with no language or limited
language skills. Establishing a positive self concept in these children is
intricately related to their language development. Walsh (1974)

' ilescribed a language developMen't curriculum for multiply impaired
childTen in which the Major goal is to establish or increase self iden-
hiicat ion. To meet this challenge, every v..tivity emphasizes children's
indivithudity as people of importance. Initially, to establish self iden-
tification, children are assigned their own color. All materials belong-
ing to the children afe corm cued in an obvious fashion. yor exan 9le, a
circle of their color is pinned to each child, taped to his or her chair,
and e, used to identify the children's names. The color.cues, which
even children With minimal vision can see, promote self identification
inul positive self concepts through classroom activities involving name
rmognitiim, number concepts, fine iind gross motor skills, visual skills,
nd reading readiness. In this program: the children learn to recognize
and 'say their mimes, They also learn to like themselves because their
colois and 11111111N bring them success, recognition, learning, and fun.



Sex Bole Development

Sex role dtivelopment is an important component of self concept.Through the middle childhood syears, children repeatedly select, ex-press, and evaluate appropriate sex rolestesting out their perfor-mance as boys and girls in the Safety of same .sex peer groups,'On the playground, boys organize team sports whereas girls jumprope, play jacks, and use the playground equipment. Despite the simi-laT heights and weights of boys and .girls at this age. sports and othercompetitive games that require high levels of energy expenditure con-,sistently fall into the male domain. Boys find friends in gangs orgroups; girls form close intimate relationships with one or two othergirls. For both boys and girls; every effort is made to be just like one'ssame sex peers. Even when male and female interests are similar, asin reading adventuresome mystery stories, choices are dominated bythe need for same sex heroines and heroes.y
At about 10 to 12 years of age, heterosexual romi!ntic interests sur-face in both sexes although girls admit to greater interest than boys. Itis not unusual for preadolescents to acknowledge "girlfriends" and"boyfriends," say they have been in love, play kissing games, andclaim that they want to.marry someday (Broderick, 1966). Finding theopportunity, some children normally engage in experimental sex playwith tfie same sex agemates. Although erytic in nature, the primary 'pur-pose of this behavior is for children to understand mpre about their bodiesas male or female.. Regardless of the sex of their partner, children arelearning about their sex rolm,

'Investigators have only recently explored the differential socializa-tion of boys and girls in regular classrooms, For example, Blumenfeld,Hamilton, Wessels, and Falkner. (1977) illstrated that, at least in firstgrade. boys receive the majority of teacher attention both positive and.negative, Dweck, Davidson, Nelson, and Enna (1978) demonstratedthat, overall, when positive feedback is directed at boys, it rewards theintellectual content of their work, Negative feedback is more fre-quently directed at boys, but it concerns the form (neatness, etc.) of'their work, The reverse is true for girls. Positive feedback refers toform and negative or critical comments are direeted at content, Keep-ing this information in mind, it is clear that subtle unconscious teacherpractices in the classroom can profoundly affiwt children's feelingsabout themselves ,as females and males.
,Little is known about the special difficulties exceptional children ex-perience in developing sieisfying sex rohm Like their normal peers,however, gender has a profound impa(;t on their educational oppor-tunities. Knowledge of children's sex results in arbitrary practice, dis-criminatory judgments. and intervention decisions that restrict per-sonal and vocational developmftt and violate kderal legislation.Biases in special education curricula reinforce stereotyped roles andviicational training practices encourage selection of traditional rolesilirspie & Fink. !ON). In addition, classes fOr disturbed and learnipg
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disabled children at the elementary level are predominantly male and
reading disorders are ,also More common among buys. 6irls, on the
other hand, tend to experience major streSses and a decline in
academic achiAernimt during adolescence (GpVe & Herb, 1974).
Special educatori have a sesponsibility ,to pay serious attention to
these factors hecause.children'S feelings about themselves as females
and males are an integral aspect of self concept.

Middle childhmd is an excellent time to teach youngsters about.sex
role stereotyping. The cognitive maturity of average children 'now
al,lows them to understand thatexperimentation with a variety of cross
sex role behaviors does not change their internal, stable gender iden-
tity, but growing awareness of social convention prohibits the actual
practice .of cross sex behaviors in most children (Parsons & Bryan,
1979). Teachers can effectively minimize the cognitive and emotional
aspects of stereotyping al this age through several classroan
oesses,

1. TeaCkchildrert about the functions and hmitations of stereotypin?:
2. Introduce children to models who have not conformed to tradi4inna1'

roles. Examples include a female doctor and a male 'telephone
,

operator.
3. In informal discussions and clasSroom assignments, provide

children with discrepant information,that stimulates their thinking.
For example, assign a class report on women leaders.

4. Model andregeno.us coding of child and adult behaviors and feel-
ings. In other words, help children understand that being gentle iSla

human characteristic, not OM belonging to female's or.anales alone.
5. Support a strong sense of female or male gender identity wade

allowing and evim encouraging wkpressions of interest and involve-
ment in activities traditionally sex typed for the oppOsite sex,

'Awareness is the primary goal for children during the elementary
years. Teachers need not be discouraged if children's sex typed
behavior persists because social convention and conformity are
powerful forces at this time,

Two affective education programs that focus on sex role develop-
ment diming middle childlu, al are Free To Be You and Me (McGraw
lill, 1974.) and Freestyle (Agency for instructional Television, 1978)..

e'ree to Be .You und Me is a multimedia kit consisting of stories and
songs that stress the importance,, of individual differences thrapgh
such themes as cuoperation, friendship, independence, and ex-
periences. Freestyle is a new series of television programs aimed at
reducing spex role stereotyping. Vignettes provide children with infor-
mation that stimulates their thinking and feelings about individual
differences and the limitations inherent in traditional sex roles.
Classroom discussions and activities following the programs en-
courage active involvement with th..e material. Extensive research
guided file' creation Of these thought provoking Programs and field



testing is being conducted across the United States. The same princi-
ples of interpersonal relating suggesteil in the Freestyle series are also
applicable to the process of stereotyping along racial and disahility
dimensions. Astute teachers will make use of the relationships and
help children generalize their. thoughts to all areas of social interaction.

Filially,. a unique affective education progrifm for school age
childrim is described in Ttieir (iniverse k lslander, Weiss, Telman, &
Wernick, 1973). This program discusses the Study of People and ties
sexuality and sex role development together: Instead of being adult
directed it follows the cues,of the tibildren themselves and allows their
developmental interests to guidi, the evolution o! the program.

Enhancing Social Competency

Pervasive social attitudes have traditionally limited the schools' stated
function to teaching academic skills such is reading, writing, and
arith,inetic. I lowever, a recent review of research suggests that there is
a we'd for direct teaching of social skills within the classroom. This is
justified on the basis that once' social adjustment is adequate, academic
skills improve substantially (Cartledge & Milburn, 1978).

The Oevelopment of social skills,is an integral aspect of children's
self concepts anti emotional growth, yet it is infinitely more complex.
In the classroom, covert socialization processes continuously in-
fluence children, Often referred to as the "hidden curriculum,' these
processes are not well understood by educators, We can only specul-
ate abont the confusion such things as nonverbal communication pro-
duce in eAceptional children, To insure the maximal social growth of
children in mainstreamed and special education settings, it is necessary to
formulate goag andt objectives and sometimes implement individual
socialization programs. Many teachers realize the importance of this task,
Inn they are bewihiered by the complexity of actually teaching social
skills.

.

During the elementary Fthool years, children experienc , 1- marked
in crease in contact with a social world away from home. his ex-
posure to aral interactiop with the expanding world of adults and
peers ,partially deterMines the course of three components of social
devtllopment: self control, moral development, and peer relations.
Classri Ann processes and programs have been created to stimulate
growth in eiv:h area. They art, described in this section along with rele-
vant research.

Self Om fro/

Most school systems are Concerned with the causes of and solutions to
student inisliehavhq. As a result, developing self control, defined as
the "capacity to flexibly aml realistically direct and regulate personal
,iction or hehavlor ii a given situation" (Fagen, Long, tic Stevens, 1975),
has 1111.1)1111' a Rational ethical nmal issue. While problems with self
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control are not unique to exceptional children, frequently they con-
tribute to the ,Iffective difficillties special children experience as they
grow ap. Furdiermore, it must be remembered that many children
with special needs suffer from an excess cr. self control, Powerf
socialization processes teach children witli handicaps to keep their
plwe, to bottle up their feelings, and to limit their self expression.

The process and .u.quisitim of self control is a complicated compo-
nent of socialization. To remediate deficits in this area, field'
researchers have studied a number of training methods designed to
enhance behavioral self control in children. Polsgrove'g (1977, 1979)
review of these techniques is an excellent source of information for
the classroom teacher. His, descriptions of research on self manage-
ment methods include: self monitoring, contingency .contracting, self
evajuation, and self reinforcement. The cognitive methods include self
instruction and problem solving, leling and behavioral reversal are
also reviewed,

Numerous priwtical !,umestions for fostering self control in excep-
tional children are available, Schnieder (1974) described a modeling
!echnique. in this procedure, children with behavior problems are
taught to imitate a fictional turtle who (144ws his head in his shell to
control angel'. Think Aloud is another variation of a self control
program fo,. youngsters. To control inappropriate behavior anepro-
mote prosocial behavior, children engage in daily, individual 30
minute ,essions using modeling techniques and verbalizations of cog-
nitive. activity (Camp, 1977). For children with Mental impairments,
Wehman (1975) had successfully used role playing, modeling, and
social reinforcement to increase self control,

Teaching Children Self Control (Fawn, Long, & Stevens, 1975)
offers a curricula approach to the development if self contiol in ele-
mentary age children. The aim or the text is to prevent social and erno-
tiomil problems while teaching children behavioral control skills.
Eight skill clusters make up the curriculum. Four rely heavily on cog-
iiitive development and four focus on affective or emotional develop-
ment. The eight clusters are summarized as follows

I. Select ionAb!lity to perceive information accurately.
Storage--Ability to retain information received.

:1. !;equencing and OrderingAbility to organize actions on the basis
of a planned order.

4. Anticipating ConsequencesAbility, to relate actions to expected
outcomes.

5. Appmciating FeelingsAbility to identify and constructively use
ofiretive experiences,

ti. Managing Frustratuin--Ability to cope with external obstacles that
produce stress.

7 Inhibition and Delay-- Abili:y to postpone or restrain action tenden-
cies



8. RelaxationAbility to reduce internal tension. (Fagen & Long, 1979,p. 70).

For a review of the self control concept, critiques of the Fagen-Long
curriculum, and representative research efforts in the area of self con-trol, readers are directed to a special issue of Journal for the Councilon Children with.Behavioral Disorders (1977).

Dealing with Cenises of Behavior (Education Research Council,1972) offers another approach:to promoting self control in children.This curriculum is divided into two parts, K-3 and 4-5. ,Teachers' guidesand student workbooks structure the program, although extensive use ismade of classroom activities that may be readily adapted to the needs ofexceptainal children. Using a "causal" approach, this program emphas-izes looking at the reasons for behavior, recognizes the importance of theindividual, and considers the conequences of the behavior.

Moral Development

During middle childhood, the structure of children's thinking changes..In the evolution of conscience, cognitive operations begin to Mow forthe internalization of moral standards. ,Younger children have beenpracticing a morality based on constraint. In their view, rules are im-posed from external sources .and they are absolute. Breaking rules is. wrong: conforming to them is right. As children become less ego-centric, role taking skills ,and a more mature morality of cooperationdeveloP. In an attempt to.satisfy human needs, rules are now formedthrough social consensus.. Mutual regulation and guidance havebecome the purpose of rules and this makes it possible for children tounderstand and accept mOdi ficat ion of guidelines to fit icircuinstances(Piaget, 1948).
Examples of children's reasoning about rules are apparent duringrecess, In about the *third grade Children spend more time arguing.about rules than playing games, ily the sixth grade, however, the ma-jor ity of children's free time is act:ally spent playing games becausethe functional use of rpl,s in allt viating disputes has b.:en inter-nalized; Now that the group can for nulate rules, they can change themto accommodate fluctuating needs And tikcumstancwi such as limitedtime, reduced number of playeirs, or ikdstitio. of a 11 indicappedyoungster.

The development of good citizens who make sound moral judg-ments concerning the rights and welfare of others is a highly valuedgoal of affective educatipn, Achievement of this goal (leper ds in parton cognitive dovelopment and stimulating social interaction. Conse-queutly, exceptional children, limited by uneven or delayed cognitive
development and marginal social interaction, are aplvto function at alower level than their normal progress peers.

Research on moral development in exceptional children supportsthis view. Taylor and Achenbach (1975) examined both oormal and
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nentally impaired students to determine their levels of moral and c(ig-
naive (kvelopment. The data indicate that moral.development is more
strongly.related to inntaIj than any other cognitive operation and
higher 'chronohigical age does not result in higher levels of moral
reasoning in nwntally unpaired students. Campagna and Harter (1975)
tested normal and sociopathic.childron for intelligence and level of
nuiral reasoning. When matched for mental age and 1,Q, normal
childrm achieved higher levels of moral reasoning. This data supports
the hypotLies is that sociopathy is related to an arrest in moral develop-
ment. The authors suggested that limited opportunities for role taking
and ith!nhifiCatIlin EIfl potitilble CalltiatiVC factors in (kolyed moral
growth, et

appmaches to values or moral education incilide
yak chirificat ion, originally espouse(' by Rat hs, Harim, and Simon
( 1 966), and moral development, which is based on the work of
Kohlberg (Kohlberg &Turiel, 1971). The values clarification approach
offers teachers many structured clahsroom activities designed to help
children determine their own unique value System. Subsequently,
-clarified values" are thought to serve as clear internal behavioral
guidelines for children. The moral development approach differs from
values clarification in that it is based on a specific goalthe simulation
of moral reasoning. Unlike values curricula, however, there 'are few
specific classroom procedures (ksigned to promote the sequences of
m)ral growth suggested by Kohlberg's theory (Lockwood, 1978). Since
iii miequate review of values and moral development theory and
reseamh is beyond the scope of this section, the reader is referred to
'ow Effects of Values Clarification and Moral Development Cur-
riculo on School Age Subjects: A Critical Review of Recent Research
( Lockwoo(t, 1978) for additional information.

No specific curricula have been produced to promote moral
developrwmt in exceptional youth. However, Values Clarification
Strategies for Exceptional Children (Simon & O'Rourke, 1977) is a
rich source of values activities designed to foster personal growth in
childwn with special needs, included are strategies that deal with
authentiGity and self disclosure, love, values, feelings and emotions;
and touching. Catchy titles are given to each activity making them at-
trailive to elementary age youngsters. Examples are; "Show and Tell,"
"Peak Experiences," "dom.! NeWs Letter," "Futum Workls," "Becom-
ing Aware of Love," and "A Man Natned 'baba."

Two series of sound filmstrips for children and two inservice train-
ing packages for teachers, baf,;(41 on 'moral development theory are
uvililuble. First Things: Values (Kohlherg & Selman, 197(i) presents a
series of filmstrips each (amtaining two or more dilemmas or ethical
conflicts for children. in secoml through fifth grade to i:onsidel', The

.purpose oPthe filmstrips is to stinudate thinking about such basic con-
cepts us truth, promises. fairness, rules, and property rights. Max-
ininm involvement in the process of moral problem solving is en-
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couraed because these filmstrips directly relate to children's lives
and rxirtray tbii con flictA they experience on a daily basis.

The second series . also designed for second through fifth grade,
First Development (Kohlberg & Selman, 1976), is based
on research dicating.that the ability to understand other people's
perspectives is a major determinant of saci,i! development. Like moral
development, prowth in perspective taiRing ithilitycproceeds through
lagical sequential leXs and is shmula,ed by social interaJion and ex-
posure to reasoning iine step above the current le,,el of the group. Dis-
etwsions based on the stories in the filmstrips are structured to help
children examine thc viewixiints of two characters, debate solutions to
social problem. s. justify their choices, yonsider the reasoning ot others,
reinforce their current skills in perspective taking, and explore and
master higher levels of ethical 'hought.

Other sources of values chirification activities that may be adapted
for children with special needs include:

1. Values and Commitments ( Educat ional Research Codicil, n.d.)is a
structured sequential program for grades K through 5 that is

signed to stir up chikiren's imagioations and enhance theie un-
derstanding, njoyment, and acceptance of those values that
humans must live by in a truly civiliwd, humane society.

2 Value Bingo and Helping Hands (Pennant Educational Materials,
mil) are two games for individuals in grade 4 through Adulthood,
Thrmigh active involvement with others, children explore their
values.

3. Values in Action (Winston Press,.n.d.) is a multimedia kit for role
playing and discussion of popular social dilemmas for children in
grades 4 through 9.

Both values education and moral development programs arc based
on rather sophisticated discussion skills. Teachers of special needs
chihlmn may find that materials designed for middle childhood are too
advanced for their children. Careful review of all materials is advised.

Peer Hehitions

DuPont (.197H) descriimd 7 to ) 12 years of age as the interpersonal stage
of afhTtive.ilevelopment. This period coincides with Pkiget's stage of
concrete operations (Nagel & Inhelder, 1969) and occurs when
children gradually move from the buteronomouk stage, where
children's affect is primarily invested in adults, to this new stage
where affect focuses on peer relatimiships. A number of factors are
believed to influence this shift. Briefly described, they give clues to the
special educator who is trying la assess the affective development of
exceptional children.

Sociol Status. Due to physical growth, nuistery of language, physi-
cal mobility, atfd acciimmodation !mules, children require less and
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less par'ental supervision. Consequently, left more to themselves,
children have the opportunity to acquire social skills.

2. School. While children in our society are forced to be dependent on
adult regulation for a major portion of the day, school institutional-
izes a peer subculture where children learn interpersonal
behaviors..

3. Resolution of Oedipal Conflicts. According to personality theorists
(Erikson4963), the resolution of Opedipal conflicts allows children
to make emotional investments in a relatively sex neutral peer
group.

4. Cognitive Development. 'Concrete operations, decreasing ego-
centricity, role taking ski3s, and the ability to accommodate the
needs of others lays the foundation for the mutual respect necessary

4

to develop fiiendships.
5. Moral Deveropment. Kohlberg (1969) indicated that reciprocity and

sharing are evident during the preconventional stage. They are
pragmatic behaviors, however. That is they 'are used to meet per-
sonal needs.

6. Ego Development. Lovinger (1976) sugg ted that in late middle
childhood the conformist stage of ego 4,elopment occurs.,At this
lime, genuine interpersonal reciprocity a utual respect are evi-
dent in peer relations, but they exist primarifI within the confines
of a small group. Now, a sense of status and fvor within the group
are important feelings for children.

Dupont (1978) stress:A the slow evolution of these processes and
made it clear that, while they contribute to the interpersonal stage of
affective development, it is not known if they occur simultaneously or
if some or unit of, the processes are more important than others.

In the elementary school years, when children make this gradual
transition from reliance on parents to investment in peers for compan-
ionship, it is jhrough relationships with other children that
reciprocity and the meaning of friendship evolve. Peer groups serve a
number ci additional functions for children, including: emotional
securi!;y, norm setting, instruction in cognitive, social, and motor skills,
and play, with opportunities for fantasy, shared deviancy, organized
games, and social comparison. Finally, positive peer relationships are
beliiived to contribute to general life adjustment in the present and the
future (Asher, 1978).

Some children do not experience the joys and frustrations of friend-
ships or the sense of belonging to a group. In an attempt to understand
the reasons for their social isolation, investigators have identifie&a
numlwr of variables related to peer acceptance and rejection. For ex-

' ample, personal charactolistics such as names, physical attractiveness,
and race influencechildren's choice of playmates. In adr'''ion, school
and classroom situational factors such as population mobility, oppor-
tunities for participation, reward EtruAure for social interaction, op-
portunities for academic success, and the activity strueture of the
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cheettOm all influence children'speer relations (Asher, Oden, & Colt-man, 1977). The presence of handicaps and disabilities is related to anumber of these factors and, in part, determines the course of children'ssocial rel at ionshi ps.
Correlational studies illustrate a posihve relationship between peeracceptance, emotional adjustment, and academic achievement(.Schmuck & Schmuck, 1975), but the direction of the relationships be-tween the three is not clearly understood. In reviewing the literature,Hartup (1970) substantiated the power of peer interactions in mediat-,ing the behavior of school age children. For children with handicapsthe evidence is clear, they often encounter peer rejection when in-teracting with others. These negative experiences have a significantimpact on their development.

The remainder of this section reviews research findings on peer re-lations in children with emotional, mental, and physical disabilities.and a sample of the resources available to the teacher interested inenhancing the social skills of children with special needs,Children with physical disabilities are less well accepted by 'theirpeers than nonhandicapped
children. Richardson ('1000) found thatnonhandicapped individuals feel ambivalent toward the disabled andthus keep theilinteractions formal, inhibited, and controlled. Conse-quently, in addition to having little opportunity for social interaction,the quality of interaction is substantially less helpful in teaching ade-quate social skills (Bryan & Bryan, 1979). lt is proposed that rejectionof the disabled is a result of the yalue society places on beauty (Wright,1960) or the process of labeling exceptional

children (MacMilkan,However, Thurrdan and Lewis (1070) .stggested that. this prejudiciabehavior is based-in early perceptual cognitive processes or tendencies torespond negatively to certain differences.
The power of mrceived differences as determinants of interper-sonal attraction was demonstrated in a study by Richardson, Good-man, Hastorf, and Dorithush (1961). They discovered that 10 and 11yew old children ranked figures of the physically disabled children lowert.han Ale bodied children in desirability, Despite differences in the social&1st; adethnic background of the children doing the ranking, the samec-rd,e- occurred in each sample: Beginning with most liked to least likedthey t sted a normal child, a child with crutches and a brace, a child in awho,: !chair, a child with a left hand missing, a child with a facial dis-fige,vei )ent, and an obese child,

-en with hearing impairTents are not well liked by their hear-ing pc...rs and familiarity does not change the deaf child's social statusl059). Deaf children experience !meinl isolation and find itto form interpersonal
relationships (Meadow, 1975). Besidesthe okious limitation in verbal communication, parental practicesmay now social development, Studies indicate that parents of deafchildren ay frequently centrolling ;led overprotective. Viewing theirchillren ;1', fragile. they are unsure as to how independent theirchildr w or shwild (Bryan & Dryan":197)).
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For the mosUpart normal children do not want childrenziithmentati
impairment's for their friends, Regerdless of assessment procedures,
retarded children are always found to h more rejected than their non-
handicapped peers (Gott heir& Budoff, 973; GOttlieb & Davis, 1973).
'I'his fact does imt, appear to change wit class plac i ent. Whether
mainstreamed or in a.special class, mental ii ired yo gsters are
likelY to Iv socially rejected (Gottlieb & Davis, 1973; GOod an, Gott!
lieb, & Harrison, 1972), However, class placement does : spear to
effect behayMr. Mainstreamed children with mental im I irments
have demonstrated gains in social competence (Gottlieb, G. pel, &
[indult', 1973).

Social incompetence ig thmight to be the primary reason for peer re-
jection of mentally impaired children. The verbal aggressidrn charac-
teristic of some mentally impaired youngsters is suggested as one
specific eause (Gottlieb & Budoff, 1973). Another .related factor in-
volves limited role taking ahility. Inappropriate social behavior is often
the result ,of an inability to view another's perSpective (Wilson, 1970).
The development of rok taking skills is fertile ground for research in
the social development of all handieapped children, (For further infor-
mation see Kitano, Steihl, & Cole, 1978.)

The social status and peer popularity of learnitm disahkd children
have nfceived increased attention in recent years. Virtually all studies
indicate that children with learning disabilities are seen as deficient in
social skills hy parents (Strag, 1972), teachers (Keogh, Tchir, .8t Win-
degerth-liehn, 19745 and peers (Bryan 1974). Bryan (1976), replicating
an earlier study, found that rifimtion by peers remains consistent at
leasthver a 2 year period. Cons,4icring these data, it appears that learn-
ing disabled childwn are likely to experience rejection by virtually all
significant individuals in their environment, yet, like children wan
other disalnlities, link is now known about the speCiFc bases for this
rej.ect ion,

Bryan (1977) found that children with learning disabilities ex-
perience difficult?discriminating the affective states of others and this.
inahility to read nonverbal social communications persists into adoles-
cow:o (Wiig & Harris. 1974), The extent to which an inability to read
subtle social ctws iffct 1 ingn disabled children's peer relation-
ships is unlomwn, hut it does provide clues for remediation efforts,
Bryan and Bryan (1979) suggested that the social life of learning dis-
abled children differs markedly from that of their peers. Analyses of
classroom interactns show that these children are more often ig-
nored when making a social overture, make and receive more hostile
statements, are less likel' to he involved with teachers on non-
academic matters, and are criticized more frequently than their normal
progresS peers.

Myths rt ! arding the social adjustment and peer felationships of
Aifted children predominate American thinking. Contrary .to popular

intellectually talented pningsters are socially and emotionally
well adjusted ((allagher, 1975), and this positive social status con-

,
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tinues through the life span (Bryan & Et:yan, 1979). In addition,childrim who are in accelerated academic programs do not manifestproblems in social relationships vittiktheir older peers. On the con-trary. Justman (1953) 'found they were less frequently rejected than(;oMparable IQ classmates whe remained with their age group, Someindications for caution are in order for the gifted, however: Payne
(1974) suggested that there ma4y a! a curvilinear relationship betweengiftedness amf 'peer popularity. cceptance by peers is enhanced byintelbgence up to a point: markedly superior abilities may lead tosocial isolation. Furtherniore. tekhers of gifted childrep, are wise toprovide stimulation for affective growth in bright childrenso oftenthey are only rewarded for their aqidemic 0fforts.

There are particular problems in affective growth with giftedchildren. In a review of discipline and related matters, Isaacs (1973) in-dicated that teachers and parents dealing with gifted children needspecial awareness,.She emphasized their need for play and the valueof self insight as the Ivy to good mental health. It is important tO recog-nize that giftedness iS`not necessarily a key to high self esteem: in factit may be the reverse (Klein & Cantor, 1976).
The iliiiirdered behavior of emotionally impaired children clustersaround`two primary dimensions: aggressive acting out and immaturewithdrawal (Kauffman, 1977). Their concomitant, problematic socialrelationships have perplexed educators and mental health profes-sionals for years. Focusing on correlational studies, research on peerrelationships has tended to link traits with peer acceptance and peerrejection although they are not necessarily on the same contirnium.,

Characteristics such as excessive anxiety and fmmature, unprovokedand indirect aggression are suggested determinants of peer rejection
(Hartup. 1970). In addition, egocentrism (Chrindl4r, 1973), deficientrole taking skills (Chandler, 1973; Neale, 1966), and inadequatereferential corm mication skills (Chandler, Greenspan, & Barenboim,
1974) interfere with the development of social relationships in dis-turbed' children,

) Satisfying peer relations are important determinants of growth forall exceptional children. In light of evidence documenting difficultiesbetween children with special needs and their normal progress peers,
and the onset, of the mainstreaming movement, further research ismicessary to provide understanding of all Children's affective needs.The goal of most affective education programs is to. enhancechildren's peer relationships. Objectives stress the importance of un-. derstanding others, accepting differences, sharing feelings, workingtogether, and making friends. More specifically. research indicates thekillowing factors influence peer acceptance. First, since acceptanceami repiction are contingent upon behaViors that vary from group togroup, chiklren must learn the types of responses that are reinforcing

., toriTiFir pcers and then respond positively Id them. Next, children neec,1to practice accurate communication skills in their interpersonal rela-tionships. For many exceptional children. the fine distinctions. re-
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quired in effective communipition are difficult to master and deficien-
cies may result in their isolation frern peers: A third variable involves
being an expert or doing something well. The social status of isolated
childrthi increases if a special talent' or skill is made visible to the class
(Asher, Oden, & Gottm in, 1977)! For example, in children with learn-
ing disabilities, athktic ability is demonstrated to be highly correlated
with being liked by peers (Sipersetin, Bopp, & Bak, 1978). Finally,
children must know how to go about making a friend. For those defi-.
cient in friendship making skills, direct teaching of helpful techniques
can he implemented in their educational programs (Asher, Oden,&
Gottnean, 1977).

Shaping, modeling, and coaching are three processes used to
develop or change the social behaviors of children with special needs
(Asher, ()den, & Guttman, 1977). Shaping gradually changes behavior
through the use of positive reinforcement. At first, behavior that only
approximates the desired outcome is reinforced. Gradually, closet and
closer approximations are reinforced until the child is 'performing the
new behavior. The generalization and maintenance of new behaviors
are recurrent problems with this technique. In addition, while shaping
is useful in encouraging isolated children to apprtach others, direct
techniques like modeling and coaching are more effective in teaching
complex social skills.

The process of watching or observing others is a rich source of
social information. Based on this assumption, a variety of observation
niethods have been designed to improve children's social skills
through modeling. For example, teleVision programing is a useful
tool in teaching social skills to institotionali :ed mentatiy impaired
children (Baran, 1973). In another residential' setting, Turner and
Balow (1972) used a film of cooperative behavior to produce positive
changes in a group of children identified as emotionally disturbed.
Furthermore. Csapo (1972) demonstrated that pairing emotionally im-
paired youngsters with socially competent peers is an effective model-
ing technique. In this study, the chiklren with emotional problems
were given explicit instructions to watch their models and do what
they were doing in order to learn how to get along better in class.
Followup 10 days after the conclusion of the study indicated the emo-
tionally impaired children maintained new socially appropriate
behaviors.

( :oaching is another Method of teaching friendship behaviors, but, to
tie successful, children must have the ability to understand verbal in-
structions, the time to practice skills with peers, and the opportunity to
acquire feedback from the coach, ()den and Asher (1977) demonstra-
ted that "low friend" children who are coached following the above
recommendations increase s' ificandy on a sociometric play rating.
Followup 1 year later indic ed continued progress. This technique is

icn

potentially very useful with exceptional children because it is geared
to the individual needs and abilities of each child.
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Small group experiences help provide exceptional children with op-
portunities to- make friends. Using a 'variety of materials and pro-
cedures from commercial programs, Garner (1974) found that
measures of peer status, classroom behavior, and splf concept of
chiktren with behavior disorders improved after 9 weeks. Swill ac-
tivity groups stress active participation in a variety of tasks which, in
turn, facilitate verbal communication. Bardill (1973) reported sue--
cossfully combining a behavior contracting model to activities and ver-
bal communication techniques with p:eadolescents. Reismari and
Beyer (1973) demonstrated the effectiveness of role playing, games,
and toys in group counseling with emotionally impaired children.
Haaken and Davis (1975) illustrated hoW latency.) age psychotic
children also benzfitted from group work. These children were en-
couriwed to try new roles, discover their effect on others, and have
needs met by asking. Finally. Harth and Morris (1978) reported,posi-
live behavior changes in emotionally impaired .students through a
class meeting approach to group interaction:

InveStigations into classroom practices indicate the immense impact
"hidden curricula': have on peer interactions at school (Jackson., 1968).
When the development of soéial skills is left to chance, children learn
expect4behavior indirectly and are evaluated iipLicitIy. Such learn-
ing is iniTeed risky for children with special needs. lp an effort to assist
'tea(:hers in developing explicit classroom practices)and curricula that
focus on frien.;a..p making skills, McCauley, Hlidek, and Feinburg
(1977) ttescr itwd Ike Classroom Management and Relationship
Program (CARP).*

The CMRP is an information Craining and demonstration program
useful in both reguhtr arwl special classrooms. It is based on research
in four areas of educational psychology.cooperative goal structuring,
classroom meetings, affective education, and group contingency ,pro-
cedures. Classroom interventions include specific relatiouship
development activities and &daily group reinforcement program. The
20 relationship activities are conducted one at a time in a 30 to 45
minute session, three times per week for. 7 weeks. The group rein-
forcement program is a classroomwide reinforcement and management
process that attempts to increase children's prosocial behaviors such
as helping. soaring, and approving. Based on a group tokon economy
system, the following has.* principles guide its operation:

1. Each child counts as one point.
'2. Each point earned is contrihitted to the entire group.
3.. All points are awarded fur positive behavior.
4. The basis of tlw program is to increape desired behavior.,
5. Mints are added and never taken away.
6. Positive interpersonal interaction is the most important part of the

group prograih. ,

A atiallpil 411,4, riptIon .if Iht flrfigram frOln Mr,f lanky,
klhirlimait FAI ditor, Itni%prnity of P1uii, i Portland addiaal. Malay 04031i
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7. The teacher is th6 reinforcer, negotiator, and moderator of the
program (McCauley. Illidek, & Feinberg, 1977)

Itroject Aware ( Elardo & Cooper, 1977) is a social development
program for ti to 11 year old children. In a detailed handbmk, 72 dis-
cusnion activities and 54 enrichment ideas are di!seribed, The activities
are geared to developrpathy aml role taking skins. Role playing is an
integral part of the program, lint additional information on using that
tet:hnique is necessary to adequately support the inexperienced
teacher.

To evaluate the effects of Project Aware, Elardo and Caldwell (1979)
focused on the development of role takfrig skills, social problem solv-

- ing skills, and the cle sroom adjustment of 9 and 10 year old children
prior to and folkiw in .; the implementation of the Aware curriculum in
a public school. Each week for 7 months the classes participated in two
25 minutc discussions with a teacher 'facilitator. Results indicated that
the experimental groups gained in respect for others, ability to gener-
ate alternatives to problem situations, creative expression, patience,
and self reliance.

An excellent, inexpensive book on affective education is available to
'the special or regular classroom teacher. The Other Side of the Report
Cord (Chae, 1975) is similar to a book of tools suggesting enough ac-
tivities to produce 2 to 4 years worth of affective programing. Units
particularly relevant to peer relationships include: Friendship, Trust,
Tolerance, Rotes. Moral judgment, Boys and Girls, Self Disclosure,
Personal Strengths, Deeisions. and Survival.

Several commercial, multimedia curricula focus on interpersonal re-
lationships. Althdigh they have been discussed in previous §ection
their Unportance in facilitating stu(lent and teacher awareness of social

4% skills deserves mention here.

1. DUSO Kit D-2 ( Dinkmeyer, 1973) is based (in eight major unit
themes, Those most useful in 'developing social interaction are
Toward Friendship, Toward Respomiible Inter-Dependence,
Toward Emotionpil Stability, and Toward Responsible Choice Mak-
ing. Puppets, posters, activity cards, and discussion pictures are a
few of the many materiais that facilitate the program. .

TAO (DuPont. Gardner, & Brody, 1974) has sections on Reaching In
and Reaching Out. Working Together, and Your Feelings and Mine
whiuh are particularly helpful in building peer relations. Materials
that structure the activities include filmstrips, illustrations, feelings
wheel, shapes and objects cards, and student activity shed's.

3, Pocus on Self Development
( RA. 1974) is organized in stages.

Stage II. Pesponding for Grades 2-4, and Stage Ill, Involvement for
Grades 4-ti, locus on socialization activities.

4. !Inman Development Program (Palomares & Hessen. 1969) is
tio ed by grade levels. 'l'he group activities are especially useful in
increasing communication skills, If children with special needs are
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socially immature, they can effectively use materials designed forlower grade levels. While simplified, most activities .are notjuvenile.

A wide variety of curriculum guides and descriptive papers On'developing peer relations are available through ERIC. Two relevantprograms are:

1. Program for Peer /relationship Development (Salzherg & Smith,1975). This program uses..relaxation training. modeling, reheat'sal,and game playing in a,group setting and is designed for 10 to 12 yearold children with behavior problems.2. Teuctring Interpersonal Social Skills: A Prototype Manual of Ac-tivities (San. Diego County Department of Education, 1974). Thismanual provides games, role playing situations, cartoon discus-sions, and critical incident
simulatiorts"desigrted to teach socialskills to i!ducationally handicapped elementary age children.' .

Sound filmstrips that explore aspects of peer relationships areavailable from Guidance Associates. Through compelling stories anddramatic situations, children are given the opportunity to react to ex-periences that occur in their everytjay lives. Titles of the series, firstThings: Social Studies (Schone, 1975), include "Yvu Got Mad: AreYou Glad?," "What Do You Expect e Others?," "Wtiat Happens Be-tween People?,Who Do You Think You Are?." and "Guess Who's Ina Group!" Another series, Why Don'rPeople Say What They Mean?(Barr Films, 1978). consists of four sound filmstrips ti)cusing on peercommunications. These are appropriate for children in third through'seventh grade,

Enhancing Emotional and Aesthetic Expression

The developmental Osks indicate that during middle childhood,younjisters are experiencing and learning to identify complex emo-tions. Furthermore, wide variety of outlets for appropriate self ex-pressiim become available to school age children and provide themwith direel'am for intense feelings. To facilitate emotional develop-ment in exceptional children two facters need to be considered. Thefirst includes children's awareness and expression of affect: the sec-ond' pertains to the availability of childhood experiences and exposureto meaningful role models,
<-;

Awareness and Expression of Affect

In the elementary
years several changes in emotional developmenttake place. In the early grades, chiklren begin to identify the existence.4 two simultarums emotions such as ldyiug parents and being angrywith them at the same time. Later an awareness of mixed emotions
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develops. For example, children wiSh to follow both peer and parental
directions desiAte, their oppositional features (Selman, 1976). As in-
tense friendships form, children feel the need to expTess and receive
affection. Furthermere, they 'begin to understand that religionships
develop over time.

/tumor is another aspect of self expression that becomes more
sophisticated during middle childhood. In addition to the delight and
joy children experience in giggling over something funny, humor pro-
tects and defends children from anxiety and 3elf consciousness.

In the preadolescent phase of middle childhood, children develop
crushes. Whether directed at movie stars,,singing idols, or the ,kid next

door, strong' attachment feelings produce confusion and even erratic,
behaviiir i ri (the part of previously sensible youth..

Althouglvchibaren with special needs have the same feelings as their
martial progress peers. frequently disturbancrs in -timing, intensity,
and expression of these feelings indicate Me need for special help in
affective development. Several examples are illustrative. Children
suffering from chrimic, progressive disease such as retinitis pigmen-
tosa. muscular d'Iikruphy, and 'cystic fibrosis must *accept the 'in-
evitability of reduced capacity tirpe when peers are making ire-
mendeus gains in skills. The despair experienced by these children
may blunt the awareness and expression of all affect. Physically han--

dicapped children, infantilized by oversolicitous but well meaning
adults may explode with rage when teachers in special programs
begin to teach and expect the use of self help skills. Children with im-
pairerI cognitive development acting on confused affiliative, sexual,
and dependency needs may experience painful rejections if they bla-
tantly vMlate rovert social codes of behavior in expressing their feel-

ings fur another.
Affective education for special kids is not therapy, but it can be

therapeutic. By focusing oi normal emotions, special children as well

as ethers learn .to feel, label, and express their internal emotional

states in socially; tu:ceptable ways. The isolation and limited ex-
perielice characteristic of so many exceptional children make explicit
teaching about emetions crucial aspect of their total educational
program.

Bibliotherapy is an excellent example of a teaching technique that
facilitates appropriate emotional expression by providing children
with models for identification and alternative solutions to problems. A
variety of books foeusing on feelings and/or handicaps are available.
Succrissful use with exceptional children aids identification and ex-
ploration of feelings: provides information about and insight into a
variet):_e'. pmetional. sensory, motor, and cognitive disabilities; and
assur ! ,:hildren they are not alone with their problems. An excellent

sr wri:vbook for the teacher wishing 'more information on this topic is
(;irddren Cope: Mustering Stress Through Books and Stories

(Fassler. ff)7ti), Books that help children explore feelings include the
following titles from I Inman Sciences Press:
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1. Two Homes to Live In, by Barbara I lazen
2. 1 Hu've Feelings, hy terry,thager
3. My Grit:MO Died Tod:ly, by Joan Fassler
4. Things I Hate, by H. Wittels and I. Greisman
5. All Alone with Duddy; hy loan Fassler

Books dealing wth problems and disabilities include these titles
feom Human Sciences Press:

1. Boy with *a Problem, by Joan Fassler
2. Don't Worry Dear, by Joan Fassler
3 Please Don't Say Hello, by. Phyllis'Cold
4. One Little Girl, by Joan Fussier
5. Lisu und Her Soundless World, by I.,;(ina Le% ine

Other classroom activities that increast; children's awareness of
their emotions include ,.psychodraina, role playing, creative writings
puppetry, and story telling, Film making, videotaping, and photogra-
phy require parental permission arid extra equipment but they too
prove to bc effective tools in teaching about em,iti,--;:nd encourag-

o'ing appropriate 'self expression, through activi pat ucipation, and in-
volvement.

One such program using phOtographic activities to mihance inter-
personaL emotional expreRsion in deaf children is described by Doris
Naiman (1977). In this project, pairs of children sliare a camera. The
two chihlren fake turns using the' camcr., in school and taktng the
camera Picturf S are taken daily over a 4 'reek peridd. Children
arc allowed to phohograph whatever they wish. Teachers encourage
children Nil about their photographs using all modes of communica-
tion: talking, signing, pantomime, and writing, Teacher ratings indicate
that 18 of 20 children increased their ittieraction with peers including
communication of ideas and expression of feelings. In addition,
specific examples of increased self competmice, self esteem, and in-
itiaiive are described.

in another pcogfam, d film workshop I vas conducted at a residential
school for preadolescent boys with behavior problems. Each of the
participank made his -own movie and assisted in the film making of
the other boys. Analysis of each boy's script and observations during
filming indicated that fihn .na.ing provides opportunities for ap-
propriate self expression and encourages coeperative group behavior
and impui,e1:-Amtrui (Anton & ( ;ushin, 1976).

A iiinnber of prue .1111s .itich as The ilumen Development Program
(Bmsell & Palomares, 1;Ab)), Developing Understanding of Self und
Others, nd Toward Affective Development (DuPont, Gardner: e.
Brody. 1974) have been developed to help youngsters nnderstand their
feelings but none are designed especially' 'for ewiptional children,
Furthermore. in each program extensive use is made pf visual and
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auditory cues milking modification for some excepticpal children
ne(:essary.

Toward Affective Development (DuPont, Gardner, St Brody, 1974)
activity centered program for a toil year olds that uses such tech-

niques as games. sumilations, role playing, acting out, mbdeling, im-
itating, brainstorming, and group discussion to stimulate psychological
and emotional growth. Children's real life experiences are the focus of
the program. One section deals predominantly with feelings. The ac-
tivities help children reorganize anti label feelings, understand that
feelings occur in a social context of antecedents and consequences,
and experience and appreciate how their actions influence the emo-
tional climate of the classroom.

Another type of structured program that allows children to explore
feelings is Dimensions of Personality (Limbacher, 1970). This
systematic K-12 approach to affective development deals withemo-
tions, groups, awareness, growth, family and peer relations, environ-
ment. anti self image. At each grade level student worktexts arc pro-
vided to encourage personal recordings. Through stories, pictures, and
structuroi activities the teacher safely guides children's discovery of
feelings and encourages productive discussion. One particularly
beneficial aspect of lhis program is its developmental approach mak-
-ing adherence to the gXule level format unnecessary in working with
exceptional children. One drawback to the prograM pertains to occa-
s tonal sexist remarks in the stories,. but an astute teacher can use these
comments for additional learning.

Funnyhones (Educational Manpower, n I.) is a multimedia kit,
useful in grades I through 0, that appears to children'p developing
sense of humor. Through stories, children delight in word manipula-
tion, tongue twisters, and in big ridiculous ,words. Since some excep-
tional children have difficulty with humor. Dale (1979) provided these
hierts to teachers working with slow learners.

1. Make sure the double meaning of words are understood.,
2. Clarify abniractions iind use a minimum of confusing words,
3. Explain distractors and their double meanings in iokes
4. Match the learning difficulty of the jokes to ,the ability level of stu-

dent:: in the class

Following these guideliues helps children gain an appreciation of
burner. Furthermore. systematic teaching of jokes and what is funny
almet them provides children with a tool to relieve tension in awkward
social moments.

Other classroom materiak that focus on emotional expression in-
Jude the following audiovisual aids.

I. Posters Without Words (Argils Comm anications. n,d.). A s ,ries of
dramatic photos that encomIge creative expression.
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2. Brothers, Sisters, Feelings and You and Changes in the Family(Guidance Associates, 1973). Two filmstrip series that focus on feel-ings in families.
3. Feelings/ A Set ( Churchill Films, n.d.). Five films each exploring.a feeling such as fear. loneliness, anger, and sadness,
4. Personal Feelings About Yourself .(Education Corporation ofAmerica. n.d,). A set of seven sound filmstrips that illustrate feel-ings .such as insecurity, shyness, self competence, etc.5. Moods and Emotions (A Child's World, n.d.). A picture set depict-ing eight familiar moods and emotions.
b. Family Feelings (Learning '(;or porat ion of America', n.d.). Set of fivefilmstrips and two records that explores the joys and conflicts offamily life.
7. Identity I and Identity 11( Advance Learning Concepts, n.d.), Set ofhardcover books 3 n d tapes that explore everyday feelings, moods,and emotions.

A novel approach to learning about feelings is through active in-volvement in games such as &AY Talk and Tell It Like It Is:. TheUngunle (Pennant Educational Materials, n.d.) and Feeling (ArgusCommunications, [IA.). These games are useful in the upper elemen-tary grades. Since they are not designed for exceptional children somemodifications are necessary depending on the children's abilities,Finally, an excellent educational television series called Insicle/Out(Agency for Instructional Televieion, 1973) is available. It consists of30, 15 minute films designed to help 8 to 10 year olds understand andcope with their emotions, By portraying experiences common to younglives. the films trigger discussions of feelings and concerns involving,social. :ional, and physical problems. A teacher's guide is availablewhich provides guidance for facilitating group discussions and sugges-tions for additional activities.

A6cess to Experiences and Models

Middle childhood is a ti ni of adventure. Through new, exciting in-tei actions with the environment-and other people, children activelyseek experiences that foster a personal style of growth. In this process,work aml play activihes help children' discover and express them-selves. They find that, like their peers, they have strengths and weak-nesses. Some of their limitations are improvable and thers must beaccepted. Because the 4lementary years are accompanied by decreas-ing reliance oil adu1rsupervision, mobilily and independence en-courage children tu sample a wide variety of experiences until theysettle on a' few that fit their needs for self expression.
ExcepQonal children have limited access to experiences andnualek. By virtue of their disabilities they must wait for assistance toparticipate in life's adventures. Ilelping children cope with thefrustrating kelingS of enforced passivity is one way of onlihncing their
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emotional growth Still another prowss involves helping them live
fully and that entails making th normal experiences of middle child-
hood accessible to children With ;pvcial neells. They, too, benefit from
the opPortunity to piek and choosc their nn;des of self expression.

Art, music, and dance therapy appeal directly to children's emo-
tions, In a nonstressful, noncompetitive atimisphere, these techniques
provide exceptional children with 1....asure and immediate success.
The key lement in .ach is that, regardless of disability, children are
actively iwilved in the pmcess. Suggested msources available to the
classmoill tem her include:

I Art for All Children A Creuti VC Sourcebook for the impaired
Chihl, by Frances Anderson, describes practical methods for using
art to enlhince special child's total educational, emotk:nal, and
physital development. The author focuses on improving the child's
communicative and cooperative skills, self concept, and creative ex-
pre4sion .

2. Music Based Instruction for the Exceptional Child, by Cary
. Reichard and De'rims I'lackburn, offers suggested resources anti ac-

tivities that reldte to music based instruction for children with
vochil needs t'he paperback Imok includes song books and
materials for children with mental impairments and the use of
musical instruments-with exceptional-children,

3 Art Instruction fur Handicapped Children, by Ann Krone, is an il-
lustrated book based on author's experiences at the Institute for
Logoped a s The book prevides background on stages of artistic ex-
pressiun. motivation, pliaming, and subject matter, and includes a
.,plenihd variety of drt iictivities.

4 l'ilVsicol Activities for ludivi(luals with Handicapping Conditions,
Iry I) t a.ddes. is II pr. .tical sourcebook of functional noncategorical

----di tivita... presi.nted in x.havioral objective form, The text is illustra-
tilt with photogrdphs and hill! draWingti:

Vitarious ex pmsfre to the arts is another important affective educa-
tion process Surrounding exceptioind childrea with art and music in-
stilk posie attitudes toward these opportunities for aesthetic expres-
sion In addition. 111,111v famous works created by handicapped in-
dividuals provah. oppmtunities for teacher:, to acquaint children with
role models

The ti,itiondl Committee, Arts for the I lamlicapped (1701 K Street,
NW. Washowton. 1.1C. 2infll) is an educational affiliate of the John F.
ki,nordy Center for the Performing Arts. This agency coordinates na-
trons,vide ark progroms tor all handicapped children; therefore, it is a
alpable 114;111111,P tit i9forillatimi and ideas. Me function of NCAII is

to pro% nh small grants to those interested in developing innovative
progidnis In 'mother capacity, Nt :Ail is compiling a «Met:lion of arts
lesson,. designed to 111141 basil: skill objectives and simultaneously
enrich the Ilveti fa hildren with handiciips (Appidl, 1979).
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Sports and outdoor activities for exceptional children are gaining in
popularity. Therapeutu: horseback riding one activity that has ,

becorne a major, movement in the treatment of chihlr, with physical,
iotellectual, and emotimal handicaps in Europe. Alt aci:eptance
of this activity in the United States is slow, the wor.,..1's largest riding
school, The Cht'ff Center for the thindicapped, is.located in Augusta,
Michigan. and an excellent monual on therapeutic riding is available
from that center ( foul, 19711). Supporting the value itf therapeutic rid-
ing, Rosenthal (1975) described positive physical and mental reactions
such as increases in motivatum, mubdity. anirctmrage in children with,
physical ilkabilities.

Learning liarski is an additional innovative sports activity for visually
unpaired (Miller, 1970) and other exceptional children. Experiencing
this activity illustrates to able bodied and disabled alike that the poten-
tial means of sylf expression for childwn with handicaps are limitless.

Sports with a cornpetitive approackto winning are available through
Special ()lympics. Through participation with iwers, children with
mild mental impairments and a variety of other handicaps are
afforded the opportunity to experience the joy of winning and to cope'with frOStriltiOnti of losing, A positive emotional spirit surrounds
these events and numerous children have benefited from liqicning to,
til'y their best in the face of competition with others of similar ability.
Finally, games such as bean bag, cage ball, shuffleboard, minihockey,
and bowling provide avenues for self exp'ression in severely han-
dicapped .children (Watson, 1975).

The following curriculum materials are designed to promotO self ex-
pression in children. Although they are not specially for handicapped
children, they may be adapted to meet special neyds.

1 Un Stage Bertha, and You 1970). Using creative
dramatics, childret\build self confidence by expressing themselves
within a group and before a group. ,

limoter Comes File (Asthetic Education Program, 19711. A collec-
tion 14 a11441ive improvisations for children.
'rhe l'ive Sense Store Asffietic Education Program. l974).A
multimedia program for primary and middle grades designed to
give children the experience of discovering, using, and umlerstamling
their own senses and emotions.

4. Self Expression mid Cnmluct / Tim lluninnitiesttlarcourt
Thr lugh actn ity centered books, records, and

sound/filmstrips chil veil learn to express their feelings about
themselves to then w

Working with Parents on Affective Education

Porents and children experience a new sense of freedom diHng the
elementary school year.. The patient, parent; guidance and cam typi-
rdi of early childhood begins to pay off. Yo mgsters are increasingly
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able to help around the house, care for themselves, and transport
themselves by foot, bike, or bus to self determined destinations. Mak-.
ing friends, practicing motor skills, and learning in school keep
childwn busy, allowing parents'time to invest in areas of' personal in-

t Wrest. To the delight Id ITIOMS andidads, special talents and unique in-
terests develop in their children.'Just as youngsters feel proud to ex-
Koss themselves through the skills they learn, so parents experhmce a
sense of pride in their childrop's accomplishments. Despite the influx- of demanding expectations from chihlren's expanding social world
and the normal hassles involved in monitoring the prtiadolescent drive
for independence. middle childhood in affectively calm 'and
rewarding period of development.

liut what about parents.of children with special needs? For them, as
for their children, middle childhood intensifies the frulitrations'of liv%,
ing withan exceptionality. This section iltustrates some of the affective
issues parents face as their exceptional children struggle to grow up
and suggests materials to help th n, facilitate the process. '

Parents of exceptional chihlr 4.1 feel the confliding demands of

,
w society't timetable for letting children go and/the complexity of the

unique..yet somet ones st ifling, dependcm:y t;eIationships that develop
btween them and their disabled children, Unlike normal progress
livers. independence it: not necessariW inevitable for children with
special needs. The delicate halance/fietween appropriati% suNortive
caring and doing' too much for exi:eptional children is difficult to dis-
c:ern. Parent's strong feelings of guilt, anger, compassion, and frustra-
tion easily interfere with the clear thinking necessary to maintain an
optimum balance between supporting atul smothering.

Children's diminishing beliefs in omniseient, Tental authority and
their gliiiwing affective investment in peers also c. ;Iles emotional con-
flicts in' partints. After the extonsive persunal sacrifices they have
made on behalf of their handicapped children, unconschnis needs for,..

gratitude and appreciation may complicate the natural process of
separation. Furthermore, if handicapped children have the support of
peers, parents in;iy gladly relinquish partial control over their
children's 'fives. I lowever, when their children experience ridicule,
harassment, and roiect ion by peers, it is extremely difficult for them to
Iiicilitate the separation and independent growth of their children.

To assist parents in coping with their affective needs and,those of
their children several new matei ials are available, Livii,A Fully: A
Guide tor Young People with o llondicap, Their Parents, Their
Teuchers ond Professionals (( ordon, 1975) is written vyry simply and
addrei.ses issues such ;is parent's concerns about handicitived
ihildi on and the psychological problems of youth with tninimal brain
dysfunction. Two Woy Talking with Porents oft Special Children
(MN, Winn, & Walters, 197H) provides additional help. The goal of
this book is to facilitate the commuoicat ion processes of all individuals
involved 'with sin .:ial children, Another source of assistance can he
!nand in Part il of Goldstein's (978) Sochi/ Learning Curriculum,
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This multimedia program concentrates on guiding special children in
their interactions with their farnilies, Activities help them assurm
wsponsibility and work toward independence. Finally, Learning Dis-
obilifies: A Family Affair (Osman, 1978) provides practical advice for
parents and professionals 6;aling with learning disabilities,

Parents of exceptionakhildren face other dependency issues within
themselves, As their handicapped children mature, they must rely on
the understanding, knowledge, and competence of educational, medi-
cal, social. and rehabilitation professionals who are actively involved
in making decisions concerning the welfare ot exceptional chi!..i;on.
This means the normally autonomous function of parenting must be
intimately shared with others,

'Thris! new hooks are available to help parents effectively cope with the
parent prob!ssionul partnership,

1. Parents Are to Be Seen and Heard: Assertiveness Training in
Educational Phi nri ihg for Handicapped Children (Markel
( reenbaum, 1979) is a guide in a workbook format. It facilitates
learning the,socia) skills hecegsary for parents to express personal
feelinss, maintain their rights, und meet the educational needs of
t heaSig,i Id rim.

2. Working with Wren ts of flandicapped Children ( Heward, Pardig,
& --.ett. 1979) deals with important issues such as the parent-
prolessamal relatamship, parent education groups, adaptation of
the holm VriViconment, preparation for a babysitter, and out of
school social situations.

3, flandhook bit- Parents of liandicapped Uhildren (Mopsik & Agard,
197/I) offers guidelines to parents cancerning' the creation of in-
dividualized education programs mid procedures for working with
protessionals.involved with exceptional children.

Parelits experience considerable anxiety oyer the inevitability of
sexual mat ur3ty in their exceptional youngsters. Such issues as
menstrual hygiene in mentally impaired young girls, appropriate sex
nal expression in disturbol young boys. dating for physically han-
dicapped youngsters, and acquainting blind children with the anatomy
of the opposite sex are touchy, value laden dilemtnas for parents who
wish to facilitate affective development.

Personal sexual conflicts may also surface in parents of prlipubes-
cent, exceptional youth, 'Ha impending physical changes' in their,.
childree stir up secret beliefs that their children's handicaps are the
result ot parent's sexual misdeeds, Pervasive myths, such as the belief
that masturbation reside; in mental illness, miginents parental feelings
ot guilt and :.esponsibility.

/\11 excellent film is available to help parents foce their children's
sexuality. ( )ii Hying Sexual (St. Louis Associauon tor Retarde(l
Children, I975) depicts an actind discussam between parents and
professionals and ialdresses parental concerns regarding sexual
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\
4. Provide carefully montiored cross age or peer helping situanons inwhich regular claSsrooip children are given positions of-respon-

sibility helping mainstrekimed children. It is essential, however, that
adult interventions guide\active discussions regarding these real
situations, With each alternkitive suggested aboVe the critical factors
are adult intervention through modeling higher level reasoning and
the relevance of the dilemmaii to the children's everyday lives. (For
a complete description of the\program see Enright, 1977.) %b

A series of sound filmstrips, Whk.Arn I Different? (Barr Films, 1978),is available to facilitate understanding of handicaps. Four titles in-dude: "1 Am Different," "1 Am Blind," "I Am Deaf," "I Can't Run."
The emphasis of each filmstrip is On how exceptional children think
and feel,nwhat they can and cannot do, and how to treat them fairly,

Encyclopaedia Britannica has produced aseries of 10 live action
film portraits of handicapped youngsters. The series, People You'd
Like to Know, won a First Prize at the 1978 International Rehabilita-
tion Film Festival. Each film is accompanied by a comprehensive
teacher's guide. All are suitable fopmiddle grades and up.

A new film series. Feeling Free (Schdlastie, 1978) consists' of sixfilms and guides. Each portiays a "spunky, deterrnined, engaging
(ink!" who is also disabled. Cerebral palsy, hyslexia, blindness, deaf- 'niiss, and dwarfism are the disabilities introduced, but more impor-
tantly, myths aboin disabled children aie dispelled in a candid often,
humorous fashion.

Atthis point, it is evident that the growth of self in interaction with
others, is the major focus of development in middle childhood, but it
may not be the most important issue for all exceptional children in the
middle years. New research in the affective domain, relating to these
complex processes, contributes to our knowledge almost daily.
Although the recent burgeoning interest in affect promises exciting
discoveries, it is also bewildering to the classroom teachers who are
deluged with conflicting .demands on their time. It is our hope this
review of processes and materials is of assistance to teachers in main-
taining an integrated balance of affective and cognitNe goals for the J
education of their exceptiOnal children in the elementary years.'

(
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4 Affective Education for the,
Special Adolescent

rit
THE VIEW FROM -WITHIN. Textbooks talk about how hurd it
Your parents tell you how easy it is. All you know is that to be an
adolescent is both hard and easy, a pain sometimes, fun at other
times. It just depends ... On what? Whether your adolescence is
hard or easy depends greatly on whast people are expecting of you
anti whether you cim meet these expectations. Parents, for example.
It gets harder to live with them. Part of the *Wein is that you would
really like to be done with depending on them. It's not that you d9n't
want them around us much as you wish they'd just be "around" and
not "into." If they stayed on the edge of things it might be OK, but
often they seem to get into the middle. Where are you going? Who are
you going with? When mill you be home? They seem to be always
worrying about where you are and what you're doing. What is really
worrying them is the future ond so they remind you of itwhere you
will be, what you Will be/doing. The depressing thing is that some-
times, deep down, you worry about the scone thing, The fact is that it
used to be, us a kid, everybody knew you better than you knew your-
se..; They could tell what you were thinking by looking at your face.
Novsl, at times, nobody seems to know you. Someti,mes that's fine; the

ts, privocy and independence are great. But sometimes you are lonely,
too.

Then there's sex. Well, first of all, there is sexand there is SEX. The
things involved around the edgeslike meeting somebody, having a
good pinethat parrs fun .. usually... (sometimes even that part
is hilid to pull off smoothly). But SEX ... that gets heavy because
there's more to itif you're honest, than just fun. There's a real tug
asserting yourself, or waiting, or testing out the other person, or hold-
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- 3. People and a place where one may work out .the larger issues
regarding authority and independence.

From peers:
.1. People with whom one may begin to work out lasting e'timacies,

with whom ohe may share a very private self.°
2. The beginnings of same sex and opposite sex relationships in some

depth, celationships in which one May come to know oneself better
as mill as the other person.

From school:
1. An environment that fosters exploration, learning, and develop-

ment of one's talents. .

2. An environment that inplades healthy adult models beyond the
models one receives at home.

3. A place to work out group and intergroup relationships, to learn v,

'about the world at large including the world of work, and how to
function in that world.

AFFECTWE TASKS OF ADOLESCENCE

In order to best conceptualize adolescent devel'opment, it is useful to
view the adolescent as a persOn dealing with three major areas that
need resolution: self concept,.social relations, and emotional develop-
ment as indicated in Figure 1 (page 8). As we scan the issu6s havolved
in each area, particular attention is needed for the special youth.

Development of the Self

The first dimension involves .the adolescent's body image, self. con-
cept. and self-esteem.

Independence-Dependence .

It is hard for the adult to remember the nature of the conflicting pull
toward both indeperrdence and dependence he or she felt n groWing

'up Actually the pull began at about age 1 1/2 pot at adolgAnce! If one
can remember the temper tantrums at 2, the tantrums-li do it myself,"
it might be a hit easier to understand the adolescent conflict between
getting away and staying. Young people are caught between the yearn-
ing to be free of parental protection and the fear of being on their own.
They prepare to leave family, schoolMaybe the communitywith
exuberance and with a More hidden feap.,They leave parqnts with a
phnorarna Of an unknown future they wtint, but e re hardly ready for.
Thus the fbar: The arena for the struggle is both the home and school.
Item the adokscent works out the issues regarding what it means to
need others and to-be alone, as well as issues of freedom and respon-
sibility. The child with handicaps that keep him or her physically or
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emot tonally dependent will experience the same desire for freedombut 'without the same hope of future fulfillment. The child's fearsabout the future are often coupled with much more real recollectionsof failur!s in the past: faihVes at doing what others do, failures atcommunication, at relationshipsat all the things needed to truly be in-dependent. If the fears of separation are greater sometimes so are thedefenses against those fours Thus, the struale may become morefocusud on the peoplit cur rerely in one's life;.home,.school, and com-munity can bectwne battleground where fears are dealt'with in any,number of counterproductive ways.

Se sot Development

The change taking place at adolese.ence is often focused cm sexual
maturation. There ca'n he no question that the development of glands,growth, anti characteristics that mark one sexually will have a pro-mid effect on the adoleA;ent's life. Oux-sense of self as a.sexual per-son is bound up precisely with our sex and no amount of unisex writing. or .clothing can obscure the experiehce. Thrpugh sexual 'maturation
one becomws someone different than one wilt; before. This is the ex-perience of every adolescent. Sexual development brings with it newdkires and expectations for intimacy with others, perhaps inti. .cythat makes other fears seem more controllable. ,Sometimes young peo-ple are well prepared for this change, but often there is very little pre-paration for the new sexual developnient:'We say this because no newcurriculum nor new parental admonitions can really 'serve when the
pripaation required is not only knowledge of facts, but a sense ofemotional security ahout oneself that is strong enough to aeeommodate
the new sexual self.

. .The impaired child with normal physical develoRment hut without. the usual adolescent experiences may stiffer more than the typical
frustration and anxiety here. For the emotionally impaiied child, sex-ual acting out can ofte he a sitinal of the same anxiety, butmisdirected. lt' one is ex iencinga new self then one is also encoun-.
tering il new fear abourehos. tharself will he accepted. Fear of rejectionis common in adolescence, but more so with the adolescent whoolremly has been ritjected many tim0; in his or her life because of a
particular handicap. Sexuality and.the newness it brings merely addsone more item to the list of reasons why this child may be afraid. As ,the list of fears grows, so grow the reasons to hide them.

Ph ysicol Prowess

/Adolescents seem to have an unlimited source of physical energy.
Peaks of physical strength and physical skill carry with them a desireto excel, compete, or to otherwise prove to themselves and to othersthey can win or at least to test those abilities. While parents and

1 teachers will find in their young sttulents a source of joy and admira-
1

I
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lion in watching their physical skills deVelop it is easy to overlook the
Atii.c1 that that ialmiration may carry no little undercurrent of fear and
possibh. resentment. In a society that prizes youth, beauty, and
strengthit is not the rare adult, who winces just a little on seeing his or
hers 'kissing, It is also, not utiusual to ask our youngsters to fulfill somt-
thing we can no longer do, As adults, if we can look at our own passing
strength, we may get a better idea of what the child who cannot com-
pete or lix's not compete physically is deprived of in terms of a needed
test'ng qround. with handicaps that prevent them from either
ex,celling trymg to excel find it harder to believe in their own power
or ability to do many things.

Self badge

The preadolescent who carrsudjlenly het found looking in the mirror to
check his hair or lwr..makeup is calling our attention to a tinw in life
when physicality assumes trenwndous proportions. The pronounced
physical changes ugliered in with pre- and early adolescence are a sign
of sexual maturation aml they make a strong impact on each
younleter's sense of self. What one looks likebody _imageis not
simply a new narcissism, but a heightened need to try out and explore
different Ways. 'Fhe preoccupation with .appearance is a type of ex-
ploration of one's -self.- flow and whim ohe grows physically, secon-
dary sexual characteristics and appearance ,nirgeneral all play vital
parts in attaining an irtiage of mwself, an imaA that goes deeper than
skill, Whelt wi. want to look I ile and how we want to be seen can col-
lide with Imw we Are spun. In other words, the adolescent is forced to
inti.grate again what he or she is and what he or she would like to be,
Images 'Ind ali.ak collide mid, frog minny the youngster gets, caught in
the crash. Obviously, the youngstm. who sees himself ot herself as
physically ullirior or tinittractive or different will find this issue a real
slum bling,hlock..

Cogndive Skills

EVen 1:111.tiOry kninNledge of the work of jean Piaget (1948) is enough to
acquaim us vvith the familiar concept of cognitive developnwnt. What we
have learned from Piaget and others is that cognition develops by stages,.
By adolescence, the youngster has developed a new way of con-.
ceptua4ug, In short. the child is now able to think about thought, to
organio. his or her world sn i. it it is full of unlimited possibilities. For
the firSt, Unit% the adolescent can separate and integrate what is possi-
ble truth wh'al is presently true. Thus, tlw future becomes not an ex-
tension Of what is al reiuly known, but somifihing truly .unimagined, But
how wi can cwinptualiw only has a partial bearing on how.we will
elo it, One must him. some hope for a future in order to idealize it,
Special children may consideCtheir futures. limited because they see
themselves as limited in ways that are untrue. Obviously, then, when
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we speak of cognitive skills we need to recall again the emotional un-
derstruct ure, the feeling about the future, needed to make the future
come ;,hout.

Social Development

The seCond area of affective growth is social development, the maturing
of empaihy a:id, with independence, the ability to stand in another's
shoes. Social development involves the maturation of social
skills.but it also includes the flowering of personal values that will give
one some ground from which to approach individuals and the larger
world.

While mtich attention is focused in schools on the acting out adoles--

cents, there are other forms of behavior, typical of adolescence, that
point to underlying emotional pain, especially to ,pain over limited
social skills. When we consider, for example, intimacy as a necessary
task in adolescentdevelopment, it is vital to reflect on isolation and
shyness as ways of avoiding relationships. As a teenager is brought
into a larger, more demanding. world, he or she.can tyspically react net
so muth with overt hostility as with social iSolation. The education of
emotional issues needs to recognize the conflict covered by refusal to
relate, Processes that focus on relationship can provide classroom
help. "You and the Group," "Relating: The Act of Interacting," and
"Shyness: Reasons and Remedies" (from Media Press) are three titles
of interest.

Parental Relations

As we intimated beforkkm any of the independence-dependence issues
are fought out in the area of parental and teacher relations, but issues
regarding parents and teachers are more complex. While it may be
fair Ii msy to see thai.adolescents use adults to test out their new sense
of self d to fight out the conflicts going on within them regarding the
larger world, what is harder to see* the parents' changed relationShip
with their adolescent. lp other wordS, it is not only the adolescent who
looks out on the world IP a new way, the adult also looks at the adoles-
cent in a new way. Sometimes that .g" is influenced by how the
parent has worked out his or her own adolescence and ,adolescent
issues. Parents, for example, who have found it,difficult to separate
from their parents may make it equally difficult for their children to
separate from them. /

In t.tipe of increased strain upon family life, it may 1-!:i that parents
waif until children reach adolescence before allowiug various marital
and family problems that have existed all along to come to the surface.
Thus, !he youngster who is preparing to leave home may suddenly
find that his or her home is disintegrating; the eruption of marital and
family problems may leave an adolescent with a sense that there is or
will be no home to come back to, no haven, Parents often make the

n .4
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mistake of believing that marital discord can be handled with relative
ease tiy the adolescent. They find it hard to,understand why that same
adolescent spentht lss and less time at home. For the special child,
parental issues are exceptionally, grave. Family tensions may get
scapegoated on to the emotionally impaired child,who may be blamed
for any number of issues which, at their heart, go far beyond anything
of his-or her causing. Parents should expedt that their concern for their
handicapped child's future will grow as adulthood comes closer. Their
own concern coupkd with their child's sometimes hidden concern

er the same issue can lead to family problems that are fought out as
daily petty ot:currences but that are, in reality, far more important.

P.eer Relations

As we consider adolescent development it,wimld be a miitake to con-
sider it as anything but interpersonal. Youngsters see themselves as
they are seen, especially by peers. So, in high school, the great
emphasis Upon what others are doing or wearing comes down to the
issae of how one gees oneself. One of the healthy things high school
'an provide is any number of groups where a youneter can find a

e or another group of youngsters to share the same interests.
Perhaps as we see oth elves as different in the adolescent years we
also need to see ourselves as the same. We In igh t also be reminded that
interaction, even if it is conflict, is needed for growth. The special child
who is ignored, pitied, or teased has the added burden of being
deprived of the healthy interaction that allows for development. The

kandicapped child who at an earlier age may have been ridiculed by
peers mayfind, in high school, not so much ridicule as loneliness. For
an adolescent, being set to one side, passed over, or ignored is as great
&problem as merciless.teasing.

The Work World

\Stwial deVelopment comes about a 8 one learns how to make one's way
in the world. In fact, in order to "make it," more than a few skills are
needed. In actuality, work means not simply doing a job but doing it
for someone and often doing it with someone. In order to work, one
(weds to live up to another's expectations as well as one's own. For the
adolescent, an after school job becomes an, important place to learn
what one can do, hut also to learn that there are others besides
teachers or parents who place expectations on the petson. Special
children who have Mt incompetent or insecure about themselves
come to adolusepnce with even greater need to find jobs so that they
can get away from conflict ridden family and school relationships.
Rather than being protected from the hardships of the work world they
need introduction to it in order to feel capable of eventually succeeding
in it,

4 .
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Social Values

As we have said, it is only as one leaves childhood that one can put
oneself in the place of another. Learning how others feel and what
values -work- in the world is .the task of adolescence. Only as the
adolescent has the cognitive atiility, to reck.gnize" unfore4een
poSsibilities, can he or she appreciate values other than the ones he or
she 'has been shown heretofore. With self reflection comes a better
idea of what (ow believes and stands for. Social development can only
,occur as the person comes to know on what and for what he or she
stmds in society. Emotional impairment, espOcially, places serious
obstacles in a child's way of seeing past himself or heiself; it means, often,
he or she has, not .incorporated strong norms to direct himself or
herself in society. It also may mean he or she is not independent
enough to truly put himself or herself in the place of another. In the
past, we have felt that sociopathic acting was 'caused by. a lack of a
developed guilt mechanism: now, we are more apt to feel the
sociopathic child has developed a ;habit of not bending to the inner
'mechahisms of guilt that ure present. In any case, it is clear that the,
develOpment of social values is built upon the development of emo-
tional life. ,

-Etotional and Aesthetic Development

final aspect of adolescent growth we deal with is omotional
aevelopment. WhiIe the previous two sections have addressed *this,
lwre we concentrate on emotion per se, the eXperiehcing of life as dis-
tinct from knowing it.

Experience of Intimacy

Adolescence normally opens the door to a youngster's first experience
of intimacy especially with the Opposite. sex. This sense of Eloseness
ends'thefeeling of being alone, alienated, and understood by no one. A
young person needs to recognize his or her capability of communicat-
ing deeply with another human being in order to develop healthy relation-
ships and healthy expectations for the future. if children are depriyed of
this experience because of some impairment that makes them believe they
are too different they can become increasingly isolated. tioth mental and
physical impairment contribute to youngsters' believing they Will
never find intimacy with peers yet experiencinggreat loneliness with-
out it. For example, educable mentally impaired persons may find
themselves cut off from normal peer culture by their own lack of
sOcial, physical, or intellectual skills, What can be missed is how clear
it is to the individual that he or she is isOlated. While he or she may not
recognize the need for intimacy, the lack of it may be writt, in the
myriad,asocial ways he or she seeks it. Often youngsters of tnis type
are necessarily protected by their families. However, in adolescence it
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may become clear that parental overprotection bas had its clear
problems when the youngster craves an intim'acy that the family can-
not give.

Sensitivity and Participation in the Arts

We have spoken previously about cognitive growth permitting- emo-
tional growth. The Feld of aesthetic appreciation of art is a clearscase
in ImUnt, Personal creativity and the appreciation of artistic creative-

. miss grows as one develops the ability to integrate and abstract anew..
At the san-T time; as one can empathize with others, the performing
arts grow in importance; adolescents can develop a new artistic ability
because the method of, trying out or acting out the role of another is a
familiar one at this age. Moreover, as cognition grows 'so does sym-
bolic representationthe artistic work of expressing beauty in sym-
bol. Teachers should be careful not to label adolescents as artistic or
nonartistic as they become aware of the many possibilities for artistic
expression, Perhaps our definition of "the fine arts" might expand if
we recognized the artistry present in making furniture or acting in a
play.

Sensitivity to Other

Emotional development is linked closely to empathy and the ability to
"feel" experiences that are not one's own. Sensitivity to others' ceel-
ings: values, and ways are opened up as the youngster experienes
much more cleeply. We have already pointed out how the development
of empathy is connected to cognitive growth. The adolescent develops,
true sensitivity to others as he or she is able to separate himself or her-
self sufficiently to allow others to feel what they are feeling, to not in-
terpret others always in light of one's personal problems. Sensitivity.to
others could, he considered the primary criterion of emotional
maturity. While insensitivity is certainlynot the tuillmark of the special
child, the young person with emotional impairment will find it more
difficult to empathize. This is because an impairment touches upon.the
ability ty organize the world separare from one's need to see the world in
a certain way, thc; way that will cause the least pain.

AFFECTIVE4EDUCATION PROCESSES FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION
AT THE ADOLESCENT LEVEL

One of the challenges facing a classroom teacher is helping the Moles,:
cent develop a healthy concept of self, an image that includes a sense
of peraonal worth and compiftency. We tend to live up to whatever it is
we believe about ourselves. An adolescent quite visibly will dress,
talk, and behave in keeping with the sense of what he or she believes
he or she is. ,Thus, the special education teacher has a parlicularly
difficult task because the children he or she is directing often are.
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markedly deficient in healthy self concept. Issues of body image, sex-
ual identity, effectiveness, and capability are intrinsically affeded by
any handicap. Almost by defniaion, a handicap places restrictions on
one's sense of self. It is easy, particularly in the adolescent years, to
believe that a handicap mars one's inner self. It becomes a self fulfill-
ing prophecy. That belief itself works toward distorting the inner "im-
age." It is easy to-s'ee how learning gets thwarted by the conviction that
"special" equals "unequal." or worse still, "abnormal." That convic-
tion, of course, is implemented by a host of experiences shOwing the
special child how "different" lie or sheis. We have only to remember
the griat emphasis adialesyents put upon being "the same'' as peers
(dressing the same, liking the sameniusic) to realize what harm the
label "different" does when one believes it. Fortunately, the whole aim
of affective eilucat ion is to provide to special. students assistance at this
precise place.

At that junction in personality (the area of feelings) where labels
hurt and harm most, affective education Comes in. The teacher of
affective education has as a purpose th explore. feelings, experiences,
values, and labels that young people have placed upon themselves or
their world, feelings that color how they see what is before them and
what they do with the future. Our aim in educating a student about his
or her emotional side is to reach into the very level 'from which a per-
son most often ikcts or may need to act. While it may seem that the an-
gry acting out young person has too many feelings, the truth is that his
or her action's are a substitute for feeling. Often he or she is trying to ig-
nore or suppress feelings too difficult to acknowledge. In a non-
therapeutic situation that is "real," a teacher can get to the emotional
aspects of personality that are in need of development.

Processes to Enhance Adolescent Self Image

One of die first things to bear in mind is that even in adolescence, heal-
thy self concept is fostered by modeling. It is easy to overlook how oe-
pendent teenagers are on adults because they appear to be solely in-
fluenced by peers. Since youngsters spend much energy testing, it may
appear that they are testing only teachers, parents, and other adults.
Often they are just as much testing themselves. Thus, adolescents, like
younger children, need to know who they ci.n look to beyond them-
selves (and peers are reflection of self) for guidance. We ought to
recognize that the disaffection with adults so common to these years
comes both from the need to separate and the feeling of having been
fooled by adults. With the growth in cognitive development comes-the
realization that adults themselves have organized the world in a par-ticular.way, a way that is not the only way things could be. Yet, while
growing up children often Wave been given the impression that things
are the only way they can be. More than this, they have taken for them-
selves and been given the impression that what adults know is all
there is to know, the way adults act is the only way there is to act. The
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other part of the disaffection is that with the feeling of being fooled is
the desireto be like certain adults around them, the desire to grow into
an adult. So there arises a natural conflict which instead of being
fought within is often 'fought with the significant people around them.
Praise is a partiCularly helpful way to foster positive self concept in a
classroom but we ought to be carefUl to structure things so that the
praise can come from peers and not siMPly from ,the teacher. For this
reason a variety of group processes can be helpful in giving adoles-
cents the kind of healthy sense of themselves that we want to foster.

The group process interventions, such as those developed by
Glasser (1969), illustrate well what we mean. Glasser made the most of
what is a very natural situation for adolescents. Being in groups,
especially being seen by peers, approved by peers, and working with
peers, is what young students find most naturals, At that time in life,
because peers are important for testing out sett androles, as well as for
getting trusted feedback, use of groups in classroom affective training
is particularly apt. Glasser used class meetings and smaller groupings
to gather students in order to discuss some emotion laden issue that
had surfaced in the classroom. He, thus, gave the teacher the oppor-
tunity to bring relevant material to the teaching situation as lessons are
structured around'class issues. The teacher here serves as it facilitator
to encourage self reflection and active listening with its aim of solving
some class issue. For example, a class meeting to discuss with a stu-
dent his or her destructive behavior might focus on larger emotional
issues of responsibility to peers. Such a discussion takes away the
ability destructive behavior has of making it a conflict between teacher
and student alone. Again, in a mainstream situation where issues of
separateness may become more graphic, it is vital both.to effective
classroom management and to healthy self development that under the
surface tensions related to being "special" or ...normal" be airokl,
Group methods like Glasser's allow iss'ues of self concept to be raised
as students explore their feelings and are encouraged to resolve them
rather than bury them. They also permit healthy confrontation that
comes not from the teacher but from other students as a pupil is re-.
quired to face up to the consequences or meaning of what he or she
may believe or may be doing. The Developmental Education Program
developed by the Minnesota Department of Education (drawing
largely from Mosher and Sprinthall, 1970) stresses the assistance of
the school counselor in classroom group work wittt the teacher. The
curriculum, which could be used by teachers alone, focuses attention
on aspects of learning to separate oneself from others. Appreciating in-
dividual strengths and differences and reducing stereotypes are two
areas that are emphasized. The recommended processes suggest in-
teresting role plays, behavorial observations, readinge, and peer in-
teractions.

One unit that concentrates on self concept development, for exam-
ple, suggests that the teacher set up interviews with himself or herself
in the presence of the class. The interviews would focus on issues of
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identity and would be followed by the students selecting pictures for a
class collage of the teacher. Following this, each student woUld make
his or her own collage but not identifying it by name. These would
then be exchanged anonymously and, in small groups. pupil; would
analyze the collage using predetermined questions, l'he questions
would explore feelings, putting oneself in another's shoes, etc. In
another exercise, class discussion is built around a moral issue
"Should Juan tell, the police that friends are selling marijuana to young
children (including his brother)?" The interesting thing about the dis-
cussion is that the bases for these questions are grouped under..
Kohlberg's stages of moral development. Students are helped to recog-
nize various motives that bring about decisions. .

NIkricva
As we have mentioned, sexual identity cannot be separate m

self identity. With that in. mind, the teacher concerned with affeet
. issues, estrcially self concept, recognizes the place of sexual-affective

education. 'Learning that only places emphasis on biological, health,
and social norms overlooks a inost important factor in neglecting how
students feel about sexual issues. The special child can have
heightened fears about sex role and sex competency, fears that deed
yesolution whether it comes from personal disclosure or from acting
out in a "safer" group situation where frightening issues are high-

. lighted for all to meet. The teacher who ventures into this arena should
firstcome to know his or her own covert sexual biases, Fears and emo-.

tional Muos will be touched: a teacher who is reluctant to allow or
bring up significant matters with students may find that his or her re-
luctance comes from something deeper within hilnielf or herself. To
help in the process, a number of multimedia presentations.are avails- .
ble. Media Fair, Inc. (Vienna, Virginia) offers short films for classroom
use. -Sex Roles: Redefining the Difference," and "Cdntraception: A
Matter of Choice" are two of several that offer sufficient material for

4.lively discussion.
Affective education in high schoel years that neglects self image

misses the mark. Concerning self esteem, teachers need to concentrate
on the particular struggle with emotion that adoles.cents meet. Esteem
is connected to many diverse issues, Of course, but competen-
cy/incompetency is one primary area. When dealing with .both, the
special and normal pupils, attention should be paid to how an in-
dividual feels about what he or she cannot do. Accepting limits is no
small matter for adolescents who often push themselves to fatigue.
Nor is it a small matter as they leave high school for a larger world to
be realistic about both their strengths and weaknesses. One can derive'
self esteem from learning how to, "fail," from knowing that missing a
dance or a game, or failing a test, an audition, or a try-out can be survived.
Self concepts not based ujxm reality are doomed to eventual failure.

At the teacher's side in helping adolescents directly cope with stress
are classroom processes that help make sense of our emotional strug-
gles. The Human Relations Media catalogue (distributed by Media
Fair) lists titles of films that could serve group discussion well. "Your
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Emotions: The Coping Process," "Developing Self Respect," and
"Becyming an Adult:. Psychological Tas,ks of Adolescence" seem par-
icularly apt. ,

Besides films. any number of fiction books can be found that illus-
trate dilemmas in periional growth. These can be useful as a takeoff
txtint in disco4ion, Two Blocks Apart (MayersonA965) used the drug
experience of ii city youth to illusirate some peisonal issues of moral
choice. Short Stories (Cheever. 1979) traced incidents in tht lives of
affluenbAmoricans that could serve as discussion of krsonal dilem-

Processes for Enhancing Adolescent Social Development

The second maior area of affective education is continuation of social
developmtmt. In fact, adolbscense is our last chance for major develop-
ment. The awaking of new social concerns opens the possibility for
growth. Too often it is easy to forget that the primary social unit the .

adolescent still must deal with and function in is the family. While
parent/teenage issues have been a Common focus for several decades,
it is only in Our day, with the fragmentation of family life, that we,are

`47!' recognizing that part of the issue for adolescents is not only how they
view their parents, but how their parents view them. It is not atypical,
for example. to find that a families come to.experience greater stress
the stress results in d more open conflict when the children reach
adolescence:. Whatever the causes, youngsters ate often given an ad-
ded unfair burden of feeling guilty for caushIg parental conflict that
had roots in other places. Emotionally impaired children especially
may believe that the cause of family dissolution is directly tied to their
problem. Thus, children must cope, not only with their own need for.
separation, but with parents' needs (and,some erviemic to our society).
The fact thqt tke divorce rate in families with special children is higher
gives evidence to the reality of stress. Raising a different child is not
easy. Somettmes sacrifices come hard.

Thus. in dealing with parent issues in affective education, the
classroom teacher should bear in mind the particular titresses of
divorce and dissolution parents can have that become part of their
offspring's feeling of stress. Socialization skills, thus, must help the
adolescent comprehend ,the complexity of family issues, many of
which are hidden from view. The Human Development Program: In-
nerchange (Ball. 1977) directs attention to materials that foster aware-
ness of others and communication. "My Parents are Gett....ig a
Divorce," and "Adolescent Conflict: Parents vs. Teens" (from Media
Fair. Vienna. Virginia) may shed light.on two aspects of parent/child
interact ion.

The first film. for example, explores a common phenomenon of
divorce occurring in families with adolescents. The film seeks to ex-
plore divorce a experienced by the young person concentrating on the
issues divorce raises for the son or daughter obeerving (Ind being



drawn into) marital disiniegralion. It provides insights and incidents
that touch on a common national. trend that proVokes crisis in psy-
chological develoyment for_all famq memlwrs. Discussion following
such a film could easily cover many areas that cadse serious emotional
pain for students, issues around corbmitment, fciendship, and conflict
that are dinply related to every adeleimnt'sdife. ,

On tht other hand, more processes are needed than those dealing
with parental, relationships: Special children often feel most inade-
quate vis-a-vis thei nonspecial peers. Often these ghi Wren have been
poorly socialized: first encounters with numbers of regular stUdents
can bring painful experiences of rejection..The special youth's at- .

tempts to fit into a group may be awkward. Afiktive education should
. provide a framework for socialization by helping youngsters deal with

painful emotamal experiences and by teaching new skills. Self control
and the ability to be intimate, 'to withstand rejection, and to be non-
possessive of friends are ail aspects of.social skill.

.

.
I

Group work, again, is the best vehicle for developing social skills;
particularly because,the setting itself is social. "LifelineNalues Educa-
tion Curriculum" (McPhail, Ungood-Thomas, & Chapman, 1975)
offers units designed tp focus on altruistic behavior..

In a series entitled "In Other People's Shoes" questions are r :sed
from poster illustrations. "questions requiring some empathy in o der
to be expanded upon." Ypu arc attradted to a girl/boy, but she/he ig-
nores you. "What do you do?" or "Youy mother adopts teenage

'fashions. What do you do?" are two that help _the class focus on their
feelings vis-a-vis others.

Discussion Book #2 of the Proving the .Rule section emphasizes ex-
.pectations placed upon us by society. Units like "Not part of his -,..

4. job,"."It's not my business," and "Should I stay?" present short issue's
for discussion that ask students to examine the meaning and cOnse-
quences of various choices. Teaching Children Self Oontrol (Fagen,
Long, & Stevens, 1975) is a manual for teachers that focuses on a
behavioral approach to self control. Developmental Education
(Miller, 1976) includes components in its curriculum that direct atten-
tion to establishing appropriate .social relations. Unit 3 in the model
curriculum for young adolescents .(Erickson, Colby, Libbey, Lohman,
"The Young Adolescent") provides a central theme around friendship.
Some interesting activities include making a list of one's friends at
various ages, checking how much.carry over or change there is over

'"11' age and why, and issues regarding the disintegration of a recent
} friendship. Inner-change (Ball, 1977) also includes units on such

social skills as conflict management. In that particular unit, students
are supported in their struOured effoft to formulate individual ways to
recognize and manage conflict. An overall objective is to have students
see that conflicts are a part of life, that some are unnecessary while
others are nut, and that most conflicts can be managed. "Circle Ses-
sions" discuss such is§ues as "I Abnost'Got into a Fight" (to help stu-
dents jecognize what triggers their anger and to recognize how, in the
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past, they have been able to control it) or "Dyads" that praCtice listei-
ing to and giving mesiages that accept responsibility or tat blame
another.

Processes for Enhancing Emotional and Aesthetic Expressiän
)

Our third area is enhancing emotional and aesthetic experthnce. These
are attitudes, values, and simple affective feelings such as being happy.
Creativity and the.expressive arts are part of the heritage we wish to
shale with our young. At the same time, as we focus on relationships
in emotional growth, the iselue of 'sensitivity to. others must 'be ad-
dressed. For the sake of clarity we might here touch on education in
values

Values education may seem at first a relatively .contemporary
phenomenon. However, one has only to recall Readers from before the
first quarter of the century to realize that early educItors saw a clear
mandate to instill values. While, to our thinking, "instilling" values
smacks of autocracy, a fast changing society has left Stouth rudderless.
Contemporary attention is again focusing on values in educati4 The
sensitive teacher, of course, must be- aware, of communityleeling
regarding values teaching but it seems foolish to mask the fact that
values, indeed, are taught and notssimply "clarifiedC

As a matter of fact, values are transmitted in two stagesinculcation
and clarificationthat are inclusive of one another. In the first, there.
may be an unconscious or conscious absorption of 'what one witnesses
or hears. Such a 'process occurs in variety of ways but especially

_from modeled behavior. In the second, an individual reflects on what
he or she may or may not hold in importance. Often, this comes. about
in a situation where a value is guestioned or tested. What can be over-
lollkedand this is our pointis that in the very question (let alone in
the )'andling of .it) is some attempt at inculcation. Cognitively, what is
happening is that a person is only able to absorb in stages the princi-
ples .on which value itructurea ere built. According to both Kohlberg
(1968) aria Piaget (1960) only in adolescence,. is one able to abstract

' sufficiently to comprehend possible underlying Value structures that
We can broadly call "altruistic," let alone those springing from a con-
cern for social order and norms. Many educators are willing to admit
that teachers do, wittingly or not, expose students to their own values.
Theissuii appe-ss to be served not by false polemIcs but by a recogni-
tioo of the community's desire for the inculcation of values as well as
its fear of particular values or what may smack of aut6cracy. Basic to
emotional development, lfowever, is the maintenance of personal
values and the rerpect for reasonable values held by others. The
teacher will have a place in that process. How conscio., how direct a
place is the issue before parents and teachers.

For those teachers who will "teach values," the Lifeline: Values
Education Curriculum (McPhail, 1975) units offer help, A primary
theme of The series, involves sensitivity tp self and others. The develop-

.
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. .
ment of ernpathy, self determination, and a concentration on the inter-
personal situation are themes touched on throughout. In one unit, for
example, a saries Of humorous posters asks students to look at the con:...
sequences ofe variety of Illations such as "Someone props his car up
on bricks while he workS under it," or "Someone makes an
anonymous phone call tolease somebody." In another unit, "Points Of
View," situations are given from one viewpoint with qusstions asking

1us to examine that view; on, the other side of the card the salt situa- '
tion is described from another viewpoint, followed by mor 'ques-
tions, One card, for example, describes two sides of a breakup id a
steady dating situation. Bot.1-1 sides -1.'are presented convincingly to
evince active discussion. Yalues Edaeation,(Raths, Harim, & Simon,.
1966), which uses the "vahies clarification': _approach, explores

. problematic issues coftere from. a 'situational context. The secondary
curriculum .developed by'DuPont, in'Toward Affective Development
(TAD)" (Transition in print) also focuseS on values foundation's using
brainstorming and story writing as well as discussion. The DuPont
program fOcuses on the integration of affective and cogeitiveskills in
developing, emotional life: While the young adolescent series is in
press an, examinatidn of DuPont's TAD series for, younger children
can 'give some indication of .the adolescent series.:.The series for
younger children, f,ori example, is exceptionally well formulated andJ...e

,includes rnaqy imaginative classroom activities in addition to problr
di.scussions. Present .information indicates' that Transition will
emphasize, for the junior high age, values of self respect and regard
fot others. Activities include scenarios to write out, simulated encoun-
ters, and directed observatiggi as well as group-Aiscussions.

Values education, sensitivity to others and to one's inner cenvictions
are all themes that lire included in moraf education. While the topic has
been researched (,Kohlberg, 1964y since the 1960's, the field is fraught
with practice' problems. Teaching a particular set of morality, in a

'pluralistic 3ociety is riot necessarily sanctioned. As Kagan said, "We
must' yzncentrate on 4the democratic values' about which there is argue
mqnr (p. 13). What we espotise here is rather the recognition that in

.teaching values, moral/ethical concepts cannot be ignored, nor need
they bel Protesses th4t include role playing and analysii'of problem
iituatio7ris are most effectively used in a classroom to explore relevant
issues ihat touch on moral ones. Thus, using, for example, a filmstrip
such es "Pers4pectives.on Death" or "Abortion: A Rational Approach"\t
the sensitive_ teacher will need.to recognize that moral development ip
explored when valueaor altruism ,are discussed. Again, sensitivity to

-parent and to adolescent concerns both will help the concerned
. ..teacher not simply take the safe course of silente but approach affec-

tive deyelopment recognizing the holistic work he; or she has under-.

,.;17, /Or the teacher of the gifted, recent work has beeq done on values
"7 education. Walker (1975) dealt with developing values in gifted

children through contrasting 7 Competitive_ and cooperative social
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designs. He presented ways of including values clarification in
classroom activities with a focus on group problem solying and leader-.

ship training. Daddario (1977) advocsated attention to democratic
values as a complemeet to the usual enlphasis on science for the gifted

that they will be ablem apply sciehtific solutions to social problems.
, Gensley (1973) took a different approach: stimAlting curiosity, risk

taking, and imagination are, seen as the keys to affective education for
the sifted.

. THE SPECIAL CHII.D ESPECIALLY

The Need

Teachers of special children who have already seen the need for affec-
tive education niay also have seen how little has b-en developecHor
this kind of chikt l seems strange that evpn as the emotional compo-
nent of growing and learning was being explored, there wa's not an im-

. mediate recognition that' children withtspecial issues in development,
would have a particelar need for an education that focused on those
issues. It is -no secret to the special educator that every "special°
problembe, it mental inipairment, physical handicap, or learningdis-
ability:carries an ernOtional coeponent sorely in need .of remedia-
tion. At the same time, special can be used in a broad way.when refer-
ringto the gifted child. Here, particull issues.dt emotional grciwth
must be considered when we teach the child who has advanced Cogni-
tive grewth. Particular attention has been given to the gifted and affec-
five education by Sisk (1978):Ste has.developed a humanistic enrich-
ment prograni of 10 ':en6untet legions" that are suited tb adolescents
as well as younger .children. These ,lessens7feeus oh, thinking about
who one is and could.be and how one relates to others. The combina-
tion of adolescence and giftedness makes for itrare opp6rtunity for

4

creative affective,educafion, and it is needed sinee affect seldom.keeps
up with cognitive'groWth. Brown's Confluent &Ideation discussed
previously has been related specifically to the giftbd by Phillips (1978).

,Hogah and Garve4(1978) have defined the humanistic talent for the
as The ability, to reason well with complex social, moral, and

political problems. 11, is series of papers and reports is an'important
resoerce for the teacher of- gifted concerned with affective compo-
nents.

ivheie to 90

As we haye said, a search of the literature reveals very little when we
look for,affective education materiels that are prepared specifically for
the special child. When we look for affective education for-the special
adolescent there is even less, The one bright spot, thoone exception to
the paucity, cis in the field of sex educationHere, much consteuctive
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work has been done. While sexual development is not necessarily the
most crucial. issue for an adolescent, there is litile help in having an
academic discussion regarding whether sex education is needed,
Suffice h.:re to recognize that it is an area with a clear at fective dimen-
sam; it is one issue m adolescence in need of expliiration, one emo-
tional area in which the schools have become willing to enter, Sex
education materials ti at are .wailable for the special child may provide
an avenue for cla.isroom trekement of other emotion laden issues con-
nected to it, issues such as self estenm or shyness, for example.

Sex EducationSpecial?

When searching for materials. the careful teacher will want to keep in
mind the particular issues he or she Hieves are in need of axplqration
with this particular group. Mentally impairer' thildrr .1, for example,
may need basic informative materials tcat focus a!sc e basic intersex
socialization. Emotionally impairml.cbildren may ;ed Ile kind of cur-
riculum that will allow them to explore some -nry... personal fears
regarding relationships, or that will permit some airing co previously
frig:dening sexual experieoces What we must keep in mind is that for
every adolescent, discassing sex harbors layers of material that'
touches en some .iery basic issues of personal competence, not about
performance but about relating, Sex education that -omitS exploration
of fears or values misses the mark, because it treats an emotion laden
issue as if the emotional comprment could be anesthetized. Teachers
need to look at just how much anesthesia tin/ are applying to'a touchy
subject and for whose benefit, theirs or their students. At times we
miss the mark,when, in an attempt to be "relevant," we focus on "con-
temporary 'problems" (e,g. abortion and wome&serighis issues) while
leavinl out the truly relevant issues of individual fcelingF., anxieties,
am3 frustrations.

We mentiorted thdt materials in sex education for the.special child
are largely found in the area of mental handicaps. Because the material
is scanewhat scattered ;n both depth and broadness of curricula, what
follows will he a brief list of some materialswithout endorsement of
any one, We hope this list will give some sense of what special educa-
tioo :natcrials are available so that the individual teacher can decide
how 'specially fixed" he or she' needs the material.

Materials in Sex Education

A Teacher's Guide to Sex Education for Persons MO Learning Dis-
abilities (Kempton, 1975). This paperback guide focuses on the
retarded, thvugh applications are possible to others,

Sexuni Development for the Developmentally Disabled (Fischer, Kra-
jicek, & Borthick,1974). This booklet is centered on low level func-
tioning persons. It is based on the interview method using draw-
ings.
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Be Informed on Marriage (Phillips, New Ri aders Presi, 1974). This
booklet deals with marriage and interpersi nal relationships.

A Curriculum Guide ih Sex Education for TMR's (Steward, 1973).
This hook focuses on some basic hi',iogical issues regarding
reproduction and puberty.

Sexuality und the Mentally Handicapped (Kerryston, Stanfie(d
House, 1976). A set of seven slides wvers the basic physical issues
in sexuality.

Hemun Sexuality: A Portfolio for the Mentally Retarded (Planned
Parenthood of SeattleKing County, 1975). Thew 18 by 11 inch
plates illustrate aspects of human sexuality,

Adolescent Conflict Series: Coging with Jealousy (Guidance Associ-
ates, New York 10017). This series of 4ve 'filmstrips, while not
focusing on sexuality per se, seenis suitable for explanation of in-
terpersonal issues particularly with troubled youngsters.

Preparation for Parenthood (Sunburst Communications, 1975), While
not geared for the special child, the filmstrip offers relevant
material sui6ble for discussion with youngsters in problematic
situat ions.

Scarkleft by handicaps of all kinds always, always go deeperthal is
apparent: the emotional undercoat. The handicap it touches also.is in
need pf hea'ing. What 'this book hopes to convey bears saying
repeatedly: tree learning touches on all those emotional elements that
either stand in the way or foster learning; true education must involvp
that part of a person that haps makehim or her value himself or her-
self, others and the world he or she lives in. Children with handicaps
especially need that focus oecause their deprivation lies deep.
Reeldiation for them must cover more ground and go much farther
than the three R's if we would ever prepare them Lor a place in society.
Again, affective education,
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7 5 A Brief Look cxt Evaluation
of Affective Education
Efforts

4.

There have been references to efficacy studies of various affective
programs throughout this book, particularly in .the preadolescent sec-
tion. These final pages will not be an exhaustive or detailed review to
prove that affective education wozks or does not work. The magnitude
led consequences of such an enterprise, considering the probable
results, would take teachers into matters of dubious utility.

What is proposed is far less ambitious. As a party to affective educa-
tion efforts, What awareness should a teacher have? After all, the evi-
dence on a particular reading program may not be definitive, but a
teacher "sees" thern results: The evidence for affective education is
seldom that clea.- or dramatic. And it is fair to ask about this curricular
ar ea.

The evaluation of affective education 'suffers from the same
difficulties as do ler educational effortsbut even more intensively.

4 To make these issues clear1 the major constraints on definitive evalua=
tion are listed.

1. The nature of the teacher produces many subtle influences that con-
found clear results. It is very difficult to conduct research on &scale
that includes the many variants of this powerfuI influence.

2. Classroom groups have their individual affective dispositions
which, if not assessed fur their idiosyncratic nature, can cloud any
findings. Transferability of programs is made difficult because
there is never a second teacher or group like the ones used for the
study.

3. Within group differénces of the children make for individual varia.
lions in the impact of programs, Something that has a profound in-
fluence on one pupil may leave another cold. Readiness for growth
is an individual matter here as elsewhere in learning. This is par-
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tkailarly true, of special children. Group'change,. ften cover ups
and downs of individual class memlwrs. Condit .; of "no groun
change" could cover such individual gains and lossefi.

4. Affective changezi seldom iake place in simixle linear fashion,
where a specifk: program input results in a given change. There are
so many other influences liearing on the feelings and behavior at-
titudes of youngsters. The -tinexperimental" variables far outweigh
those *we tabulate. For example, one may feel better about oneself
because of find ing a friend in the m:ighborhood, which was not the
substance of the affective education program. If the- pupil values
.karning to read. academic improvement may do more for self
'esteem than the proposed affective program. Because of the 'con-
glomerate nature of human performance, we must be cautious
about implying a certain Impact from a given program.

5. KnoWing and doing are not always synonymous. This is illustrated
. by the Kohlberg moral development programs. When one learns

what one sh9uld do, this does not always Mean onedoes it. We are
better in measirring cognitive elements than in assessing affective
behavior. Putting problem solving skills to work on a test may not
mean that the pupil /will be put to work when there is a social dis-
pute.' .

6. Some changes we hope for may be so complex and difficult to ac-
quire that anYthing short of an intensive and extensive change
effort will fail. For example, with emotionally disturbed children,
individual therapy may be needed and environmental',eonditions
may need to be altered. This is not tg say that affective education
programS do not sometimes produce a miracle, however do not ex-
pect miracle to be the typical consequence.

7. Another p iblern is rpsearch on terms that are so poorly defined
that they verlap. and with instruments that are so different that
even the same Ulm may be assessed hy different devices. Wagman
(1977).found over 34 concepts and well over )00 instruments Used
in the affective education literature. These included such terms as
self cAmcept, locus of control, attitude fuward learning, acceptance'

-of others, risk taking, awareness of feeNgg....trtistand flexibility!
And these were only on 13 programs! It is his opinion, after sum-
marizing the studies in the field, that we have a long way to go
before definitive efficacy evidence is )rthcoming. This, is due to
poor research designs (lack of control groups, for example), con-
cept iail confusion, the small size of groups in many studies, and the
considerable measurement difficulties.

.

One generalization is.evident: appraisals of particular programs by
their proponents seldom fail to show positiVe results, This- is not
because of dishonesty in the work. It is just that in such instances
everything is going for, them, including unintended experimenter in-
fliience. Many of these At tidies are dnne with limited clientele by grad-
uate students as doctoral' theses.
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The first comprehensive affective Acation program was createdby the late Ralph ()emann in 1955 as a pranary mental health preven-' tion program, It hati been revised aver the years and has a curriculunifur all school ages. A great deal of emphasis was put on training
.ioachers. Basically, his approach is a'cognitive one, teaching pupils to
apply cansal reasoning to social problems. (*mann \was particularly
concerned with evidence of the impact. He had to devise tests to fit the
goals. The overall results indicated pupils did increase in cauvit think-ing about human behavior (0,jemann, 1961).

Currently, the Human Development Training Instieute has
published Magic CircW Research Inyestigations (Affective Measures,1978;. and Research Investigations, 1979.). There is substantiation insome of their work for the program expe:Aations.

The TAD program, which was discussed on pve 97, iS one of the
few based upon a combined theoretical and research base. Actually,the exercises Were given extensive field trials and analysis. This workis a comprehensive,affective education program still in the development
phwe. We can look forward to significant evaluative research from the
author, Henry Dupont, of the University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire,

Hudgins (1979) reviewed this and other affective education programs.
He ooncluded that results of these programs are inconsistent when one
looks for gains in self concept or social adjustment. Again this indicates
the need to look at what works for particular pupils since some do gain,
some have no chane and some drop. Hudgins indicated that work with
younger children by fadilitators who are trained in affective education
techniques and group processes are, probably important in producing
gains.

Ravlin (1979) reviewed all aspects of research oh affective education
programs. He examined research designs, the quality of the informa-
tion reported, and specific results. The evidence on three programs are
studied intensively: TET, Human Development Program, and the Min-
nesota Elementary School Guidance Program, The best one can say is
that :the positive findings are minimal and are brought in by flawed
studiesmost of them doctoral dissertationi: However, before casting
aspersions, we should remember this same condition is true of cogni-
tive programs where much more effort has been expended.

Rosenberg (1978) started out by observing that affective educationshoqd not be used to coerce pupils to conformity When it is the en-
Vironment that needs to be changed. 1,t is doubtful that superficial
programs not related to jobs and the future will change adolespent self
esteem,. Further, he pointed out that changes in the group oftqn stopright there, and never transfer to a broader context. This could be true
even when the program has beern."tested out" by traditional scales.
Often the most gratified person is the leader who has a high invest-
ment in a given process,

. .
Programs that have a targeted goal, such as.self control in a tiven set-

ting, have, a better prognosis than thotte that anticipate total change in
self esteem. Hut even here, the matter is complex. What does the term
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mean? How does one know if progress has been made in self manage-
ment? Is it a trait or a spocific behavior? There is a-detailed description
and examination of the Fagan-Long program for fostering self control.
in Behavioral Disorders for February, 1979 (Vol. 4, No. 2).This is but
one of the many terms that are enunciated in goals, and a similar ex-
amination could be Made of any one. There is a vast literature on self
concept-self esteem where even the terms may take many pages to ex-
amine (Wylie, 1974, .1979).

Cartledge and Milburn (1978) have made a comprehensive examination
of the various facets 9f affective education efforts that enrable the pupil to
relate more effectivelY to teachers and peers. In general, they ft:kind that
there is evidence of positive results and that there is a ,linkage between
social skills and academic success. Particularly important are social rein-
forcement in behavior modification and modeling lo insure desired social
behavior change. While they found that the problem of transfer is signifi-
cant, the review foand substantiation for the possibility of teaching
social skills.

-/ In a critical review of social development programs, the Elavdos (1976)
found that there are ro clear rationakm given in the programs, they are not
specific io their fxjus. and do not provide adequate implementation
strategies. Basically, they argued that these programs must be rekted to
developmental realities of the children to be,helped, otherwise the expec-
tation can ,,be expected to be minimal, Renders,. Devol, and Taijillo
(1978) have collected a series of abstracts and ,summaries on evalua-

, tive studies. The materials cover various ages and strategies; some of
which are not. specifically.. affeelive 'in nature. Global, as well' as
targeted wals are involVed. With one, exception, the reviews report
positive ressults.

As an example, we can examine the work of oneresearcher whobas
devoted her time to one specific concept Norma Feshback (1978), .She
has taken a Critical area of affective performance, empathy, and
worked directly in schools to study how it might be enhanced, Empa-
thy is one of those very diffuse concepts in the affective area. She
defined it as "a shareti emotional response which the child ex-
periences on perceivi g'another person's emotional reactioN' having
both mgnitive and af ective components. She stes this as a special
regulator of .aggressivt. behavior, and thus sees the methods of control
of aggre sion to be inch .t and related to prosotial behavior..This 30
hour p gram was used in Imall groups of elementary age children.
The tivities included stories, problem solving, 'acting out wqrds,
group ssion, and the like. Role playing emphasizitd the use of im-
agination. 'I he matter of Measurement was so complex they found it
becessary to develop a new series of techniques including observation,
film material, and other measurement tools. The results of the pilot
study showed improvements, differential to iubmethods employed,
and she is now extending the work, and plans a 6 month, followup.
What we learn from, her work is the great care needed in appraising
results, the care with which evuluative designs must be set, aAd the in-
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tricacies of measurement. Her conservative but nut pessimistic ap-
praisal is a model fur teachers lnd an antidote for the global, super-
ficial work eharacteristid of evaluation in affective education..

Lockwood (1978) has reviewed the evaluation studies dealing with
values clarificat ion and Kohlberg, rnoral development programs. While
there are extensive claims of various direct and indirect changes in
such programs, he found positive effects only for classroom behavior
through values clarification. Moral development efforts appear to in-.
crease moral reasoning. though to varying degrees among subjects. It
should be noted, this is nut mural bt havior: The many inadequacies of
the researches and possible improvements are discussed with great
clarity for those interested in evaluation of these-two areas.

While evaluation is certainly essential in affective education, the
classroom teacher is seldom in a position to conduct such studies.
However, teachers can often collaborate with school research bureaus
oi university enterpriies. The many complexities of valid work in this
domain are beyond not only the typical teacher to appreciate but the
majority of researchers as well. The minimum every teacher is oblig-
ated to do iS to exarnine.data available on programs. Beyond this, they
can ask their pupils what they found helpful and what they did not in
affective education procedures. Of course, thiS evaluation should be
donv verth any curricula.

Teachers will also be in a position to see first hand, pragmatically,
the consequence of efforts. While it is true we are all biased in many,
direct ionti, this is not the total story. Teachers live with children and if
they see improvements these are not to be ignored. Parents also have
real reflections. At any rate, the-payoff is in the life space and those
who participate in the living areas have .a valuable contribution to
make to assessment. It must be remembered few of the studies were
spetifiCally on special children. Beyond this, a teacher should be.par,
ticularly perceptive about claims made. Try to see the report's on
which claims are inade. Get advice, Don't be conned into claims that
are really promotional incentives to purchase expensive materials.

Being aware of the various hazards in affective research enumer-
ated at the start of this section, a teacher can be an intelligent appraiser
of studies and' combine this with the fact that 'each pupil is a unique
being, There is considerable encouragement to be gained from know-
ing (if there' is no evidence of negative impact) that the processei
pmpldyed have helped one oi another pupil toward a more adequate
self, a higher level of social competency, and a richer and.more posi-
tive affective life. With our special children, so much is needed that we
are obligated to get on with the work. Affective education is the
birthright of these youngsters. When in doubt abottt an affective .
education procedure or program, consult with your associates and
other available professionals. Never embark on a program about
which you have personal doubts regardless of the research. There are
a Vast array of things to do to make special children's lives better in the
three dimensions that can start tomorrow.
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